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OU demand the 

utmost in finish, 

upholstery and all the minor equipments LIMOUSINE 

of a closed car,—be as exacting in your ' 
mechanical requirements. The large wheels and easy-riding tires; the powerful, 

flexible, everlastingly-reliable motor—the whole chassis of the Oldsmobile Limousine 

contribute not only to your enjoyment but add long life to the car. . . . These are essential 

features that make the Oldsmobile as superior for city use as it is for cross-country touring. 

Three types of chassis; four and six-cylinder: the ‘ Special,” the ‘Autocrat ”’ and the 
‘‘Limited.” Bodies of the most durable and artistic workmanship. 

OLDS MOTOR WORKS Licensed under Selden Patent LANSING, MICH. 
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Christmas Presents that will delight 
everybody—everywhere 

Williams’ Trios and Quartet are the names given 
to the very beautiful packages containing different 
assortments of Williams’ famous Shaving Stick, 
Tale Powder and other toilet luxuries, especially 
designed for holiday gifts for both men and women. 

Get these useful and artistic packages from 
vour dealer. If he fails to supply you, write us 
immediately for full information and_ full-color 
illustrations. 

Address The J. B. Williams Co., 75 Addison Street, Glastonbury, Conn. 
Made by the makers of Williams’ Shaving Stick and Taic Powder 

Williams’ Trio for The Man Who 
Shaves Himself contains: 

One Williams’ Shaving Stick 
One can Violet Supreme Talcum Powder 
One cake Jersey Cream Soap in silver-plated soap box 

Williams’ Trio for My Lady’s 
Dressing Table contains: 

One can Violet Supreme Talcum Powder 
One can Dentalactic Tooth Powder 
One cake Jersey Cream Soap in silver-platea soap box 

Williams’ Quartet—for anybody, 
anywhere—contains: 

One 6-0z. bottle Toilet Water—Rose, Violet or Lilac 
One can Dentalactic Tooth Powder 
One can Violet Supreme Talcum Powder 
One cake Jersey Cream Soap in silver-plated soap box 
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RUBBERSET construc- 

tion defies destruction. Study 

the inside facts as indicated 

by cross section in the pic- 

ture. All the bristles are 

deeply imbedded in hard vul- 

canized rubber. In the 

process, the soft rubber works 

itself around each bristle and 

is then turned to flint hard- 

ness by our vulcanizing 

process. 

Né bristles can possibly 

work loose—they’re there till 

Doomsday, because the base 

that holds them 1s impervious 

to all chemical action—hard 

wear or abuse. 

The name ‘a Each bristle 
_ RUBBERSEy i gripped in hard, 
is stamped upon : 

each genuine brush vulcanized rubber 

UBBERSET 
TRADE MARK 

A RUBBERSET Shaving Brush likes hot water 
—is fond of hard rubbing—doesn't mind old age 
because in ten years from now it'll be as good as 
the day you buy it. 

Ordinary shaving brushes depend on the glue pot, bind- 

ing, sewing or cementing to hold the bristles. Hot water 

melts glue—wires rot—threads break—cement crumbles 

and the brush smears your face, fills the lather, and impairs 

your razor with loose bristles. A RUBBERSET is worth 

its price, because it can never lose its bristles and besides, 

look at the economy ! 

The cheapest RUBBERSET Brush is sure to have 

longer life than costly other kinds. The grades range in 

price from 25c. to $6.00. The $1.00 quality and better 

are made with badger hair and Albright Ivory handle. 

A handle that can’t crack, turn color or weaken. The 

range of styles is big—there’s every shape and size 

and sort of Rubberset Brushes to satisfy every 

fancy and every need. 

Most every Druggist, Hardware Dealer, Depart- 

ment Store sells RUBBERSET brushes. If yours 

does not sell them, send for our catalog, mention- 

ing dealer’s name. 

You'll want Berset Shaving Cream Soap —the 

healing lather—25c. a tube—everywhere. 

Rubberset Company 
NEWARK, N. J. Factories and Laboratories . m 
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~ For CHRISTMAS 
The unusual gift is the difficult gift to select. To have 

it also appropriate often costs more than one cares to pay. 

McCallum Silk Stockings are unusual because of their high 
quality and great variety of styles—all of which sell at moder- 
ate prices. “They make a gift of unquestionable appropriateness. 

McCallum Silk Hosiery was the first to be manufactured 
in the United States. It not only surpasses all other domestic 
hose, but also imported silk hose. We sell over a million 
pairs a year—more than any other manufacturer. 

Accompanying each pair is our 

Guarantee Envelope 
insuring you against any defect in material or manufacture. 

Our hosiery is never sold without this guarantee envelope. 

FRE Callum 
Silk Hosiery 

As Particularly Appropriate for Christmas Gifts to 
Women We Recommend the Following Numbers. Your 
Dealer Will Show Them to You: 

No. 201—a very thin, fine, brilliant silk stocking, especially suited for 
evening wear. In black only with black self-clock. No. 113 and 
No. 122 are both fine gauze, medium weight, of unusually good wearing 
qualities. In black only. No. 153 is their companion in white and 
all colors. No. 401 is an extra heavy weight with double heel, sole 
and toe. All silk opera length. Especially suitable for winter wear. In 
black and all colors, 

McCallum Silk Hosiery for Men 

ee No. 308 in black, and No. 327, its companion, 
‘al rude ene Scie in all colors. These are fine pure silk half hose, 

“Through Mi 
abe Ring” 

po (tng 

the Spider’s 

av 

|| are guaranteed against suitable for daily wear. No. 329, a ribbed two- 
in . . . 

manufacture by the, | tone in staple combinations of color. Your dealer 
: will show them to you. If he hasn’t them write 

Callum us direct and we'll see that you're supplied. 
Hosiery Company - 

et Largest producers 
hatiery a tive w 

makers, “ 

Noted 

for Their 

Weai 

Suan e 
Send for our free booklet, “* Through My Lady's Ring **—containing 

description of all McCallum styles. Whenever you buy silk hosiery, ask 
for McCallum’s. 

Thie Guarantee Envelope 
prt emeaternnin: was yr McCallum Hosiery Company, Northampton, Mass. 

Sor mending. Largest Producers of Silk Hosiery in the World 

SRR Oe _ 



Economy 
walk hand in hand with that 
one soap—Pears’—which has 
continued its successful course 
in the service of beauty for over 
one hundred and twenty years. 
The special properties which 
soften and beautify the skin 

You'll Find Always in 

the famous Pears’ Soap—and 
only in Pears’. It enables 

women to have lovely complex- 
ions and keep the skin in a 
constant condition of perfect 
health. Its cost is low enough 
for anybody. So, while beauty 
is increased and complexions 
helped, it is best for beauty 
and economy to use 

ears’ 
SOAP 

15c. a Cake for the Unscented 

os 

Fees 

Do Your Christmas Shopping 
Early 

OU did it last year earlier than be- 

fore. Do it early again. 

It is better for you. You will be less 

crowded in the doing of it. You will 

have a better choice of the commodities 

that are offered, and more time to make 

your choices. 

It is a great deal better for the forces 

in the shops; the girls and men who 

wait on you, and deliver your purchases. 

The strain of the Christmas shopping on 

the shopgirls, in particular, is still very 

severe. Mitigate it, you who can, by 

every means in your power. Get your 

matters out of the way early. There 

will be many who won’t, and a good 

many who can’t, and the rush will be 

hard enough in any case. 

Do your Christmas shopping early! 

It is wise; it is thrifty, and it is kind. 

Meditations and Reflections 

Intuition without experience in 
worldly affairs is a trap which sen- 
timent sets for the inexperienced. 

Ignorance and indifference are twins 

nourished by optimistic parents. 

Eccentricity and affectation are 

twins who think alike, but act differ- 

ently. 

In youth we are hemmed in on one 
side by superstition, on the other by 

prejudice. The rest of one’s life is 

passed in combating the first, and re- 

covering from the effects of the sec- 

ond. 

The youth of a man of genius is 

commonly marred by incongruous or 

adverse conditions—too much luxury 

with Tolstoy, too much agitation with 

Hugo, too much ease with Goethe, too 

much misery with Wagner, too much 

adulation with Byron. 

The nations possessing too much 

morality undergo a reaction precisely 

like those that have too much vice. 

Nature refuses to supply more virtue 

in one country than in another. 

The Romeo 
The acme of comfort, elegance and 
ease. Made of fine Comfy Felt, richly 
fur bound. Soles of noiseless belting 
leather and low heels. 

Price 
Women’s, Black, Red, Brown, Green, ne 
Gray, Wine, Navy Blue ana Purple $1.50 

Men’s, Black, Ozford Gray (no fur) 2.00 
Misses’, Red, Gray (Spring Heels) . .1.25 
Child’s, Red, Gray (Spring Heels) . . 1.10 

Delivered 

The Tailor-Made 
An exceedingly handsome felt slipper, 
trim and neat as its name implies an 
very dressy. Regular ‘‘Comfy’ con- 
struction as above. 

Price 
Women’s, Red, Wine, Brown, Black $1.25 
Men’s, Black, Brown, Red, Wine. . 1.50 
Misses’, Red, Light Blue, Pink .... 1.10 
Child’s, Red, Light Blue, Pink .... 1.00 

Delivered 

Send for our handsome illustrated Catalogue No. 32, 
showing many new styles for Christmas. 

} Danl. Green Felt Shoe ca 
& HWO-i2 East 13th St New York. 

Love, vanity, mystery: three tyrants 
which in every age change their dress, 
but never their character. 

(Concluded on page 944) 

—$——— 

ing aromatic with al ktail. A pleas Makes the best cocktail. A pleasin® West neath Wine, spiritand soda bevera ‘ hag 

ful. to use with Grape Fruit, Oranges, Wine Jel . “ 

Wine Merchants or Druggists. Sample by mail, 

stamps. C. W. ABBOTT & CO., Baltimore, Md. VE 
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UARIST MRS SUGGESTIONS 
US BALZER designs necessities and luxuries 

for Motorists that you can’t obtain from any- 
oll else. His idea is not to see how CHEAP a 
thing can be made, but how GOOD, which is to say 
that he caters only to people who appreciate art- 
istic merit, solid worth and honest workmanship 
throughout. Now, here are some things that Gus 
Balzer knows you will like, 

MONOGRAMS 
Make unexcelled Christmas Presents, particularly if 
designed by Gus Balzer, for they are readable as well 
as graceful. He uses more art than metal. Get special 
Monogram Catalogue. 

PRICES 

For Traveling and Hand Bag—1% in. 2 in. 
J 

Sterling Silver - - $3.50 $4.50 
\\ Gold Plated - - 8.50 4.00 

14-k. Solid Gold - - 8.50 19.00 

Briarwood Pipe with 2-letter monogram, 

Silver or Gold Plated, Hi in. high $1.00 
Sterling Silver ° ~ 1,25 

14-k- Solid Gold - - . 3.50 

Send pipe (briarwood only) and have a 
Monogram attached. 

" 
Automobile Monogram, 8 in. ‘Auto. 

Monogram,’ - - - $12.00 

LIMOUSINE BOUQUET HOLDERS 
In fine Domestic and Imported Glass, 

in Etched, Engraved, Inlaid Gold and 
Silver and Cut Designs, which are 
elegant, in either plain or ornamental 
designs. They give a final touch of 
elegance to “‘ewell’? Motor Cars and 
delight the hearts of the occupants, 

THE “STEVENS” IGNITER 

Better than a Magneto, 

Price only - 
“Nuff 

$20.00 
Se a ” 

TIRE AIR TANK 
**AIR-ON-TAP”’ 

BEST BY TEST. 

See this Double Valve? 

It Positively Prevents 

Leakage. Exchangeable 

Anywhere. 

You must send for the Catalogue that 
pictures and describes all the positively 
necessary as well as luxurious things 
that Gus Balzer makes for the motorist’s 
delight. The Catalogue is itself a work 
of art, and it’s freeonly to you. 

NOTE: Along with the Catalogue we 
will send the name and address of the 
dealer nearest you, who will let you feast 
your eyes on the Gus Balzer offerings, as 
wellas lay out a little money when the 
spirit moves you. 

We don't want to hear from you to- 
morrow, for to-morrow never comes. 
Think of it seriously, for it’s no light 
matter—you must write us to-day or 
never! 

THE GUS BALZER CO. 

1777-79 BROADWA Y—Department A 

In the City of New York 

Phone 6729 Columbus 

Meditations and Reflections 

(Concluded from page 942) 

To each intellect belongs a special 

power. We belong to ourselves, and 

we lose control of our own when we 

try to be some one else. The original 

mind is a magnetic center for the at- 

traction of other minds. But the lode- 

stone loses nothing by attraction; it 

remains the same. 

The thing we call Progress has its 

rhythmic movements like music. A 

frivolous age corresponds to the tempo 

of the dance, a sentimental age to that 

of the adagio appassionato, a heroic 

age to the tempo of the march. 

Bad books are talked about when 

they are sensational, good books when 

original. 

In Nature the influence of mystery 
is manifest in its eternal suggestions 

of the possible and the probable. 

Wise men change their opinions by 

a process of mental evolution; fools 

and fanatics change theirs by fits and 

starts, to suit the caprices of fashion 

and the follies of the epoch. 

There is a certain narrowness of 

mind which is commonly allied to sen- 

timentalism. This is why devotees are 

so often malicious. 

Francis Grierson in London New Age. 

””? 
“ EXTRAW ! 

Any man, ye man, all men 
would appreciate the 

Krementz Gift Box 
A set of four of the famous 14-K Rolled Plate Krementz 

Collar Buttons (that willlast tor years without losing lustre). 
A new one free for every one broken or damaged from any 
cause. Packed in an attractive ribbon-tied box. 

One Har the set of four. If not found at your haber- 
dasher’sor jeweler’s aset will be sent postpaid on receipt of price. 

KREMENTZ & CO., 60 Chestnut St., Newark, N. J. 
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Well Paid 
A lively-looking porter stood on the 

rear platform of a sleeping-car in the 

Grand Central Station, when a fussy and 

choleric old man clambered up the steps. 

He stopped at the door, puffed for a mo- 

ment, and then turned to the man in 

uniform. 

“ Porter,’’ he said, “I’m going to Chi- 

cago. I want to be well taken care of. 

I pay for it. Do you understand? ’’ 

“Yes, sir; but 

“Never mind any ‘buts.’ You listen 
to what I say. Keep the train-boys away 

from me. Dust me off whenever I want 

you to. Give me an extra blanket, and 

if there is any one in the berth over me, 

slide him into another. I want you 

to pe 

“ But, say, boss, I Pe 

“Young man, when I’m giving in- 

structions I prefer to do the talking my- 

self. You do as I say. Here is a two- 
dollar bill. I want to get the good of it. 

Not a word, sir.’’ 

The train was starting. The 

pocketed the bill with a grin, and 

himself to the ground. 

“ All right, boss!’’ he shouted. 

can do th’ talkin’ if you want to. 

powerful sorry you wouldn’t let me tell 

you—but I ain’t goin’ out on that train. 
—Lippincott’s. 

porter 

swung 

“You 

I’m 
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ROLL oF HONOR 
PAGKARD PIERGE-ARROW 
THOMAS OLDSMOBILE 
STUDEBAKER-GARFORD GOLUMBIA 
CHADW/GK RAMBLER 
STEVENS-DURYEA AMERIGAN 
APPERSON ETG.ETG.ETG. HALLADAY 

WB. ALLHAVE TRUFFAULT-HARTEORD SHOCK b 

KRBSORBERS AS REGULAR EQUIPMENT. 2 

He 
a THE CARS OF pepetear tad 

There are thou and thousands of them and they all vy 

The Th uttault -Hfartford ford 

SHOCK ABSORBER 
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SELF INKING FOUNTAIN PENS 
MAY BE CARRIED /N ANY POS/T/ON 

AN especially pleasing Christmas remembrance, a John Holland 
Safety Self-Inking Fountain Pen, is really an acceptable any-time 

gift, because of its every-day usefulness. Equipped with the exclusive | 
new Holland feature—the Safety Cap—this latest and best Foun- 
tain Pen can be carried in any position and ink-leakage is impossible. 

Made in two styles—one fills itself by moving sleeve and compressing bar; 
the other by lifting button. Each style equipped with Safety Cap, which prevents 
ink evaporation, an advantage to travelers because the pen is always ready to write. 

| May be safely carried by ladies in their hand-bags or laid in their writing cabinets. 

Fitted with the JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN —the leader since 1841— 
and Patent Elastic Fissured Feed, which insures even ink flow. 

Ask your nearest dealer or we will send direct to 
you. Ililustrated Catalog C-over 100 styles—FREE. 

THE JOHN HOLLAND GOLD PEN co. , ,4 
SS) | y.. Established 1841, Cincinnati _ 
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How Sanity Handicaps a Fellow , 

It seems that I am sane, after all. I 

base the suspicion upon recent very at- 

tentive perusal of Professor Hugo 

Miinsterberg’s “ Psychotherapy” and 

volumes of kindred tenor which Mof- 

fat, Yard & Co. must find popular or 
they would be less persistent in their 

publication. All are books which de- 

stroy my peace of mind, bringing me, 

as they do, an uneasy feeling that I am 

not a lunatic at all. The notion that IT 

am sane begins to obsess me, in fact; 

inspiring an uneasy dread that I have 

nothing in common with Dean Swift 

or with Verlaine. 

Let me set down the facts after the 

fashion of those patients of Professor 

Miinsterberg’s whose cases he states 

with such a wealth of detail in his en- 

trancing work. I am the middle-aged 

father of two noisy boys in Hacken- 

sack, New Jersey. From my earliest 

youth it has delighted me to dream of 

Feb. 4, $400 up for 71 days. 
Round 

CLARK’S ORIENT CRUISE 
Shore trips ALL INCLUDED. 

World, Trans-Siberian and Riviera-Italy. 30 Tours to 
Europe. Specify program desired. 
FRANK C. CLARK, - Times Bidg., New York 

the imperishable renown certain to be 

mine owing to numerous contributions 

I purpose making to the literature of 

the land. I have felt rather than per- 

ceived that the great American nove} 

of which so much is predicted, will be 

written by myself. This idea was 

strong when I was younger. It tends 

now to yield to a dread, as I have 

stated, that I am really sane. Were | 

mad I could, as I know, feel in the 

same class—I wish I could state this 

more scientifically, but Miinsterberg 

will understand—with Shelley. There 

seemed something in my mental state 

that indicated the qualities of Flaubert. 

I shook with his neuroses. I spent 
hours in wandering aimlessly about 

like Berlioz. It was inexpressibly com- 

forting to me to be made aware 

that Schopenhauer and Wagner and 

Nietzsche had some of my eccentrici- 

ties. I felt all the reverence of the 

ancient Romans for the mad because I 

was that. The feeling of self-confi- 

dence resulting from this state of in- 

tellectual ecstasy enabled me to fill 

reams of paper with my ideas. They 

were all as crazy as Ibsen’s, or, to be 

perfectly accurate, I thought they were. 

(Continued on page 948) 

Forget 

You know of the famous wells of ABILENA, from which flows, pure 

and undefiled, America’s Natural Laxative Water. 

manufactured and stored, for human benefits, the perfect laxative— 

more effective than drugs or artificial waters—and a laxative that not 

only doesn’t irritate the delicate membranes of the intestinal tract, but 

soothes and nourishes these tissues as well. 

ABILENA is almost wholly Sodium Sulphate, whereas ordinary laxatives contain 

Magnesium, in place of Sodium. Sodium is the ideal laxative base. Magnesium 1s a 

harsh, harmful zrritant, which at best can only give you temporary results. 

Drink Tonight, America’s Natural Laxative 

ee ABILENA 
TO DRUGGISTS: 

encing 20,000,000 people. ‘Try ABILENA Water to-night, 
Keep your stock up. instead of harsh medicines, or 
ei klinie artificial waters, or other drugs. 

It is surprisingly gentle in its action, yet it flushes 
and cleanses the system thoroughly, removes waste 
secretions and helps to restore the digestion and 
excretory organs to their natural, healthful condi- 
tion. ABILENA is not disagreeable to the taste. 
A small amount suffices. It is inexpensive and easy 

SPECIAL NOTE.—ABILENA is the only 

to get. Nearly every druggist sells it. Large or 

small bottles. “Get a bottle of ABILENA to-day at 

your druggist’s and learn, as thousands of others 

have, that the perfect laxative is neither pills, tab- 

lets, nor artificial waters, but a product of Natures 

laboratories. Try first, a small two-dose bottle, 
then you will want it in larger bottles to have in 
your home at all times. Your money back if not 

more than satisfied. 

advertised NATURAL laxative water pro- 

duced in America. Others are artificial and dare not use the word - NATURAL.’ 

ABILENA is bottled and sealed at the ABILENA Springs under the most sanitary metliods. 

The AspmeNA Company, Abilene, Kansas 
interesting booklet on Perfect Elimination, mailed free on request to Frank M. Gier, M.D., Presi i **The Natural Method,"’ 
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The White 
Gasoline Car 

191] 

“ One Quality ” 
HE difference in price between the several White models is due solely to 

the size of the cars, not to material or workmanship. We shall build 

every car regardless of cost, to meet our idea of perfection. White Cars 

are not built in a hurry. 

We never pay men by the piece. 

We do not desire, so we do not induce, speed in the making of any part. 

We have no stated daily output. 
We make both steam and gasoline cars and we make them the very best we know 

how. 

White prices are low because of our experience, large output and purchasing power. 

Here Are a Few Features of the Gasoline Car 

The four cylinders, cast en bloc, are imported 
from France. The motor has a 3#-in. bore, with 
54-in. stroke. 20-30 horse power. The crank shaft 
is ball bearing. 

Ignition is by Bosch magneto. 
The two models are identical except in wheel base 

and size of body. 
The wheel base of model ‘‘G-A”’ is 110 inches. 

That of model ‘‘G-B”’ is 120 inches. 
Selective transmission—four speeds and reverse 

with direct drive on third. Four speeds mean 25% 
greater motor efficiency. 

The price of model ‘“G-A” is $2,000 with full 
touring equipment except top. Torpedo body $250 
extra. 

Model ‘‘G-B”’ sells for $2,500, with same equip- 
ment as model ‘“‘G-A”’ plus foot rail and tire holders. 
Limousine $3,600. Landaulet, $3,800. 

The catalog, mailed gladly on request, describes 
both these cars in detail. 

The White Company; 852 East 79th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
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@ 12th Year of manufacturing to this standard. 

@ 12th Year of progress in tire and mileage development. 
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MOST SCIENTIFICALLY 
MANUFACTURED TIRES IN THE WORLD 

“USERS KNOW” 
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The Literary Zoo 
(Continued from page 946) 

Such, then, was my condition when 

Professor Miinsterberg’s entrancing 

volume brought its hint that I am nor- 

mal. Neither my emotions nor my in- 

tellect are morbidized. Such, at any 

rate, is the idea I derive from study 

of the cases. I seem to be a sensible 

being, incapable of persuading myself 

into a systematized delusion respecting 

UUM ALCL UAE TT 

my sanity. This suspicion haunts me 

always. There are suggestions of hope 

in the fact that the mad deem them- 

selves sane. My fear of going sane 

may be the best possible evidence that 

I am madder than ever. Unfortun- 

ately, I tend to wake early in the morn- 

ing with a conviction that my reason 

is tottering on its throne, whereupon, 

fired by the inspiration, I begin a novel. 

By luncheon time a feeling of perfect 

sanity leaves me helpless and de- 
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INTERESTING ! nean, Epypt and 
D A Y S the Orient wo 

Te 

Interesting Itinerary 
Select Party 

Before planning your winter vacation F 

write for booklet. 
W. B. CHANDLER, Charterer and 

ruise Manager 
Holland America Office, - 39 Broadway, NEW YORK 

pressed. Some phrase of Professor 

Miinsterberg’s recurs to rob me of all 

faith in my own insanity. I cannot be 

crazy. The obsessing idea that I am 

sane is auto-suggestive, to employ the 

Professor’s expression, and deprives 

me of the self-confidence essential to 

creative work. The pathology of my 
genius morbidizes nothing. To make 

matters worse, I experience the agony 

of seeing my fear deemed unreal. 

What is there, after all, in sanity to 

make me afraid of it? Other men have 
been as sane as I suspect myself to be, 

although they have never done any- 

thing better than the poetry one sees 

in the fifteen-cent magazines. I want 

to write like Balzac, of whom we read 

in the new literature of psychiatry that 

his reflexes were most morbid. It is 

comforting to know that the great 

Tchaikovsky was never yuite sure 

whether he was sane or insane. My 

own state is infinitely worse. Profes- 

sor Miinsterberg, through his book, 

(Continued on page 950) 

Thousands 
have wnittenfor 
my big dollar 
offer. Have 
you? Itis the 

biggest money's 
worth I know of. 

This is your opportunity to 

prove conclusively that 

MAKAROFF 
Ask 

And RUS
S IAN 

Ree 

CIGARETS 
are all that we claim for them, and 
we claim a lot. Better write today. 

Tnatearoy ~ oA 
Mail address—95 Milk Street, Boston 
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At the Meriden Store a fine 

) variety in Christmas silver is to 

be had. The perfection of the 

} silversmiths craft is found in 

this ware, both sterling and 

plated, and the accompanying 

‘ illustrations are just a few 

suggestions of its beauty. The 

y Meriden stamp on any article 

After Dinner Coffee Set ‘ 

Silver for 
stmas 

guarantees its worth. Those 

who plan to bestow silver gilts 

will find herea wondertul assort- 

ment of Sterling Silver, Silver 
Plate, Silver Deposit Ware, 

Cut Glass, Cut Glass with 
Sterling Mounts—backed by 

over half a century reputation 

for unsurpassed excellence._ 

% Carriage Entrance, 35th Street 

) The Meriden Company, Silversmiths 
(International Silver Company, Successor) 

49-51 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York | 
Fruit or Nut Tub Fern Dish we Rhine Wine 
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Through Car 77 HAV 

Route to Atlanta, Birmingham and Memphis 

Go 
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but first get information 
about the superior service 
and schedules of the 

SEABOARD FAST MAIL 
SEABOARD EXPRESS 

and the superb All-Pullman 

SEABOARD FLORIDA LTD. 
one night out New York to 
Palm Beach. 

Through Pallman, Observation 
NM oaLM BEACH and Dining Car Service. 

Hotels and Winter resorts. 

Tourist tickets and stopovers. 

Golf, hantinz, fishing, climate, etc. 
For booklets and information address 

Conklyn, G.E.P.A. 
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New York 

VACUUM CLEANING 

master the subject or avoid the ob- 

vious or become a slave to that bane 

of all literature, accuracy. I do not 

mean that I might not be a better 

writer if I could write differently— 

if I could write, for instance, the way 

Tom Dixon looks. A man who could 

write as the author of “The Clans- 

man” looks when, stick in hand and 

with a gray sack suit upon him, he 

strides through the metropolis, would 

be to literature what the Acropolis in 

the age of Pericles was to architec- 

ture. The majesty of Gibbon’s prose 

is in the gait of Tom Dixon, the fire 

of Shelley’s verse is in the eye of Tom 

Dixon, and the length of a Homeric 

line is in the step of Tom Dixon. The 

(Continued on page 954) 

The Literary Zoo 
(Continued from page 948) 

persuades me that I never could have 

been quite mad, even when I was 
young. My whole mental life reor- 

ganizes itself around this dread of be- 

ing sane. The Professor will no doubt 

insist that I ought to overcome this 

fancy, but I fear that my career will 

be ruined in the endless fight against 

the overpowering obsession. In litera- 

ture nowadays sanity is a fatal handi- 

cap. With all my heart I envy H. G. 

Wells and the modern school of Ger- 

man poets. 

Why I Am a Brilliant Writer 

My first reason for being a brilliant 

writer is that I never have anything 

to say. The fact that I never have 

anything to say is not noticed, because 

I write so well. But my chief reason 

for being a brilliant writer is that 1 

always write about myself. If I wrote 

about aftything else I should have to 

Great Western 
Champagne 
Half the Cost of Imported 

Absence of duty reduces its cost 50%. 

Of the six American Champagnes 

exhibited, Great Western was the 

only one awarded the gold medal 

at Paris exposition, 1900. 

Your grocer or dealer can supply you 

————Sold everywhere 

PLEASANT VALLEY WINE CO. 
RHEIMS, N. Y. 

Oldest and Largest Champagne House in America 

You w 
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~ | A DISTINGUISHED ELECTRIC WELL 
WITHIN THE AVERAGE INCOME 

is immensely widened. 

larger audience. 

You will not find in any mechanical or 

operative deficiency an explanation 

of the new and lower price of the 
Hupp-Yeats electric. 

You will not find it in a lack of elegance. 

Even the inadequate illustration presented 
herewith will show you that it is a 

carriage more distinguished in appear- 

ance than the handsomest of its prede- 

cessors, 

The Hupp-Yeats, moreover, is luxuriousness 

personified—the richest of rich leather 
upholstery, the finest of enamel finish, 

revolution. 

An efficient Westinghouse motor drives direct to the rear axle, without an 

extra reduction through a single pair of special gears. 

The chassis is the lightest, and at the same time the stoutest, ever util- 

With the advent of the new Hupp-Yeats at $1750, 
the scope and usefulness of the electric carriage 

Heretofore the electric carriage has been the pre- 
rogative of the fortunate few, by reason of its 
excessive first cost and its consequent expense. 

The electric carriage as a vehicle rivals the utility 
of the gasoline car, and it was inevitable that 
its advantages should be made possible to a 

This has been done in the case of the Hupp-Yeats, 
not only without the sacrifice of a single ele- 
ment of beauty or value, but with the addi- 
tion of many progressive features. 

HUPP-Y LATS 
ELECTRIC 

A car of French design and very latest fashion 

HUPP-YEATS LIFE GUARANTEE 

The Hupp-Yeats Electric Car Company guarantees 
the Hupp-Yeats car free from defects in materia! or 
workmanship, during the life of the car, and willreplace, 
free of charge, any such defective material when re- 
turned to its factory for inspection, transportation pre- 
paid. This guarantee covers all parts of the car, except 
the motor, tires and storage battery, which are guar- 
anteed by their respective makers. 

HUPP-YEATS ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY. 

characterize its equipment. 

In its mechanical construction it shows a marked advance—incorporating, 

for instance, a unique system of direct drive, which is in the nature of a plant direct. 

These, with the direct drive, make the cure 

rent consumption the lowest on record. 

The carriage is modelled largely on French 
lines, with extraordinarily long wheel 
base (86 inches), and has an exceedingly 

low-hung body, which permits the occu- 
pant to step directly on a level to the 
sidewalk. 

It will give you, if you like, a speed of 20 
miles per hour, and a mileage of 75 to 
90 miles en one charge, in the hands of 
the average user, and in ordinary, every- 
day driving. 

If your city is not yet equipped with sales connections, and you are intend- 

ing to own a car, you are invited to open up correspondence with the 

The Hupp-Yeats battery contract provides for the universal service of Exide 

ized in anelectric carriage—its lightness, in turn, being reflected in 

the superior carrying capacity and economy of the battery. 

The motor is the Westinghouse, which, as has been said, drives direct, 

without universal joints or intermediate reduction gears or chains. 

The battery is the celebrated Exide, frame the best pressed cannel steel, 

the bearings finest imported annular type throughout. 
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experts everywhere, who will give each battery special care. 

HUPP-YEATS Electric Car Company 
Dept. L, Detroit, Mich. 
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ELABORATE IDEA OF GETTING MARRIED OFTEN 

SAMPLES OF LETTERS CONSTANTLY RECEIVED FROM ALL 

PARTS OF THE UNIVERSE 

E, ‘i 
E have just graduated our first class 
in yogis from our yogi training branch, 
and have placed them at work record- 
ing vibrations. Up to the present 
time it was supposed that every yogi 

Valedictory must be made in India, but 
this impression is false. One 
of the best yogis we have is 

a Flatbush man, who has lived on the con- 
fines of Brooklyn all his life. 

Owing to this increased force, we have 
caught up in a measure and present here- 

Dear Gee. Ime. Mit. 
Please stop all my advertising. Every yogi 

in my place went on strike yesterday and we 
can’t fill our orders. I’ve been in a trance all 
day trying to catch up, and it’s telling on me. 

Later I will renew. 
H K 

Dear Life: 

One of the things I like about 
your superb paper is the fact that 
it makes one immune to any of the 
materialistic things that happen. I became 
one of your regular subscribers a year 

ago. Since then I have married a suffra- 
- 

with a page of letters received from vari- 
ous sources. Some of these are material- 
istic and the rest are translated from 
vibrations received. In accordance with our usual 
custom we print them as they come, without 
change. 

Dear Life: 
Ever since becoming a regular subscriber last month I 

have been taking a mental joy ride. The last imaginary 
number of Life was the best one yet. I felt it coming for 
hours ahead, and my subliminal self went into a fit on its 
arrival. Great work! 

A B 

Mr. Gee. Ime. Mit. 
Sir:—I thought your mental advertising rate of five hun- 

dred dollars a line was highway robbery until I tried it. The 
fact is, everything depends on the circulation. After my 

experience, I will believe anything. I had a line 
of a million hobble skirts and before noon of the 
day the last number came out, I had vibrated them 

all over the world. I sold one lot of them to an 
Esquimaux village and another to a band of 
Patagonians. There isn’t a female astral body 
within range of your subscription list that isn’t 
hobbling in one of my superb creations. 

Yours gratefully, 

rily Dear Sir: 
Please cancel my subscription. I 

have lived in Boston all my life—I was 
born there, and I cannot bear to have anyone 
see me mentally any more. When I subscribed, 

In Babylon gette, have lived in a Christain Science 
boarding house and have voted the Repub- 
lican ticket, and I am as cheerful as ever. 

What astonishes me is the manner in which 
youkeepitup. Every imaginary number I receive seems to 
be the very last word in joyous harmony, but the next one 
comes and I have to begin all over again. My wife is also a 
mental subscriber, but doesn’t know it. I subscribed for her 

subliminal self long ago. Materialistically she hates the paper, 
and is always saying things against it, but psychically I can 
detect her subliminal self in a quiver of joy over the latest 
number. Who wouldn’t be married under these cheerful 
circumstances? 

Yours circumambiently, 
James G————- 

Dear Life: 
I am the reincarnated spirit of a Babyionian scribe who 

lived four thousand years before Christ, and I am vibrating 
you a grateful line of thanks for publishing the splendid jokes 
I used to enjoy so much. It’s just like old times! 

There are no jokes like the old jokes, 
The jokes I used to know 
When I peered at bricks in Babylon 
An aeon or so ago! PLA 

Ever thine, Qeeo> 
Katish W— ray 

itt 

My dear Old Imaginary Life: 
I have been away on a vacation in a’ 

New Jersey, and when I came home 

yesterday found all the back numbers 
waiting for me. They formed an im- 
aginary line extending clear down the 
front stairs, and for the space of fifteen 
minutes I saw nothing but blue and yellow discs. 
After this I shall leave my astral body at home 

I did not realize what it meant, but now I have —_ = when I visit New Jersey. The shock of so 
suddenly realized that you must be able to see Bridget O”Yogi many good numbers is too great. 
right through me. Please don’t vibrate this (from Ife) J a 
way any more. 

CiAink / 

Matilda G———— 

HIE 

(Concluded on page 953) 

Will Get It / 

Throwing an 
Astral 
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Leading the Imaginary 
Life 

(Concluded from page 952) 

* Dear Sirs: 
Will you kindly renew my cook’s sub- 

scription to the mental Life for the next 
five years. This is a plain, straight 
proposition, and I am sending you fifty 
dollars in cash. Personally I don’t take 
any stock in your imaginary numbers, 
but my cook asked me to do it for her 
a year or so ago, and I must say that 
whatever it is, it has had a remarkable 
effect. 

Dear Life: 

Since subscribing to your imaginary 
paper, I have become a mental million- 
aire, and now amuse myself by ordering 
everything I see in the advertising pages, 
from cover to cover. It’s great fun. 
Last night, for example, I was looking 
over the last number and I vibrated to 
an aeroplane ad. In a jiffy I had sent 
off ten thousand mental dollars, and in 

a few more seconds it had come. I 
hadn’t ridden in it more than five min- 
utes, however, before it broke down, 
and I had to send it back for repairs. 
While I was waiting I sent off five hun- 
dred mental dollars more for a sure cure 
for high falls, and by the time it came 
back I was cured and ready for business 
again. 

This morning I saw the advertisement 
of a matrimonial bureau in your im- 
aginary paper, and by paying an extra 
fee I was married five times in an hour. 
Nothing like it. 

Yours jubilantly, 

Please remember that if you 
want to subscribe to the Mental 
Life, you must send in five mental 
dollars first and get on our wait- 
ing list. We are increasing our 
office help, and after you have 
done this you probably will not 
have. to wait more than fifteer 
years at the most. 

Address Gee, Ime, Mit. 
(Think of him and 

you’ll get h'm.) 

FRENCH 
SARDINE 
GREETS YOU 

RENE BEZIERS & CO., Packers 

Perfect Fish in Finest Olive Oil 
MEYER & LANGE, New York, Sole Agents. 

other and the girls 
ought to know that a 
HOWARD Watch means 

more to a man than any other 
Christmas gift they could 
choose for him. 

Every man knows the HowarpD 
Watch—its history and traditions— 

the names of the leading Americans 

who have carried the HOWARD and 
made it their own. 

He is pleased with their recognition 

of him as the kind of man who ought 

Drop us a postal card, Dept, P. 

boy should read. 

E. HOWARD WATCH 

The Howard Watch | 
to own a HowarpD—the finest practical 

timepiece in the world. 
The HOWARD Watch is a source of 

pride to any man among his friends—not 
alone in its accuracy and reliability, but 
because of its distinctive position among 
timepieces. 

It is the last word in a fine watch, and no 
other gift, however high in cost, could more 
surely reflect the idea of quality. 

A Howarp Watch is always worth what 
you pay for it. The price of each watch— 
from the 17-jewel (double roller) in a Boss or 
Crescent gold-filled case at $40 to the 23- 
jewel in a 14-k. solid-gold case at $150—is 
fixed at the factory and a printed ticket 
attached. 

Not every jeweler can sell youa HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD jeweler in 
your town and talk tohim. Heis a good man to know. 

and we will send you “The Story of Edward Howard 
and the First American Watch”—an inspiring chapter of history that every man and 

WORKS, Boston, Mass. 

Holidays and Responsibilities 

All the year round from New Year's 

Day, when we all resolve to work harder, 

to Christmas, the annual Festival of 

Care, life is one long revel of responsi- 

bility. Holidays are simply a time to get 

over having lived a year in, and to won- 

der if we can ever live another. There 

is a little prayer or liturgy for Christmas 

use which appeals to some of us, when we 

have spent six weeksinshopping * * * 

Forgive us our Christmases as we 

forgive those who have Christmased 

against us.—Mount Tom. 
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For sale by all leading music dealers. 

The World’s Standard. Tone 

clear,mellowand very power- 

ful. Absolutely perfect in 

scale, Finest workmanship. 

Prices from $15 upward. 
Send for illustrated Catalog iG 
to the makers. CS oA ¥ 

Desk D, 7269 

Lyon & Healy 
Chicago 

a 

ReduceYour Flesh 
without drugs or dieting 

by wearing 

Dissolvene Rubber Garments 
POSITIVE RESULTS OBTAINED 

Worn with Comfort by Men and Women 

Write for Booklet **L”’ 

4, 

18 W. 34th St., NewYork, Tel. No. 3594 Murray Hill 
(Astor Court Building) Adjoining Waldorf-Astoria. 

Rubber Face Masks remove Tan, Freckles and all im- 
purities of the Skin. Price $5.00 prepaid. 

The Literary Zoo 
(Continued from page 950) 

great writer is he who combines in 

one style the merits of many stylists. 

Tom Dixon does that on the street 

without winking. I repeat, I am a 

brilliant writer for the reasons I have 

given, but I shall never be as brilliant 

a writer as I wish to be because never 

shall I write as Tom Dixon looks. 

Neither will he. 

Love and the Encyclopedia 
Brilliant as are the long advertise- 

ments which exploit the merits of that 

eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia 

Britannica of which the University of 

Cambridge ‘is so proud, one can fore- 

see that the grand defect of all pre- 

vious editions will characterize the 

twenty-nine India paper volumes to 

There will be no 

I have consulted 

emerge next year. 

article on 

all the great encyclopedias of which I 

know anything, without finding an ar- 

ticle under that irresistible heading. 

“ Love.” 

Possibly the subject receives adequate 

COUNT ANDRASSY 
lt is told of the late Count Andrassy 
That he said to a lady at Passy, 
“To entertain well 
And be ultra swell, 
Use ‘Rad-Bridge’ or your guests may get sassy.” 

SILK VELOUR PLAYING CARDS 
Latest, same quality, size, colors and price as our famous hem- 

stitched linen card, only difference design of back, “It’s a beauty.’? 
Ten cents in stamps (less than cost) secures our handsome sample wallet 
of Bridge W hist accessories with new illustrated catalog. 
Dept. L., RADCLIFFE & CO., 144 Pear! St., New York 

i , TRADE MARE REGISTERED 

Fone Bas! A Christmas Gift 
a for Wife or Sweetheart 

Flower Drops is the most exquisite perfume ever 
preduced, Real flower perfumes in the most con- 
centrated form, 

A single drop diffuses the odor of a thousand blos- 
soms and lasts for weeks. 50 times the strength of 
other perfumes; made by a new process; contains 
no alcohol. 

Put up in cut glass bottle with long glass stopper; 
packed in a maple case. 

4 odors—Lily of the Valley, Violet, Rose, Crab- 
apple. $1.50 bottle all over the world wherever 
perfumes are sold; or sent postpaid upon receipt of 
check, stamps or money order. Money returned if 
not the finest perfume you ever used. An ideal gift 
for any occasion. 

Rieger Perfumes sold everywhere. 50c oz. up. 
Paul Rieger, 235 1st St., SanFrancisco 

and 163H Randolph St., Chicago 
g A miniature bottle for 20 cts. in stamps or 

silver if you name your druggist. 
“GXAG SITE OF BOTTLE 

treatment in some French or Spanish 

or German equivalent of what these 

glowing advertisements style “a fresh 

and original survey of universal 

knowledge.” But to English-speak- 

ing people that avails little. There 

is a basis of hope in this ex- 

iract from the prospectus inserted in 

Hampton’s, which I give here in the 

expectation that the University of 

Cambridge will send me a set gratis, 

charging it to the advertising ac- 

count: 

“The Encyclopedia Britannica has 

become an international institution— 

a heritage of English-speaking people 

everywhere. In view of its unfailing 

usefulness in recording the knowledge 

gained by mankind in every depart- 

ment of human activity, we desire to 

invite public attention to certain new 

features of this edition which distin- 

guish it from all previous editions and 

from all other works of reference 

whatsoever.” 

This may be taken as a hint that 

Love is to be dealt with. A long arti- 

cle consecrated to the subject from 

the pen of some one or other of the 

authorities who render it so timely in 

the New York evening papers would 

(Continued on page 955) 

1810——-CENTENARY EDITION——191¢ 

THELADY OF THELAKE 
Illustrated in colors by 

HOWARD CHANDLER CHRISTY 

In June, 1810, the first edition of Sir Walter 
Scott’s THE LADY OF THE LAKE was published. 

In June, 1910, The Bobbs-Merrill Company 
placed with Howard Chandler Christy the commis- 
sion to illustrate the centenary edition of the poem, 
believing that an adequate edition of this character 
wou'd be one of the most worthy publishing under- 
takings of the year. 

The Christy Edition of THE 
LADY OF THE LAKE isa dis- 
tinct departure in sumptuous gift 
books. The size of the volume 
is9x12 inches. It contains one 
hundred and twelve pages. Each 
page of text is illustrated by a 
different drawing, worked out in 
tones of the Douglas blue. There 
are thirteen full color pictures— 
the largest color plates from the 
largest oil paintings that Mr. 
Christy has yet produced. The 
entire book is illustrated beyond 
precedent. The cover is simple 
yet most handsome. A box is 
provided. 

Price, $3.00, Postpaid. 

34 Union Square 
NEW YORK 
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~ 

COMPANY INDIA POLIS 
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The Literary Zoo 
(Continued from page 954) 

promote the sale of the eleventh edi- 

tion throughout a vast constituency. 

The article on “Radioactivity” will 

inevitably be from the pen of the 

highest living authority on that spe- 

cialty, and, naturally, the article on 

Love will be over the signature of 

some ornament of the Hearst papers. 

Or will the topic be distributed among 

several experts—say, Professor Hugo 

Miinsterberg on the psychology of 

Love, Professor Joseph Jastrow on 

the subconsciousness of Love, and 

Professor Harry Thurston Peck on 

the art of Love? Certainly, the omis- 

sion of the subject altogether must 

seem anomalous, especially when one 

notes how elaborately previous edi- 
tions deal with the kindred topics of 

Marriage, Divorce and Breach of 

Promise. 

_ ————=_ -~ | 

Is pre-eminently the wanted and 
most distinctive Christmas Gift; 
the giver is assured of conferring supreme pleasure on 
wife, husband, mother, father, grandma, grandpa, aunt 
or uncle, niece or nephew, baby, friend or sweetheart— 
on anybody you desire to please. 

Thermos unites summer and winter, as it keeps 
any liquid or solid hot without fire and cold without ice 
until wanted for use. 

A Mutual Disappointment 

What the educated class want, if 

we correctly understand Dean George 

Hodges of the Episcopal Theological 

School at Cambridge in his “ Presenta- 

tion of Religion to Educated Men” is 

a God in whom they can have faith. 

What God wants may be an educated 

class in which He can have faith—the 

very thing, we believe, that President 

Lowell of Harvard wants. 

Thermos is necessary to every member of the fam- 
ily from infancy to old age; is necessary in the home 
for nursery, kitchen and sick-room; is necessary 
away from home, at work or play, for the plutocrat 
and the working man, to the housewife and physi- 
cian, to automobilists, yachtsmen, travelers, campers, 
to everybody. 

Thermos bottles, tea and coffee pots, decanters, 
jars, humidors reserving the moisture, the 
flavor of the lea ond he original aroma of cigars, 
tobacco, etc.), motor restaurants, cellarettes, 
luncheon sets, English made travelling cases, wicker 
baskets, drinking cups, etc., in complete assortment. 

Thermos is so necessary to you that we have pre- 
pared a 34-page booklet, full of interesting Thermos 
facts, which describes every Thermos article herewith illus 
trated, free on request. 

Thermos is sold throughout the world by all good 
stores, but please be cautious—there are worth- 
less imitations. Look for the name “Thermos”; 
it’s on every Thermos article. 

Weeping Over Books 
With reference to a powerful work 

that lately came under his eye, George 

American Thermos Bottle Company 
Thermos Building, New York 

INVESTMENT 
SECURITIES 

NEW = YORK. 
Cc 

Bank and Trust || and High-Class 
Co. Stocks Industrials 

q Complete facilities q Wespecialize stocks 
for purchase and of approved business 

sale of Stocks in Banks || enterprises of a broad a Se ae ; a : Bs 
and Trust Companies || and substantial char- 

LIS 
ton St, 

located anywhere in 
United States. Our 
current Lists present 
unusual opportunities 
or investment in new 

in growing towns 
as well as in established 
vidend-paying banks. 

We quote lowest prices. 

Write for our free 

our current list. 

MADISON SQUARE 

| 

acter. Our customers 
may invest in moderate 
amounts and pay in 
convenient installments. 

e largest investment 
business of thischaracter 
inthe world—over forty 
five theusand discrimi 
nating customers. 

hlet “* No. 110°" setting forth the facts 
Tegarding Bank Stoc yn leva, We wil also mail ~ mail you 

STERLING DEBENTURE CORPORATION 
BRUNSWICK BUILDING 

e*e NEW YORK 

Moore observes that he wept over it 

as he has not wept over any volume 

for a very long time. There is a 

world of psychology in this revelation 

of George Moore’s capacity to weep 

over his literature. How many men 

in this country can cry as they read? 

All emotional forms of expression 

seem denied us. Nothing could seem 

more grotesque than the sight of two 

American men embracing as_ they 

meet at a railway station, although in 

France the President of the Republic 

embraces the King of Italy whenever 

955 

the pair meet officially in the Elysée. 

In Latin countries, too, the men weep 

upon occasion. I have read that Bazin 

wept when they told him he had been 

elected to the French Academy. Zola 

wept for Dreyfus. Anatole France, it 

seems, weeps frequently. I forget 

why. Of course, these illustrious men 

of letters do not bawl or make ridicu- 

lous spectacles of themselves. They 

shed no such tears as cause the cheek 

to flame like a boiled lobster. The 

thing is done emotionally. In what- 
(Continued on page 956) 



You can’t 
select an 
articleat 
double the 
cost that 
willcontrib- 
ute as much 
genuine 
pleasure 
and satis- 
faction toa 
friend as a 

Bissell Sweeper. Made of the richest 
woods, hand polished and with metal 
parts all nickeled, the ‘‘Bissell’’ makes 

a most appropriate and acceptable 
holiday gift, and will be a constant 
reminder of the giver for ten years or 
more. Thousands of Bissell Sweep- 
ers are used every year as wedding 
and holiday presents. 

For sale everywhere. Prices $2.75 
to $5.75. Send for booklet. 

Buy of your dealer between now and Jan- 
uary Ist, send us the purchase slip within 
one week f- om. date of purchase, and we 
will send you GRATIS a fine quality black 
leather card case with no printing on it. (11) 

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO. 
Dept. 132 id Rapids, Mich. 

(Largest and Only Exclusive Carpet Sweeper Makers in the World.) 

The Literary Zoo 
(Continued from page 955) 

ever country we investigate the sub- 

ject we find that the literary men do 

the weeping. Gabriele d’Annunzio has 

shed tears more copiously than any 

other living Italian. The procedure is 

expected of the great writer on the 

continent of Europe. The practice 

might profitably be initiated over here 

and the novelists ought to introduce it. 

Jack London should begin. Let him 

weep over his last book. He has good 

reason to, 

Writing About Nothing 

The great drawback in writing about 

some subject in particular is the neces- 

sity of mastering it. Even when one 

has mastered it there is little reason to 

infer that anybody cares to be told 

about it. Furthermore, any fool can 

write upon a theme with which he is 

familiar. The brilliant 

writer is he who can make himself 

arresting when he has really nothing 

at all to say. Nor does there seem 

any solid basis for the theory of some 

critics that one should be always writ- 

ing about something. No doubt, in 

thoroughly 

<r 
order to tell a story one must have a 

story to tell, but it does not necessarily 

follow that one will tell it well. The 

best effects are those of the story one 

has to tell, which one starts to tell and 

which one leaves after all. untold be- 

cause that is so much more interesting. 

Such are the general considerations 

which make the five short stories which 

Henry James has brought together in 

(Concluded on page 961) 

A FOURTEEN-TIMES PRESENT 

AST year we played Santa Claus for many 

perplexed people, who solved their Christ- 

mas-gift problem by giving a year’s sub- 

scription to the MetropoLitaAn. This year we ex- 

pect to go down many more chimneys. We com- 

missioned one of our cleverest artists to make up 

a dainty Christmas announcement card. He 

caught the spirit of the thing and has turned out 

a delightful Christmasy creation. One of these 

card announcements will be mailed with each 

gift-subscription we receive this year to arrive 

Christmas morning. The name of the donor will 

appear on the card, as shown in the reproduction 

on this page. Unfortunately, it is a mechanical 

impossibility for us to show you here the card in 

its real coloring. Catching the Holiday spirit 

ourselves, we are going to send with each sub- 

scription the November and December numbers 

without charge, and begin the subscription with 

the January number for ayear. In other words we 

are going to give fourteen numbers for the price 

+ 

requests the Publishers to annoumce that 

THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE 

will be semt you for ome year cormmencing with the 

January 

Red Cedar Chest Is a Fine Xmas Gift 

This chest is 
built of delight 
fully fragrant 
Southern Red 

jar. 

furs and other 
clothing 
against moths 
and mice. No 
camphor or 
moth balls re- 
quired. Dust- 
and-damp-proof. Saves cold storage expenses. 
Very roomy. 4 ft. long; 2 ft. wide; 2 ft. high. Two 
big drawers. A magnificent chest. Hand polished. Wide 
copper bands. Beautiful Xmas Gift. Needed in every home. 
We have many other styles. Freight prepaid from our factory 
to your home. No dealer’s profit. Write for illustrated catalog. 
Shows all styles and gives prices. 

PIEDMONT RED CEDAR CHEST CO., Dept. 43, Statesville, N. 6, 

Let Us Be ois Santa Claus 
= 

of twelve. All you have to do is to send the name, 

or names and addresses, of your friends and 

relatives, accompanied with a remittance of $1.50 

for each subscription, and we will do the rest. 

There are not many presents you could buy for 

$1.50 in any department store that would begin 

to be as acceptable as a fourteen-months’ subscrip- 
tion to the MEeTRoPOLITAN—a gift that any of your 
friends will appreciate. It’s a fourteen-time pres- 

ent, and your thoughtfulness will be remembered 

when the receipt of a more pretentious gift would 

have been forgotten. Please do not delay send- 

ing your order until just before Christmas. Our 

mails run up to thousands of letters daily during 

December, and you will ease the burden of our 

clerks by sending in your subscriptions just as 

soon as you read this announcement. Then 

again, your order will receive better attention, 

and there is less likelihood of mistakes occurring 

in the filling of your subscriptions. 

METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE CO, 

288 Fifth Ave., New York City. 
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Three new styles 

Victor-Victrola X, $75 
Mahogany or oak 

Victor-Victrola XI, $100 
Mahogany or oak 

Victor-Victrola XIV, $150 The first and only 
Mahogany or oak with racks for records ° » . 

instrument of its kind 

No other musical instrument possesses the 

clear, beautiful, mellow tone-quality of the 

Victor-Victrola. 

When the Victor-Victrola was introduced four 

years ago, it created a sensation in the musical 

world and set a new standard for tone quality. 

And that tone quality is still supreme today, 

‘) | eye) an ae) the: 
( Victor dog 

: on the lid of 

every Victor-Victrola — | 7 
™ BLP A Tee 

“HIS MASTERS VOICE 

ictor Needles on Victor Records 
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CRICHTON BROS., oF tonoon 
Silversmiths 

636 Fifth Avenue (Cor. sist Street), New York 

Old English Silver 
At London Prices 

The choice of pieces is the largest ever offered in the United States and comprises many types of 

CANDLESTICKS TANKARDS 
CAKE BASKETS TEA SETS 

CENTREPIECES SALVERS ; 
CREAM EWERS SALT CELLARS 

INK STANDS SAUCE BOATS, etc. 

The Collection also includes many small articles of interest which would make unique 
Christmas Gifts. The prices of the above are exactly the same as at the London House. 

REPRODUCTIONS OF THE ANTIQUE—A special feature is the exact reproduction in hand-wrought silver of 
the finest models of the Queen Anne and Georgian Periods. The workmanship is of the highest grade and 
every care is taken to ensure accuracy. 

CRICHTON BROS., 636 Fifth Avenue (Cor. 51st Street), New York 

London: 22 Old Bond Street 
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PERFUMES CA 
DRALLE'S famous floral 

ILLUSION is a distinc- 
tive perfume. 
The pure unadulterated 

essence of the flower. 
Nothing added and noth- 

ing taken away. 
Extracted by a new and secret process, the 

full fragrance of the flower is obtained in a 
highly concentrated liquid form, without 

alcohol or other cheapening ingredients. 
ene drop imparts the delightful odor of freshly cut 
owers, 

AN ILLUSION HEART FOR 
THREE 2c. STAMPS 

This dainty heart, touched with a single drop of Lily 
of the Valley, will demonstrate the lasting fragrance of 
DRALLE’S ILLUSION. Wear it about your neck, or 
carry it in your purse with your handkerchief, and note 
how long it lasts, and how many of your friends will 
notice it. When sending give your dealer’s name. 
Imitators have attempted to copy the package, the bottle 

oe and the labels—but it is impossible for them to duplicate, or 
ny even imitate the perfume. Insist on DRALLE’S ILLUSION, 
« the original and genuine non-alcoholic perfume. 

AN ILLUSION can be had in Rose, Violet, Lily of the Valley, 
{ Narcissus, Heliotrope, Lilac and Wistaria at the best shops. wnt ea a | Se Nl GEO. BORGFELDT & CO. 

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada 

119 E. 16th St. ~ NEW YORK 
A MINIATURE PAINTER 



Have You Ordered Your 

Life Calendars for 1911? 
Last year, along in December, a friend sent this urgent message: 

“Send me by bearer six of each of your Calendars. I 
have a dozen friends who have gotten into the habit of 
expecting me to send them each a LIFE Calendar for 
a Christmas present, and I wouldn’t disappoint them 
for worlds. Been so rushed I forgot all about it until 
just now. Don’t go back on me. I must have them.”’ 

And we sent back: 

“Sorry, old man, but we are all sold out. We can’t 
print any more, as the plates are off the press. Your 
order came too late. 

, I ‘HIS year we are printing an extra large edition, but we urge every one to order at 
once. These Calendars are unique in the history of pictorial art. They combine 

usefulness with beauty. All in colors. Fun, sentiment, pathos. As a certain kind of 
universal Christmas gift, they hit the bull’s-eye. 

It’s never too early to order, but at any moment it may be too late. 

We try to anticipate every one’s demand, but this is a big country, and the people who 
want LIFE Calendars every year are like the population of New York—you never can tell 
how many there are going to be. 

an, Che 
6 = 7} PHILLIPS CALENDAR 

vow 

Calendar 

we 

Front cover in color by James Mont- A seven-sheet calendar with drawings 
gomery Flagg. Six sheets in black and in color by C. Coles Phillips. 
tint of original drawings by Balfour Ker, These inimitable, unique drawings of 
W. L. Jacobs, P. D. Johnson, and others. Mr. Phillips combine to make the most 
Boxed and tied with heavy silk cord. attractive calendar offered. Boxed and 

tied with heavy silk cord. 
Size 1514x1214. PRICE, $2.00 3 

Size 1214x1514. PRICE, $2.00 

_ We have also published a Gibson Calendar but have not enough left to warrant advertising 

LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY, 17 West 31st St., NEW YORK 
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-LIFE: 
The Literary Zoo 
(Concluded from page 956) 

“The Finer Grain” and issued through 

the Scribners quite irresistible. They 

are not to be read so much as to be 

inhaled. 

A Demand for the Hackneyed 
Themes 

One curse of modern literature is 

the dread of the obvious. That is why 

so little ever happens in books as it 

happens in life. Our writers are des- 
perate through the necessity imposed 

upon them by publishers of contriving 

situations new and strange. Works of 
fiction read too much, in consequence, 

like wild dreams. There appeared not 

so long since a novel in which the cen- 

tral personage contrived an apparatus 

enabling him to walk up a wall like a 

fly. Such are the logical consequences 

of dread of the obvious. The chapter 

wherein the villain was found out and 

killed as he crawled down the wall of 

a room in which he had just been 

guilty of murder and was left there 

fixed like a dead fly proved a typical 

instance of the craze for originality. 

But one tires at last of originality. 

One sighs for the good old hackneyed 

situations with their stock heroines 

and their inevitable ends. Why can 

not our brilliant novelists try, for a 

change, to be like Hall Caine? 

The Jingle Man 
The grand reason for keeping Poe 

out of the Hall of Fame was that his 

A Practical and 
Acceptable Gift 

Standard Set, including Stropping Attachment 
and 6 Double-edged, Hollow-ground blades, $5. 

Send fcr Booklet today 

DURHAM DUPLEX RAZOR CO., 111 Fifth Ave., New York 
DURHAM DUPLEX RAZOR CO., Ltd., 86 Strand, London 

Electric 

Block 

Signals 

Hotel Life in California 
Is Just One Round of Pleasure 

for the Young People. 

OUNG women like to spend the winters in California 
because of the hotel life. All are thoroughly modern and 
beautifully situated. One is surrounded by one hundred 

and five acres of lawn. 

There is a dance, a card party, a 
paper chase, a golf or tennis tourna- 
ment, or some other form of entertain- 
ment at every hour of the day and night. 

Charming people from all over the 
world meet and become acquainted in 
California. 

Reached directly by traveling over 
the, 

UNION PACIFIC 
Standard Road of the West 

We will assist in planning your California trip, 
if you will communicate with 

GERRIT FORT, Passenger Traffic Manager, 

Union Pacific R. R., 

Omaha, 

Dept A. 

— 

career unfitted him for a place among 

respectable men and women. It is too 

late to talk about that now, naturally. 

Poe has been voted as great as Mary 

Lyon and others of whom I know 

nothing and of whom nobody I know 

knows anything. I dare say they could 

all be found in the encyclopedia. The 

detail that needs correction concerning 

Poe just now has reference to Emer- 

son’s designation of him as “the jin- 

gle man.” Emerson is assumed to 
have used the words disparagingly. 

961 

He can have intended nothing but a 

compliment. It requires a very high 

type of ability to write jingles. This 

can be disputed solely by those who 

have never tried to write jingles. It 

seems an easy enough matter to the 

tyro to rattle off lines like 

“Thus may I hope to be 

Nearer, my God, to Thee,” 

but in reality it is exceedingly difficult. 

Not one jingler in a million can do it. 

Emerson knew that. 

Alexander Harvey. 



‘Lark: 

The Secret of Brilliant Silverware 
is to polish it weekly. It grows dark so gradually that you may not 

notice it, but your guests, who have learned the secret of keeping 

their silver looking like new, will notice it. 

Wright’s Silver Cream gives silverware the brilliant appearance it had 

The labor involved is very light—nothing compared with the 

To test this claim, let us send you a free sample of 
when new. 

The fool was fleeced to his 

cent 

(Even as you or I). 

threw him aside, when his gold 

was spent 

(And nobody 

went), 

And the fool gave way to loud lament 

(Even as you or I). 

last red 

She 

cared where the lady 

And it wasn’t the loss, and it wasn’t beauty of its results, 

RY/! 
silver. 

large enough to enable you to clean a number of pieces of 
Silver Cream is smooth as satin, and while the best 

remover of dirt and tarnish, is non-acid and positively free 
from grit and danger of scratching. Ask your dealer, 
and insist on the genuine Wright’s Silver Cream, 

Write a postal and mail it today. X 

J. A. WRIGHT & COMPANY 

180 Court Street, Keene, N. H. 

the dross, 

VV R { GS Hi "'. “i on] oe en The reason that same fool cried; 

° It was coming to know that she never 

° was pleased 

V FAM: (Seeing at last she could never be 

‘. pleased 

; . * - - 
And never be satisfied). TRADE MARK « « « ) 

—Carolyn Wells in Smart Set 

Wanted—A Cinch 

“So,’’ said the good man, “ you in- 

tend to be a doctor when you grow up.’’ 

“Yep,’’ Tommy replied. 

“And why have you decided upon the 

medical profession? ’’ 

“Well, a doctor seems to be the only 

man that keeps right on gettin’ paid 

whether his work is satisfactory or not.’’ 

—Chicago Record-Herald. 

fc 

Free 1911 Catalog 
WRITE FOR IT 

J. M. Hanson’s Magazine Agency, 
the largest in the world, furnishes any 
Magazine or Newspaper, at Amaz- 
ingly Low Prices, and gives quick, 
accurate, reliable service. 

Save Magazine Money 

Our 1911 Catalog lists more than 
3000 Periodicals and Club 
Offers. It’s a Big Money-Saver. 

GET FREE {3,2 Magazine Catalog 

1a Send Us Your 
Name and Address NOW 

J. M. HANSON’S MAGAZINE AGENCY 
279 Hanson Block, Lexington, Ky. 

A Christmas Vampire 
A fool there was, and he made a gift 

(Even as you or I). 

He bought it with taste and care and 

thrift 

(For a lady his friends thought rather 

swift) 
And when he gave it, the lady sniffed 

(Even as you or I). 

Oh, the judgment and taste and time 

we waste 

On the gifts at Christmastide, 

Which we give to the lady who isn’t 

pleased 

(And now we know she could never be 

pleased 

And never be satisfied). 

A fool there was, and he gave his check 
(Even as you or I). 

For a necklace of pearls without a 
fleck 

Nurses Outfitting (And it didn’t the least suit the lady’s 

neck) Association 
And ae thanked him a single 54 W. 39th St., 

—_— New York 
(Even as you or I). Home Bureau House 

Near Fifth Avenue 

Oh, the chink we lose and the think we CORRECT 

lose. 

On the things we buy with pride For Maids 
For House To give to the lady who never is 

pleased and Street 

(And now we know she can never be Imported 

pleased Novelties 
Uniforms 

Aprons Collars 
Cuffs Caps Etc. 

Send for 
Catalog O. 

And never be satisfied). 

| A New Book | 

By SIR: GILBERT PARKER 

Cumner’s Son 
This new book by Gilbert Parker is a collection of 

short stories mostly set in the islands of the South Sea 
under British dominion. They have the indescribable 
atmosphere of a tropic land and the broad spirit of 
humanity that is born whenever the savage and the 
civilized are found living their lives side by side. 

Many of them are love stories, with the unusual 

motives and setting of the tropics, and all are char- 

acteristic Parker stories. 

HARPER & BROTHERS 
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Thomas Cort Boots and Shoes 

THOMAS CORT 

bearing this mark 
are made to supply that growing public 
which realizes the true economy of i 
the best. For instance, ten dollars investe 
in one pair of *‘Cort*’ shoes will give 
infinitely more satisfaction than the same 
amount spent for two pairs of ordinary 
shoes. 

**Cort’’ shoes are custom quality in 
every particular, made by hand over cus- 
tom lasts, by workmen whose whole pre- 
vious experience has been in the making 
of shoes to individual measure, 

Not only ‘‘ Cort’’ shoes for street and 
dress wear, but ‘‘ Cort"’ riding and field 
boots, golf, tennis and yachting shoes 
are the world’sstandard of correctness and 
quality. 

“*Cort’* shoes are made for both men 
and women and they fetch 8 to 15 dollars at 
retail, Let us tell you where they may be 

THOMAS CORT 
ESTABLISHED 1884 

NEWARK, NW, J. 
NEW YORK CITY AGENCY 

Martin & MARTIN, No. 1 East 35TH'STREET 

Mr. Smail: wuy THE DEVIL DID YOU TIP THAT WAITER SO 

MUCH ? 

The Other: Look aT THE COAT HE GAVE ME. 

Visit 
Yellowstone 

Park 
Season 1911: June 15-Sept. 15 

@ You ought, by all means, to see this 

great Wonderland. 

@Geysers, hot and mineral springs, emerald 

pools, mud volcanoes, cataracts, canyons, beasts, 
birds and fish---verily there is no place like it in 

all the world. A magnificent 143-mile coaching 

trip pleasantly broken by stops in superb hotels 

where the service is equal to the best resort 
hotels in America. For the season of 1911 

a new, enormous and beautiful hotel will be 

open at the Grand Canyon of the Yellow- 

stone. You should plan to spend a month there. 

The cost is moderate---you will never regret it. 

Send 6c in stamps for the handsome book re- 

. produced above---the best book on the Park 

ever published ---and full particulars about the 
Park trip. Address 

Northern Pacific Ry 
A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent, St. Paul 



Rambler 
Sixty-five 

Limousine AMBLER closed cars justly deserve dis- 
tinction because of the attention given to 

little things. The seats are low enough for the 

comfort of any person, wide enough to seat 
three with wraps, without crowding, and deep 
enough for gratifying ease. The curtains are 
of heavy brocaded silk, pantasote lined, with 
Pullman car fixtures. The ceiling, sides, win- 
dow and door sashes of the limousine and coupe 
are of mahogany, highly polished. The limou- 
sine appointments include two electric dome 
lights, electric cigar lighter, bouquet holder, silk 
hat and parcel rack, umbrella holder, toilet case, 

card and cigar cases, clock, stationary mirror, 

whisk broom and holder, and megaphone signal. 

You may inspect the limousine, landaulet, 

coupe or town car at the Rambler branches, 
and at dealers’ stores in principal cities. 

The Thomas B. Jeffery Gompany 
Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Branches: Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, San Francisco 

New York Dealers: The Rambler Automobile Co. 
of New York, 38-40 West 62nd Street, New York 
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AME old Christmas! 

Same old jokes. 

Same old slippers, 

Same old smokes, 

Same old swaying 

Mistletoe, 

Same old kisses— 

Same old “ Oh!” 

Wis AN 
\\\ ON 

Same 

Same old shoppers, 

Same old rush, 

Same old egg-nogg, 

Same old lush, 

Same old stockings, 

Same old tree, 

Same old Santa, 

Same old glee, 

‘i i tt 

‘ c Wha Q 

ik C J i st at ih 

——— 

Ya ib os didi 

LE iE 
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Old Thing 

Same old pictures, 

Same old verse, 

Same old pipe racks— 

Only worse! 

Same old neckties, 

Same old dolls, 

Same old candy, 

Same old balls. 

Same old dinner, 

Same old cards, 

Same old gifts from 

Same old pards— 

Merry Christmas! 

Glad! Aren’t you? 

It’s the same thing, 

Old, yet new! 

CHESTERFIELD JUNIOR 

’ 4 
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“ While there is Life there’s Hope.” 

DECEMBER 1, 1910 No. 1466 VOL. LVI. 

Published by 

LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY 

J. A. MITCHBLL, Pres*é. A. MILLER, Sec’y and 7 reas, 

17 West Thirty-first Street, New York. 

the Christmas Wire 
- ELLO, Central. 

Give me Forty 

Z, Below Zero, North 

Pole. Allright. Is that 

you, Santa Claus? ”’ 

“Yes, yes. Who's 

calling? ’’ 

“Uncle Sam. I want 

to give you the list of 

i things you’re to bring 

for my children.’’ 

Wait till I get a pencil. 

Go ahead.’’ 

hobble skirt for the 

She’s getting so 

ever notices her 

“ All right. 

Ready now. 

“Put down a 

Goddess of Liberty. 

old-fashioned nobody 

any more.’’ 

“One hobble skirt. Next.’’ 

“You may bring Wall Street a nice 

new Standard of Business Morals.’’ 

“Very well.’’ 

“For the Democratic Party a _ big 

bunch of plain Common Sense.”’ 

“ Right, oh.’’ 

“And for the Suffragettes a 

old-fashioned Feminine Modesty.’’ 

~ yen.” 

“For the Trusts you may bring, let 

me see—well, never mind. Scratch 

them off. They’ve got everything 

already. Instead of that put down the 

Common People. Bring them a New 

Tatig. 

“Very good.’’ 

“In the stockings of Willie Bryan 

and Teddy Roosevelt you may put cer- 

tificates of life membership in the 

Down and Out Club.’’ 

Gat it.’” 

little! 

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS 

“And for the soldiers in 

you may bring the Canteen that was 

taken away from them.’’ 

“ Down.’’ 

“To my Congress you may fetch a 

goodly quantity of Honest Desire to 

Serve the People.’’ 

“That’s a pretty big order, Samuel.’’ 
“Pack up for the American Woman 

a bundle of sensible clothes to take the 

place of the silly duds she’s wearing 

now.”’ 

“ Right.’’ 
“Put on the list some Celerity for 

my judges and lawyers.’’ 

“ Correct.’’ 
“To my people who live on farms and 

in lonely places, the comforts and con- 

venience of a Parcels Post system.’’ 

“ Entered.’’ 

my army 

“And for the doctors a large bottle 

of Anti-Get-Rich-Quick Serum.’’ 

“* Serum.’ Go ahead.’’ 
“ Bring along for the Labor Leaders 

a generous supply of Respect for the 

Law.”’ 

“ All right.’’ 

“And to all little children and aged 

persons Love and Care from the Young 

and Strong.’’ 

“No mistake about that.’’ 

“To every sweet dispositioned maiden 

lady a Handsome, Rich and Loving Hus- 

band.’’ 

“ That’s easy.”’ 

“And to each of the States of the 

Union and to my Outlying Possessions 

Peace, Prosperity and Happiness.’’ 

“Very well. Is that all? ’’ 

“Yes—no, hold on. I almost forgot 

my favorite son, Lire. Bring him a 

million new subscribers.’’ 

“Did you say one million or two 

millions? ’’ 

“Oh, make it two millions. So long, 

Santa. Merry Christmas to you.’’ 

“Same to you, Sammy, and many of 

them.’’ 

The Christmas Spirit 

EE the Christmas Spirit! 

Ah, what a beautiful sight. “ Tell 
me, O Sage, what is a Christmas Spirit? ’’ 

“Tt all depends on the point of view.’’ 

“That is a trite remark. Can you not 

be more specific? ”’ 

“T can. A Christmas Spirit, when 

viewed by the tradesman, is to sell a 

great quantity of stuff at top-notch 

prices in order that it will not have to 

be sacrificed in January.’’ 

“That is perhaps a bit unkind, but 

what other point of view do you think 

of?’’ 
“To the children, the Christmas Spirit 

is the right to have much more than 

they need and much more than is good 

for them.’’ 
“That may be true. What else? ’’ 

“To the shopgirl the Christmas Spirit 

is but little more than a tremendously 

trying period of overwork.’’ 

“Tell me no more. You are too cyni- 

eal.”’ 

“Not infrequently 

sound cynical.’’ 

does the truth 
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A Word to the Rich 



BOVE the posters on the wall 

Hang mistletoe and holly. 

Observe through smoke wreaths in the 

hall 
Mine Host, the Signor jolly; 

No Yule log glows; no belfries chime 

To cheer this feast precarious, 

Served here at happy Christmas time 

To saints and sinners various. 

Gathered together, homeless scribes 

And artists unrequited 
From chill North studios in tribes, 

Forgotten, uninvited 

At stately boards where candles shine 

On moods and manners proper, 

The purple smug and linen fine 

O’er which art comes a cropper. 

(A REUNION) 

No dinner coats nor orchids here, 

Nor polished silver glitters; 

No bubbles gem the mugs of beer— 

We skip Tokay and bitters; 

But plunging in the pot au feu, 
Where garlic flavors dribble, 

We sip the nectared onion stew 

And at the olives nibble. 

Now comes the lamb—last of his herd; 

Sedate despite the capers. 
He substitutes the Christmas bird 

While scant our dinner tapers. 

Salad and cheese; like kings we dine, 

No sweets our brains to addle; 

Come on—let’s pick the gowans fine, 

And in the burn we’ll paddle. 
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Christmas at Pedro's 

Our heads are gray but memories throng, 

Again we feel life’s glories; 

Chanting once more the college song 

And tell the same old stories. 

For Auld Lang Syne still blooms the rose, 

Fragrant through pipe and plenty; 

We’ve rings and bells on hands and toes, 

And that—for one and twenty! 

Fate is a fiddler—life’s a maze, 

The measures leap and falter; 

We live to-night—the music plays, 

And here at gay youth’s altar 

To comrades that we loved—well met, 

Across the Darker Ferry— 

We'll take a cup of kindness yet 

And keep the Christmas merry! 

Kate Masterson. 

Miss Porcupine: GoopNness! IF THEY KEEP ME STANDING HERE MUCH LONGER I’LL BEGIN TO THINK THERE’S 

IN THIS MISTLETOE BUSINESS AFTER ALL, 

NOTHING 
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Why Burroughs Quit 

A Dramatic Sketch 

BY WILLIAM WALLACE WHITELOCK 

Persons: Mr. vAN MEYER, MRS. VAN 

Meyer, BuRROUGHS, BUTLER. 
ScENE: The morning-room of the 

van Meyers. Mrs. van Meyer, thirty- 

three, petite, blonde, discovered, in 

handsome afternoon dress, looking 

over a magazine beside tea-table. 

Mrs. vAN MEYER (Tossing magazine 

aside) —How stupid! There hasn't 

been anybody here for the last ten min- 

utes. Why doesn’t Neddy come home 

from the office? Men are such selfish 

brutes. Oh, dear! (Smothers a yawn.) 

(Enter Burroughs.) 

Ah, Burroughs! What time is it? 

Burroucus (/rreproachable and un- 

approachable).—Twenty-three minutes 

and a half before six, madam. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer—Oh, then, I 

needn’t wait any longer, need I, Bur- 

roughs? 

Burroucus.— Ahem! Perhaps _ it 

might be as well to wait a little longer. 

Last Thursday, you remember, Mrs. 

Gibson 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Came in at six. 

That’s right, Burroughs. I wish. 

though, I didn’t have to wait any long- 

er. How many ladies called this after- 

noon? 

Burroucus.—T wenty-three, and Mrs. 

Shoemaker. 
Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Why do you 

count her separately? 

Burroucus.—Ahem! perhaps she is 

not quite in madam’s set. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer (Smiling).—Per- 

haps not, but she’s determined she soon 
will be. Was there anything particular 

you wished to see me about, Bur- 

roughs? 

BurrouGHus.—Perhaps madam would 

like to see the menu for the dinner to- 

morrow evening. 

Mrs. vAN Meyver.—Now, you know 

[ never hother my head about such 

things, Burroughs. 

Burroucus.—Or perhaps about the 

wine 

Mrs. vAN MEYER.—Why do you sud- 

denly come troubling me with these 

matters? You know I leave everything 

to you. For ten years you’ve seen 

that we went to bed at the right time, 

got up at the right time, ate nothing 

that disagreed with us—it’s been al- 

most ten years, hasn’t it, since you en- 

tered our service? 

BurrouGHs.—Ten years to-day, 

madam. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Oh! I must speak 

to Mr. van Meyer about it. 

BurroucHus.—Oh, I didn’t mean 

that ! 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Of course not, 

Burroughs. But when a butler has 

served one family as faithfully as you 

have—has become, as it were, a part 

of it, it is only proper that there should 

be some recognition of his fidelity. 
Burroucus.—Madam is very. kind. 

But perhaps 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Yes, Burroughs, 

what is it? 

BurroucHus.—Madam must not think 

me ungrateful, but—ahem!—it is very 

difficult to say what I desire. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Don’t be afraid, 

Burroughs. You know I have only the 

kindest feelings for you. 

BurrouGHs.—Precisely, that is what 

makes it so difficult. I was about to 

say that I find myself forced to inform 

madam of my intention—— 

(Enter Mr. van Meyer, tall, distin- 

guished-looking, faultlessly dressed. 

Burroughs makes a gesture of despera- 

tion and retires.) 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Ah, Neddy, there 

you are! You naughty boy! Come sit 

down and have a cup of tea and teli me 

all about it. Ahem! good afternoon 

(archly). 

Mr. vAN Meyer (Checking motion 

to sit down).—Oh, good afternoon. 

How could I be so forgetful! (kisses 

her.) 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—And now for our 

cup of tea and a nice chat all by our- 

selves. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—No, no tea for 

me! It’s too near dinner time. Be- 

sides, I’m all sticky and stuffy from 

the office. I’ll dress for dinner first. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer (Pouting).—Now, 

there you are, horrid and nasty again. 

Why did you get all sticky and stuffy? 

Men never think of anybody but them- 

selves. 

Mr. vaAN Meyer.—Especially when 

they are working for some one else, 

heigh? But I thought somebody prom- 

ised me to grow up and be a woman? 

Mrs, vAN MeEyver.—Well, so I did. 

But, then, you always do something 

that makes it impossible, so it’s your 

fault, after all. I know you walked 

home instead of taking the Subway 
and getting here as quick as you could. 

And I had so much to tell you. 

Mr. vAN MeEyer.—For instance? 

Whom has Mrs. McReady been rob- 

bing of her character this time? Even 

if they caught her with the goods, 

they’d find only one character, any- 

way. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Now, Neddy, 

don’t be malicious. And just after our 

tin wedding, too. That reminds me! 

Burroughs has been with us ten years 

to-day. 

Mr. vAN MEYER.—No, is it possible ? 

What would we do without Bur- 

roughs? 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—What, indeed? 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Our household 

would go to pieces. 

Mrs. vAN MeEyer.—Life would not 

be worth living. 

Mr. vAN MEYER.—We shouldn’t know 

whether it was summer or winter, 

whether to wear thick clothes or thin. 

Mrs. vAN MeEyer.—Whom to invite 

and whom to leave out. 

Mr. vAN MeEyver.—Where to go in 

summer and where not to go in winter. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—What bills to pay 

and what to leave unpaid. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Without Burroughs 

we shouldn’t have any bills, as he 

makes them. 

Mrs. vAN MEYER.—Just see what it 

would mean to lose him. 

Mr. vAN MEyER.—The loss would be 

irreparable. Thank heavens, he hasn’t 

any more thought of leaving than I 
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lave. You couldn’t drive him away 

with a club. 

(Enter Burroughs.) 

BurroucHs.—Did you ring, madam? 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—No, Burroughs. 

Dut I’m glad you came in. I was just 

telling Mr. van Meyer that to-day is 

the tenth anniversary of your entering 

our service. 

Mr. van Meyer.—It will give, me 

creat pleasure to give you a check this 

evening, Burroughs. 

Burroucus.—Ahem, sir! If you 

will allow me to explain. When you 

came in, sir, I was about to inform 

madam 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Yes, Burroughs? 

BurrouGcHs.—I was about to inform 

madam that I find myself forced to 

leave. 

Mr. vAN MEYER.— 

\IRS. VAN aot Leave! 

BurroucHs.—I regret to say I am 

thinking of making a change. 

“ HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL.’’ 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—You don’t mean 

to say you are going to quit our serv- 

eT 

BurroucHs.—I fear I shall have to, 

madam. 

Mrs. vAN MeEver.—But why, Bur- 

roughs? Haven’t you always been 

treated with consideration? 

BurrouGHs.—Oh! yes, madam! 

Mr. van Meyer.—Aren’t your wages 

satisfactory? If I thought——. 

3URROUGHS.—Oh, sir, my conscience 

wouldn’t allow me to take another 

cent. 

Mrs. vAN Mryer.—Has any one said 

anything to hurt your feelings? 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Has your author- 

ity been curtailed in any respect? 

BurroucnHs.—Never for one mo- 

ment, sir. 

Mrs. vAN MeEyer.—Then, what is the 

matter? 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Yes, why do you 

want to leave? 

RuerouGHs.—1l: you will excuse me, 

sir, L wot rain-r not say. 

Mr. var. Meyrr.—But I insist. 

Mr. MeyveER.—Yes 

BurRoUGHS.—Awicer 

anger madam. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Anger me? 

T insist. 

1 fear it will 

3URROUGHS.—Yes, madam. But since 

Mr. van Meyer insists 

Mr. vAN Meryrr.—Yes, what is the 

reason? 

BurroucHs.—I regret, sir, but I an 

tired of madam’s face. 

Mrs, vAN MEyER (JVit% a gasp) 

What? 

3URROUGHS.—I hones madam w 

pardon me. but { am tired of her fac 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Well, if that is: 

—How dare you say such a thing, si 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Come, 

what do you mean? 

BurroicHs.—If you will pardon m 

sir, madam is very pretty, but afier 

3urroug! 

ten years the prettiest face—you know 
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how it is, sir, yourself, .as a married 

man. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Ahem! Continue, 

Burroughs. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer (Near tears).— 

A—are you going to sit calmly by and 

see me insulted, Neddy? 

Burroucus.—Pardon, madam, but ] 

spoke with the utmost respect. 

Mr. van Meyer.—Go on, Burroughs. 

Burroucus.—I was about to observe, 

sir, that for ten years now I have 

stood behind your chair and have 

seen madam, and only madam, and 

no disrespect, sir, I feel that I need 

a change. 

Mr. vaAN Meyver.—And that is the 

reason you are leaving? 

BurroucHs.—As a butler, sir, I feel 

that my usefulness is over when I can 

no longer gaze with pleasure upon the 

face of my mistress. Put yourself in 

my place, sir 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Ahem! 

Mrs. vAN Meyer (J tears).—Neddy, 

1 thought you cared a little about me, 

but I see I was mistaken. Perhaps you 

would like to be leaving, too? 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—There, there, my 

dear. You don’t seem to realize the 

difference between a husband and a 

butler. Had you another place in view, 

Burroughs? 

Burroucus (Hesitating).—Yes, sir. 

Mrs. vAN MEYER.—With whom? 

BurroucHs.—With Mrs. Archibald, 

madam. 
Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Oh, the cat! And 

she was here this afternoon. If I had 

only known! 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—And you think 

you won’t get tired of her face, Bur-, 

roughs? 

Burroucus.—Not for a while, sir, 

at all events. 

Mr. vAN MEyeEr.—I see. 

Mrs. vAN Meyer.—Neddy, you are a 

brute! 

Mr. vAN Meyver.—Myedear, be rea- 

sonable. Think of what is at stake. 

And that is your only objection to your 

present place, Burroughs? There is 

nothing else with which you are dissat- 

isfied ? 

BurrouGHs.—On the contrary, sir— 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—And you are not 

tired of my face? 

BurroucHs.—No, sir. You see, I 

stood behind your chair. 

Mr. vAN MEYER.—To be sure! Well, 

don’t you thing you might achieve your 

object without leaving us, Burroughs, 

by simply shifting to Mrs. van Meyer’s 

chair and gazing on my face in future? 

It would be a change, you know. 

BurrouGHs.—I had thought of that, 

sir, but I hesitated to propose it. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Suppose I propose 

it, then? 
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FIND THE BUNNIE THAT SAID 

PUZZLE PICTURE 

“THERE IS NO SANTA CLAUS.’’ 

baa 
BurrouGHs.—In that case it would 

be different, sir, of course. 

Mr. van Meyer—And you, my 

dear? 

Mrs. vAN MeEyer.—Oh! pray don’t 

consider me! I don’t count. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—On the contrary, 

it is precisely because you count so 

much.—Well, then, we can consider 

the difficulty solved. In future, Bur- 

roughs, you will stand behind Mrs. van 

Meyer’s chair and feast your eyes on 

my countenance—although I think you 

display very bad taste. Is that satis- 

factory? 

BurrouGHs.—Perfectly, sir. 

Mr. vAN Mryer.—And to you, my 

dear ? 

Mrs. vAN Meyrr.—I—I suppose so. 

Mr. vAN Meyer.—Then everything 

is settled. Come to my study after 

dinner, Burroughs, for that little check 

I was speaking about. I trust I may 

have cause to give you many another 

on like occasion. 

BurroucHs.—Thank you, sir. 

Mr. van Meyer.—Don’t mention it. 

But, oh, one word more, Burroughs. 

In case at any time you happen to get 

tired of my face, don’t hesitate to shift 

back to my chair. You may change as 

often as you like, after this. 

Burroucus.—Thank you, sir. You 

are very kind. And now, sir, I think 

dinner is served. 
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Higher Up 

LL life and all experience will show 

In every situation that arises, 

The pleasure that e’er has the warmest 

glow 

Must always be the one that tanta- 

lizes. 

Upon the topmost bough, as you'll agree. 

Are ranged the ripest and most tempt- 

ing peaches; 

And she who smiles the sweetest’s sure 

to be 

The very doll who just beyond our 

reach is. 

But dolls and peaches only hang aloft, 

(Behold the moral of my artless rhym- 

ing) 

Blushing and blooming in their beauty 

soft 

To tempt ambitious man to do some 

climbing. 

Emma H. de Zouche, 

The Average Man 
HE average man ariseth in the morning, debateth within 

himself whether he shall take a bath or not, and decideth 

not. He arrayeth himself in a dozen difterent garments of 

varying thickness and uncomfortableness, and descendeth to 

the breakfast-table, where he hastily devoureth the headlines 

of the morning paper and a cup of coffee, which he gulpeth 

down 

He then draweth from his pocket a cigar, and having the 

night before firmly resolved never to smoke another before 

noon he biteth off the end and lighteth it up. He kisseth his 

wife as he passeth her in the hall and hurryeth oft to the nearest 

transportation system, where he standeth up and readeth the 

remainder of the headlines. 

He arriveth at his office and becometh absorbed in his mail. 

He worketh unti! noon, when he goeth out to a food dispen- 

sary. Here he meeteth other beings like himself, and they 

talk between gulps of stock, women, horses horse-racing and 

politics He smoketh some more and still some more and 

skippeth back to the office where he grindeth until nightfall, 

when he proceedeth home. 

He changeth his clothes to a funereal black and all the 

time curseth his luck that his wife hath the power to drag 

him off to a function. 

At the dinner they talk about the servants (whispering 

between the courses), and about the people they will meet, and 

then proceedeth to the evening’s entertainment, whatever it 

may be 

Some nights the man sneaketh off by himself and playeth 

poker or bridge with his best friends. He tryeth to get their 

money away from them and when he succeedeth he re- 

joiceth. 

At midnight the man retireth, not knowing what he misseth, 

for he is thoroughly satisfied with himself and his own doings. 

The only thing that he regretteth is that he may have had to 

pass his time with his wife's silly acquaintances, when he 

might smoke and drink with his own. 

Santa Claus; 0H! I BEG YOUR PARDON, SIR. I THOUGHT YOU’D GONE HOME LONG AGO, 

The Average Woman 
HE average woman slippeth out of bed in the morning 

and arrayeth herself in an armor that would have put 

any sixteenth century knight to the blush. She washeth her 

face and hands, and dabbeth herself with various chemicals, 

goeth down to the breakfast table, where she skimmeth over the 

advertisements in the paper, and hastily instructeth the cook 

what to do, she proceedeth to the scene of her operations 

whatever it may be. She shoppeth, or she gaddeth, or she 

gossipeth, At noon she hurryeth back, when she putteth on 

another garment still more herrible and uncomfortable than 

the other, and starteth off once again. She meeteth various 

other women and they discusseth still other women that are 

not present. She indulgeth herself in all the latest fads, what- 

ever they may be, during the day. But all the time she 

thinketh not. 

She chattereth continually, but knoweth not. 

She displayeth on her person ornaments, and strange and 

grotesque animals, and careth not, except to make an im- 

pression. 

By and by she windeth up at home where she greeteth her 

husband and swatheth herself cnce again in less but much 

more highly expensive materials. 

At midnight she also retireth. She sayeth her prayers and 
blesseth Jehovah that she liveth in an uplifting age. 

— As 

THE WAY BASHFUL JIMKINS SAYS HE FEELS DURING A FIVEr 

MINUTE CONVERSATION WITH THE GIRL HE ADORES 
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THE MEMOIRS OF COLUMBIA 

No. 1 

“MY NAME, LIBERTY, BETRAYS MY CAVALIER ANCESTRY. . . . I AM A VIRGINIAN. .. . MY EARLIEST RECOLLECTIONS ARE 

OF BEING SHOWN TO A LITTLE CROWD OF PEOPLE THAT INCLUDED CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH, POCAHONTAS AND OTHERS, 

AND, "TIS SAID, MY DEMURE GLANCES OCCASIONED MUCH DIVERSION, CAPTAIN SMITH REMARKING ‘THAT 

THE SMALL BAGGAGE HAD A MISCHIEVOUS EYE THAT WOULD CAUSE TROUBLE ANON,’ ”” 
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THE MEMOIRS OF COLUMBIA 

No. 2 

“IN THE REIGN OF KING CHARLES (FIRST OF THE NAME) I WENTTO VISIT MY COUSINS, THE PURITANS OF THE NEW ENGLAND 

I FOUND THEM A DOUR COMPANY, WHO REGARDED ME ASKANCE, AND UNDERSTOOD ME BUT LITTLE, 

» « «+ INDEED, UPON ONE OC- 

COLONIES. .. . 

CONSIDERING ME A FROWARD CHILD IN SORE NEED OF THE SCRIPTURAL ROD. 

CASION I BARELY ESCAPED BEING BURNT FOR A WITCH.’’ 
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THE MEMOIRS OF COLUMBIA 

No, 3 

““MY RECEPTION BY PURITANS AND CATHOLICS AROUSED AN INTEREST IN ME THROUGHOUT THE LAND, EVEN THE DUTCH OF 

NEW AMSTERDAM ENTERTAINING ME—THO’ PRIVATELY THROUGH FEAR OF THEIR GOVERNOR. 

“as "TWAS, I TRIED CONCLUSIONS WITH OLD PIETER STUYVESANT, BOTH ON THE BOWLING GREEN AND IN POLITICAL DEBATE,, 

AND HAD HIS HEAD NOT BEEN MORE WOODEN AND FIXED THAN HIS NINE-PIN LEG, I HAD EASILY 

BOWLED HIM OVER UPON HIS OWN PREMISES. .. .”’ 
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THE MEMOIRS 
OF COLUMBIA

 

No. 4 

“THE PAPIST GENTRY OF MARYLAND, HOWBEIT I REPRESENTED THE NEW DOCTRINES, RECEIVED ME IN A BROADER SPIRIT THAN 

A RIGID ADHERENCE TO THE CREED OF ATHANASIUS COULD HAVE ALLOWED; IN FACT, MY LORD BALTIMORE AND HIS 

CHAPLAIN HUNG OVER ME AT DINNER WITH A SOLICITUDE THAT THE VATICAN MIGHT HAVE REPREHENDED AS 

* LEANINGS TOWARD AMERICANISM,’ HAD THE REPORT OF IT REACHED ROME.”’ 

(To be continued) 
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The Christmas Secret 
By THOMAS L, MASSON 

¥T was a bright, crisp morning, just before Christmas, in the 
4 year 19 Mrs. Santa Claus was standing before her 

cheval iceberg mirror, in the unpretentious but cosy apart- 

ment occupied by the Santa Clauses, trying on a new fur 

robe that her husband had just presented to her. Always, 

about this time of the year, he gave her something nice all for 

herself, and hitherto she had accepted it with unfeigned pleas- 

ure. But recently Mrs. Santa Claus had been reading in the 

North Pole Yellow Borealis (and other reprehensible jour- 

nals that the hired help took) of the great number of di- 
vorces and marital troubles which were taking place, most 
of them apparently due to the men. The women, indeed, 

were all beautiful, and all wronged, and somehow the at- 

mosphere of this troublous condition had been getting on 

Mrs. Santa Claus’s nerves. So it happened that when her 

husband came bouncing in, in his usual jolly manner, she 

turned around, with a couple of hairpins in her mouth, and 

said: 

“Well, I suppose you are up to the same old game this 

year?’’ 

“What game, dear heart? ”’ 

“Well, I notice that you usually begin about the first of 

‘November to shut yourself up in your workshop, and then 

about this time vor always make me a nice present—just to 

keep me good-ratured, I suppose. But ii 

She looke~ at him severely. 

“i should like to know what you do every year when you 

0 away one afternoon and stay over night.’’ 

Santa Claus slapped his hand on his thigh. After all their 
years of mutual confidence this seemed to him the best joke 

he had ever heard. 
“i'll be eternally frappéd!’’ he exclaimed. “ You don’t 

mean to say that you suspect me—after all this time? 

You know perfectly well what I do when I stay out over 

night.’’ 
“TI know what you say you do, but how do I know it’s the 

truth? ”’ 
Santa Claus didn’t know that his wife had been reading the 

yellow journals and had therefore imbibed the idea that every 

woman was a blonde angel and every man a criminal, and so 

he was at a loss to understand her suspicions. 

“This is a strange thing,’’ he exclaimed. “Here for 

years and years I have been going out every Christmas eve 

pursuing my favorite hobby—a man must have some recrea- 

tion, you know—of giving away toys, and now, without the 

slightest warning, you accuse me of deceiving you. Now, if 

I was really a gambler, or a dipsomaniac, or in the habit of 

uceaking off without your knowledge, it would be different ; 

but tc accuse me of deceiving you—this is too much.’’ 

“ That’: all right,’’ said Mrs. Santa Claus, in a hard, cold, 
yellow-journa: voice, “i’ve heard that kind of talk before— 
I mean I’ve read about it—and I don’t take any stock in it. 

You are altogether too cheerful. Along about the first of De- 

cember you are feeling altogether too good. Something is 
bound to happen when a man feels that way. And I notice 
when you come home the day after Christmas you are all tired 

out. Oh, you can’t fool me.’’ 

Santa Claus, as was natural under these trying circum- 

stances, almost went to pieces at this sudden attitude on his 

wife’s part. Not only did the imjustice of it hurt him, but the 

thought of so much at stake made him lose for a moment his 

seil-possession. 

“ No such thing!’’ he exclaimed. “ You don’t know any- 
thing about it. I don’t like to boast, but if you had the re- 
motest conception of my fame, if you knew that I was the 
best-known character in the whole wide world, and all done 
without the slightest attempt at advertising, done, indeed, be- 

cause I love my fellow-man—or, rather, boy—you wwildn’t 

be so heartless with your suspicions. But it’s always that 
way. No man is ever appreciated in his own-home. I have 

only this to say, madam: You may think as you please; I 

must go out and to my work.’’ 

“Hold om! Wait a moment.’’ 
Mrs. Santa Claus turned on him almost savagely. 

“ What are you going to do? ”’ 
“l’m getting ready for my evening off, as usual.”” 
“You are not going.’’ 
“Not going! Um! I guess I am.” 

“No, you are not—at least not as long as I am running 
this house. You must remember, my dear boy, that this is 

the age of woman, and if you think I am going to sit calmly 

by any longer and let you do as you please, you are very much 

mistaken.’’ 

“ But,’’ stammered Santa Claus, “those boys and girls! 

I simply can’t disappoint them! It would be a terrible thing.”’ 

“You needn’t worry. They won’t be disappointed—that 

is, if what you say is true—if you haven’t been deceiving 
me. And I shall soon know. You can hitch up those rein- 

deer and I’ll go myself!’ 

“What! Take my place? Climb down chimneys, slide 

over roofs? ’’ 

“That’s all right. There isn’t anything a man can do 

that a woman can’t. Where’s your route?’’ 

She grabbed out of his upper pocket a paper and flourished 

it over him. 

“T’ll find out whether you are telling me the truth or 

not!’’ she exclaimed. “I'll go to these places mentioned 

here and, in the meantime, you can be loading up for me, and 

prepare to stay home and do all the housework while I’m 
gone! ”’ 

And Santa Claus, as he went out to the stable, dropped a 
frozen tear on the hard snow finish and sighing softly to him- 

self said: 
“T’m innocent, all right, but what will happen to all my 

old friends. How can any woman cover so much ground in 

one night in a hobble skirt? ’’ 

Late on Christmas morning he was disconsolately sitting 
in front of the garage, shaking out some iceland moss, when 

a familiar tinkle in the distance caused him to look hurriedly 

up. Mrs. Santa Claus got out of an empty sleigh and, coming 
over, kissed him gingerly on his glowing cheek. 

“ Weil, my dear,’’ he said, “ you see that I am not the vil- 

lain that you thought. Didn’t I tell you the truth? And how 

did you get on? Everything gone? Everybody satisfied? ’’ 
Mrs. Santa Claus pulled out a silver cigarette case and 

nonchalantly lighted a cigarette. 

“T suppose I might as well tell you the truth,’’ she said. 
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Mrs. Santa Claus: 

“ Now, I was not the one who was deceived, but you were— 

you are!’’ 
“What do you mean? ’”’ 

“It’s really amusing—and in a man of your years, too! 

And you think that you are doing some good! Well, it didn’t 

take a woman of my discernment long to find out the truth. 

You don’t know, do you, that nobody believes in you?’’ 

“ Nobody believes in me! ’’ 

“Yes! Being a stupid man, you have come to think you 

are a kind of saint, and that you are making folks happy. 

Nonsense! Why, under their sleeves they laugh at you. 

The children tolerate the idea of you good-naturedly and smile 

discreetly when you are mentioned. Why, most of the chim- 

ney-pieces were decorated before I came. Think of it! And 

they caricature you in the street by imitating your make-up! 

Dear, dear! You are only a huge joke. I hate to see a man 

making a fool of himself, but I suppose you will go on doing 

DEAR, DEAR! 
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it as long as you live. And now I must go in and get a bite 

to eat.’’ She disappeared through the tesselated igaino and for 

a long time Santa Claus sat watching the Northern Lights play- 

ing hide-and-seek on the distant horizon. His pet polar bear, 

in a fit of some subtle, innate animal sympathy, cdme up and 

rubbed his nose against the old man’s stomach—that famous 

stomach—the herald of all the ages. 

Then Santa Claus, bracing up stolidly and throwing out 

his chest, the old twinkle resumed, for you can’t keep a good 

Santa Claus down for long, said to the bear: 

“So the old lady thinks I am deceived! Well, I am—by 

nine-tenths of them. But here and there in the vast crowd 

is a rare soul who still keeps faith with me, who knows that if 

there is any reality at all I am, who understands me, enters 

into my spirit and whom I would not disappoint for worlds. That 

is my recompense for being such a joke to all the rest of them. 

And she—and she—she will never know—being a woman! ”’ 

LAUGHS BEST 

—s}y 

LAUGHS 

Sear 
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AS IT APPEARS TO SOME 

Christmas at the Zoo 
HE Zoo enjoyed a Christmas spree, 

With presents on a dogwood tree; 

I can’t record them all. 

The Mole, an elegant lorgnette, 

Beaver, an excavating set, 

The Hare, some side-combs small. 

The Pig, a stylish fountair. pen, 

A dainty hatchet, every Hen, 

A butter dish, the Goat, 

The Lynx, a compound microscope, 

The Elephant, a trunk of soap, 

The kind they say will float. 

A lovely bathing suit, the Frog, 

A new supply of pants, the Dog, 

(He used his up last summer), 

Ten yards of neckties, the Giraffe, 

The Parrot green, a phonograph, 

(They hoped ’twould make her dumber !) 

The Owl, Minerva’s queenly head, 

The Sloth, a mammoth feather-bed, 

Muskrat, perfumery, 

A monkey-wrench, the Monkey gay, 

For opening cocoanuts, they say, 

Pansies, the Chimpanzee. 

Camilla J. Knight. 
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HE FOUND A PENNY 

How the Cities Help the Country 
HAT are the cities doing for the country? 

A good deal. 

They are bettering the standard of living, not necessarily 

increasing its cost, but raising it in wholesomeness, beauty, 

variety and satisfaction. 

There is overmuch feeling that the cities are sucking the 

life out of the rural districts, drawing population and money 

from them and giving very little back. Not so. They give 

back a great deal and are likely to give more and more. They 

are the great centres of stimulation. They radiate energy. 

They are schools for the eye and the imagination as well as 

for the mind. 

The American cities of which the census returns have 

just been coming in, are not only remarkable for their growth 

in population but astonishing in their growth in beauty and 

their command of what goes to make life wholesome and in- 

teresting for the mass of their people. Their buildings of the 

last ten years are far and away comelier and better than 

have been produced in any ten years of building that the 

country ever saw before. There has never been in this 

country in the same space of time such an advance in taste 

and beauty of architectural construction as in the last decade. 

Whatever the greatest and most prosperous cities get in these 

times, all the cities get their share of. Whatever the cities 

get, the country in due time gets its share of. Architecture 

improves not only in New York and Chicago, but wherever 

brick is piled on brick or stone on stone or board nailed to 

beam. So with medical knowledge, sanitation, every kind of 

manufacture, every improvement in the art of living, every 

gain in knowledge. These things come first to the cities, 

which are the human laboratories, but in the end the whole 

of society benefits. 

Moreover, nowadays, the rural districts draw, in various 

details, on the wealth of the cities. Cities are taxed to build 

country roads and to pay for rural delivery. Telephones, 

trolley roads, electric light and electric power stretch out of 

them far into the surrounding country. They attract from the 

country its surplus population, leaving the profits of farming 

to be divided by fewer persons. The farms provide food and 

folks. The cities have an insatiable appetite for both and 

give shows, ideas, manufactured articles, newspapers and 

money in return for them. In this time and country and 

with modern methods of communication and transportation 

the growth of the cities means not worse times for the coun- 

try but better; not more isolation but less. Whenever the 

country population gets really too sparse the cities have got 

to replenish it. They cannot refuse and will not. The price 

of food will take care of that. 
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TO HIM THAT HATH SHALL BE GIVEN 

Hire Education 

6s HAT is a college, papa? ”’ 

“A college, Pauline, is a cross between a country 

club and an orphan asylum.”’ 

“Then why do such nice boys go there, papa? ’”’ 

“ Because rich boys from sixteen to twenty are too old to 

be spanked and not old enough to reason.’’ 

“ Do they learn to reason in college? ’’ 

“ Not if the reverend professors can help it, daughter.’’ 

“Then why do they go?”’ 

“They go to be got rid of, because they 

would misbehave at home.’’ 

“Don’t they misbehave at college, 

then? ”’ 

“Well, yes; but their parents don’t 

know about it, unless they go to the foot- 

ball games or read the police reports.’’ 

“But don’t their parents teach them 

morals, papa? ’’ 

“Nay, nay, Pauline; it’s cheaper to get 

it done by hired professors.’’ 

“Do the professors know all about morals? ’’ 
“Not at all, my dear; but they know exactly what parents 

expect them to say.’’ 

“Ts that what makes a complete curriculum? ’’ 

“No, dear, a complete curriculum is an imitation education 

furnished by endowed institutions at less than cost to those 

who are best able to pay for it.’’ Bolton Hall. 

ITTLE GEORGE: O mother, I made a fine swap with one 

of the fellows who goes to school! I’ve traded my 

mouth-organ for a spelling paper marked a hundred! 

MAKING THAT CHRISTMAS PUNCH 

JUDGING BY OUR FEELINGS THE MORNING AFTER 



The Christmas Magazine 
KNOW ere I glance at the cover 

It’s something like this: 

A holiday lass and her lover, 

A mistletoe kiss, 

A tender Madonna appearing 

With heavenly train, 

Or Santa Claus gallantly steering 

An aeroplane. 

There’s surely a Christmas narration 

Of lost people found, 

Or, say, of a glad celebration, 

Of lovers snowbound, 

Of some one whose Christmas emotions 

Unbuckle his purse, 

And, heaven deliver us !—oceans 

Of Christmas-tide verse. 

When all of the editors s!umber 

(And lots of ’em do), 

I’ll get up a Holiday Number 

To show ’em a few! 

The cover shall blossom with roses 

To blizzards immune; 

Each page as it gently uncloses 

Shall murmur of June. 

As warm as the Panama Isthmus, 

As mellow with sun, 

It shan’t have a word about Christmas— 

Not ever a one. 

And—no one will buy it, or heed it 

On table or shelf; 

The fact is, I doubt if I’d read it 

Myself. Arthur Guiterman. 
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BRINGING IN THE BOAR’S HEAD 

The Spoiled Child 
HE spoiled child is a product of our more 

modern civilization. He came in shortly 

after the civil war and he seems to be here to 

stay. 
Spoiling a child is often a difficult process. 

He may be of splendid material to start with— 

enduring, tough as a nut, with the right moral 

fibre. But by keeping at it day and night he 

can be soon spoiled, provided the parents have 

their heart in their work—as they usually have. 

One of the best things with which to spoil a child is 
money. Get as much money, therefore, as you conveniently 

can. 

With plenty of money you can provide for your child’s 

future. In nine cases out of ten every child whose future is 

provided for is spoiled already. If this can be done promptly, 

therefore, no parent ought to feel worried. 

There are various other ways of spoiling a child which 

are a great help. 

Threaten to punish him and then let him off. Occa- 

sionally get so mad that you can’t stand it and then punish 

him unjustly. 

Put him on an allowance and ridicule him if he doesn’t 

exceed it. This will bring him around to your view. Noth- 

ing so potent as ridicule. 

Show him off to visitors. They may not care to be enter- 

tained in this manner, but remember that spoiling your child 

is much more important than thgir comfort. 

Get him into the habit of having things charged to you. 

Argue before him as to how he ought to be treated. This 

makes conversation and shows him both sides. 

Live in a hotel. 

Take him with you on your travels. This will broaden 

his mind, stimulate his ambition and will give him a properly 

inflated idea as to the things he can do without first having 

the power to do them. 

There is a growing tendency among some parents to make 

a conscious effort to spoil their children. They are con- 

stantly thinking up new ways. This is a great tax on their 

time and ingenuity. 

Now the more natural way is to let the children alone. 

Assuming that you can provide him with sufficient money, 

every child can be expected in course of time to spoil him- 

self, without the aid or consent of any favored individual. 
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LTHOUGH there was a chill in the 

air the city park was bright and 

sunny. The birds chattered ceaselessly. 

Pedestrians hurried by. A hand-organ 

in the distance gave to the scene a touch 

of musical color. 

On one of the benches sat a man and 

a woman. They sat apart from each 

other. That is, in the outward conven- 

tional sense, they did not belong to each 

other. In another sense, as being one 

of that vast throng in the under world, 

they did belong to each other. 
The woman was wofully shabby, albeit 

there were still glimmers of a long-past 

beauty in her face. The man was al- 

most blear-eyed. There was a stolidity 

about his face, a calmness, a kind of 

disreputable placidity that went with his 

class. 

The man, who had been reading part 
of a torn paper, turned and looked to- 
ward the woman, who had been sitting 
silently, her chapped hands folded across 

her lap. He rubbed his hand across his 

face, 

“Paper?’’ he said politely, offering 
her the sheet. She shook her head. 

“For them that wants it,’’ she mut- 

tered. “I never read them myself. I’d 

rather sit.’’ 
“You haven’t traveled much,’’ said 

the man. “Those who travel like to 

read the news.”’ 

“No, sit.’’ 

“I’ve just been the rounds through the 

Middle States—back by way of Chicago. 

Rotten place, Chicago. Country for me. 

What’s your line? ’’ 

The woman continued her fixed gaze. 

“ Nothing,’’ she said briefly. “I reach 

for scads when I have to, but I don’t 

like it—it’s lowering.’’ 
“So it is that. I’ve done it myself, 

‘st it’s distasteful to me. Have you 

dined? ”’ af 

“No” 
There was a slight touch of old-time 

gallantry about him as he continued: 
“T have two bits about me. Will you 

join me at dinner? ’’ 

She turned upon him a cold, fish-like 

eye. 
“No,’’ she said abruptly, “I’m waiting 

for the sun to go down.’’ 

“For what? ”’ 
She jerked her hand toward the river. 

He twisted his thumb, pointed downward, 

then made a comic motion, as if he 

were swimming. The woman nodded. 

There was a considerable silence. 

The man lazily took one leg from 

The Curse 
across the other, then moved the other 

across the first. Then he filled from the 

recesses of his pocket a short, stubby 

black pipe. He puffed. 

Suddenly he raised his hand, motioned 

to the woman and pointed across the 

park to a figure that was passing along. 

This figure belonged to a man of medium 

height, clad in a frock coat topped by a 

silk hat. 

“There goes the richest man in the 

world,’’ he croaked. 

The woman raised her eyes. 
“Him? ’’ 
“Yes, that’s him.’’ 

They watched the frock coat as it 

slipped along, its owner unobserved ex- 

cept by them. The owner of the frock 

coat drew from his pocket a handker- 

chief. As he did so a small object flut- 

tered out and fell to the ground. The 
man on the bench saw it. So did the 
woman. Both pairs of eyes had been 
trained in a hard school to notice such 

things. 

“He dropped something,’’ said the 

woman. 

“ So I saw,’’ said the man. “In a mo- 
ment I will get it.’’ 

He waited until the frock coat had 

disappeared beyond the distant curb. 

Then he moved forward stealthily, picked 

it up carelessly and made his way back 

to the bench. 
“ What was it?’’ she asked. 
“ Filthy lucre.’’ 

He handed it to her—a roll. She took 
it apart with her seared fingers. The 

roll contained six one-hundred-dollar 

bills. 

“Tl divvy with you,” she whispered, 

looking stealthily about. 

The man smiled. 

“Nothing of the sort. Take it all. I 

don’t want it.’’ 

The small red cross on her left temple 
—a bad scar—came out vividly. 

“What! ’’ she exclaimed. “ You don’t 

want it?’’ 
“No. I had it once.’’ 

He smiled cynically. 

“T’ve outgrown it,’’ he said. “It’s a 

curse. A useless thing. We ache for it, 

and when we get it it burns us up. I 

had the disease and got over it. Having 

nothing, I want for nothing. With you 

it’s different, maybe. You had an en- 

gagement with Neptune, I believe. 

Well, this will save you. Take it all. 

But we’d better skip.’’ 

They both rose. The woman clutched 

the roll. 

’ 

? LIFE Fire Wai 

“Thanks,’’ she muttered, her face 

transformed. 

“ Don’t mention it.’’ 

He lifted his remnant of a hat politely 

as they parted. 

* * * a * + * + 

It was one month later. On the park 

bench sat the same man. He was alone. 

His face, meditative and serene, looked 

out upon the flock of sparrows chatter- 

ing and fighting. Then he stooped and, 

as if by habit, picked up the remnant of 
an afternoon paper that lay on the 

ground. 

He turned it over and looked at the 

headline. 

“A RIVER MYSTERY 

“ FLASHILY DRESSED WOMAN WITH SCAR 

ON LEFT TEMPLE FOUND ag 

The man put the paper down, took 

out his pipe, filled and lighted it once 

more, crossed and recrossed his legs. 

“Um,’’ he said to himself, as he 

puffed meditatively. “I guess maybe [ 

was right, after all.’’ 

Chesterton Todd. 

NEVER PUT A GIFT CIGAR IN THE MOUTH 
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Why Not Revive the Home? 
HERE is a tradition among us that at one 

time we had an institution called a home, and 

while the purpose of this institution is not plain 

in all of its details, enough is known about it to 

make us question whether it might not be de- 

sirable to look into the matter and ascertain if, 

after all, we have not something to learn from 

our forefathers. 

So far as can be learned the object of the home was to 

provide a place of refuge. It also had a certain permanency. 

Strange as it may seem, families were known to occupy the 

same home for two generations or more. In certain parts of 

the country there are ruins which, if we could trace their his- 

tory, would be found to have been occupied by as many as 

three generations. 

The home was apparently a place that was occupied by an 

individual called a “ mother.’’ The exact uses af “ mother’’ 

are shrouded in darkness, but enough is known about her to 

give us the belief that she served a useful purpose. The 

children came to her when in trouble and put their heads on 

hér lap and were comforted. We get this glimmering from 

folk-songs that have been handed down. The idea now seems 

absurd, of course, but may it not have a psychological mean- 

AN X-RAY OF UNCLE IOHN’'S HEAD JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS 

ing that it would be well “or us to examine critically? Some- 

times great discoveries have been made through an apparently 

ridiculous origin. 

It has been ascertained that home was usually some sort 

of a building, much the same as our hotels or cottages to-day, 

which we use as sleeping places between automobile and 

aeroplane rides and visits to summer and winter resorts. 

But it was never occupied by more than one family, which 

gives it an unusual historic interest. 

Strange as it may seem the home was used as a means 

of educating the young. They were taught politeness and the 

rudiments of arithmetic. Each person in the home appar- 

ently had some sort of duty to fulfill to all of the others. It 

is believed—although this cannot be proved—that those people 

who lived in a home loved it. It is probable that they must 

have had some sort of an attachment for it, otherwise it would 

not have persisted so long. 

The idea of having a single dwelling, where children are 

raised under one roof and kept by themselves in a group 

called a family, and where they have opportunities for self- 

education and for a certain seclusion, seems to us rather 

good. At any rate, we can conceive of no harm in trying the 

experiment. A ‘few homes might be created and kept going 

for a couple of generations and the results carefully noted by 

our government experts. 

If there is anything in it then the experiment might be 

conducted on a larger scale. 

Perhaps the Rockefeller foundation might be induced to 

advance the money. They would have, however, to be pro- 

tected, otherwise there would be such multitudes to view this 

interesting experiment that their object might be frustrated. 

The Social Problem 
HE problems of individuals are as varied as the individuals 

themselves, but the problem of society is always the 

same—to escape the blame for and the evil results of its indi- 

vidual derelicts. 

Sometimes individuals can, if they wish, escape society, 

but society can never escape individuals. If things go wrong 

society has to stay right on the job and face the music. It 

cannot put itself in solitary confinement. It cannot hie itself 

to a wilderness or to a foreign clime or to a cloister. If so- 

ciety has been so foolish as to allow its children to grow up 

criminals it cannot get rid of them for at least a generation. 

It may put the criminals in jail or leave them at large, but it 

still has them. So with illiterates and those who are un- 

necessarily diseased. 

An individual may get away from the slums, but society 

cannot, except by getting the slums away. 

An Unnecessary Expense 
HE MOTHER: Now that Tillie is going to the young la- 

dies’ seminary she needs a new wardrobe. 

THe Fatuer: How much? 

“Oh, a couple of thousand.’’ . 

“Um. Don’t educate her. No one will know the dif- 

ference.”’ 

OBBLE, and the world hobbles with you. 

Wear tights, and you go with the chorus. 

‘ 
| 

| 
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“WONDERFUL HOW SOME OF THESE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS TRAVEL. THIS ONE HAS BEEN GOING THE ROUNDS FOR TWELVE 

YEARS.”’ 

Why Not Semiannually > 
HRISTMAS comes but once a year. That’s what we 

have all been taught, and it seems to be true. But why 

should it be true? Is it not merely another glaring instance 

of how a civilized nation may be ruled by a petty tradition? 

That Christmas should come at least twice a year is too 

obvious for argument. The chief trouble with Christmas is 

not only that we have too much of it at one time, but also 

that it is monotonous because it always comes at the same 

season of the year. 

It would, of course, be too violent a revolution to have 

Christmas once a month, but we should not. forget that this is 

an instalment age and some form of giving presents on the 

dollar-down-and-dollar-a-month plan must ultimately be found. 

Think of the possibilities of having a Christmas in August. 

Santa Claus could then take in Atlantic City at the height of 

the season, which would improve his culture as well as his 

health. We would then have an outdoor Christmas and an 

indoor Christmas. The iceman could participate as well as 

the coal man; the cotton man as well as the woollen man; the 

screen-door man as well as the storm-door man. 

Thus, in the course of a year, every variety of tradesman 

would have its just participation. Among the many handsome 

and appropriate presents which could be selected for the mid- 

summer Christmas we suggest window screens, flypaper, 

garden hose, ice cream freezers, bathing suits, portable shower 

baths and mosquito salve. Ellis O. Jones. 

Just the Thiag 
ILLIE: Here’s a sign I got from the post-office. 

Mrs. Stimson: Why, Willie! What do you mean? 

It’s the sign “ For Transients.’’ You just take it right back. 

“T thought you might like to hang it up in your kitchen.’’ 
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The Tramp: SEE HERE! AIN’T YE GOT NO BETTER MANNERS THAN TO ENTER A 

GEN’L’MAN’S SLEEPIN’ APARTMENT WITHOUT KNOCKIN’? 

The Sunday Symposium 
A MODERN INSTANCE 

HE time was 12 p. m. 

The Place was the Lester Lor- 

rimers’. 

And the Occasion was a Sunday Sym- 

posium. 

The drawing-rooms were full of men and 

women. ‘ 

The men and women were full of con- 

versation. 

And the conversation was full of egotism. 

A Man and a Woman sat in the corner. 

First they looked at the people. 

Then they looked at each other. 

And finally they spoke. 

“Good Lord!’’ said the Man. 

“Me too!’ said the Woman. 

“T never! ’’ said the Man. 

“Neither did I!’’ said the Woman. 

“It is the limit! ’’ said the Man. 

“T hope so!’’ said the Woman. 

“Never saw such people!’’ said the 

Man. 

“Never heard such people!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“ Didn’t know they existed!’’ said the 

Man. 

“Didn’t know it themselves! ’’ said the 

Woman. 

“Can’t imagine where they came 

from!’’ said the Man. 

“Can’t imagine where they’ll all go 

to!’’ said the Woman. 

“They look like monkeys!’’ said the 

Man. 

“They talk like parrots!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“Ts it the Darwinian Theory?”’”’ said 

the Man. 

“Or Prenatal Influence?’’ said the 

‘Woman. 

“Tt must be the Artistic Temperament! ”’ 
said the Man. 

“Well, let it go at that!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“Wish that they would go at that! ’’ 
said the Man. 

“They will—by and by!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“And this is a Sunday Symposium! ’’ 
said the Man. 

“Tt is almost a Monday Symposium! ’’ 

said the Woman. 

“T can hardly stay awake!’’ said the 

Man. 

“T can hardly go to sleep!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“The whole thing seems to me like a 

dream! ’’ said the Man. 

“The whole thing seems to me like a 

nightmare! ’’ said the Woman. 

“Will it be over soon?’’ said the Man. 

“One can never tell! ’’ said the Woman. 

“What more could happen?’’ said the 

Man. 

“The unexpected! ’’ said the Woman. 

“For instance? ’’ said the Man. 

“The Singer might sing!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“Ye gods!’’ said the Man. 

“And the Dancer might dance!’’ said 

the Woman. 

“Ye goddesses! ’’ said the Man. 

“The Elocutionist might elocute! 

the Woman. 

“Say not so!’’ said the Man. 

“And the Suffragette might suffer! ’’ 

said the Woman. 

“Perish the thought!’’ said the Man. 

“That would really be more than I could 

stand for!’’ said the Woman. 

“ And it would be more than I could sit 

through! ’’ said the Man. 

“Even a worm will turn!’’ said the 

Woman. 

“And even people in glass houses will 

throw stones!’’ said. the Man. 

“Oh, joy!’’ said the Woman. 

“Oh, hope!’’ said the Man. 

”” 
said 

“ Someone is getting up to go! ’’ said the 

Woman. 

“Everyone is getting up to go!’’ said 

the Man. 

“ Hip, hip ’? said the Woman. 

“ Hooray!’’ said the Man. 

The Man was the Host. 

The Woman was the Hostess. 
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Baby 

After George Macdonald—Fifty Years After 

HERE did you come from, baby dear? 

Consult any good work on biology. 

Where did you get those eyes so blue? 

They are inherited from great-uncle Peter; the family eye is 

brown. 

What makes the light in them sparkle and spin? 

The refraction of waves of ether through transparent lenses, 

Where did you get that little tear? 

Certain emotions, most of which I have experienced, act auto- 

matically through the sensory nerves upon the tear 

glands. 

What makes your forehead so smooth and high? 
‘Its smoothness is pathological; and it is high because my new 

hair has had little time to grow as yet. 

What makes your cheek like a warm white rose? 
Poetic license, probably. Everyone else says, “How red he 

met ** 

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss? 
Wind. 

Where did you get this pearly ear? 
Heavens! Js my ear pearly? I haven’t seen it, but it must 

be some horrid malformation. 
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“ SOUNDS GOOD TO ME.’’ 

Where did you get those arms and hands? 
Anatomy covers all that. 

Feet, whence did you come, you darling things? 

See previous answer. 

How did they all just come to be you? 

Evolution and psychology offer what there is to be said on the 

subject of individual identity. 

But how did you come to us, you dear? 

The whole thing is a matter of creation. The truth about it 

lies somewhere between Genesis II, and modern scien- 

tific research. Carl Brown. 

Washington—The Nation's Capital 

ASHINGTON consists of a large number of magnificent 
architectural buildings almost entirely surrounded by 

coons, 
At one end of Pennsylvania Avenue is the Capitol. The 

pressure, by the way, is furnished by every State in the union. 

The Capitol started a long time ago as an oratorical de- 

bating club. It is now used to shelter Congressmen from an 

income tax. 

The Smithsonian Institution has everything in it but a 

stuffed African lion and a bound copy of the Outlook. But it 
is understood that these will be supplied soon. 

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing is running eight 

hours a day, making money for John D. Rockefeller, E. H. 

Harriman, Andrew Carnegie and a few other well-known col- 

lectors. 

Other buildings of interest in Washington are the United 
States Treasury, a branch office of Wall Street; the Army and 
Navy buildings, where cruises around the world are planned 

and brigadier-generals are made out of doctors and promising 
clerks; the Dead Letter Office, where the classics are kept; 

and the Agricultural Department, from which place our su- 

burbs are supplied with watermelon seeds. 
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JUST WHAT HE WANTED FOR CHRISTMAS 

Chinese Proverbs 

HEN Monkeys fight they scatter dirt; 

When Tigers battle one gets hurt. 

Each Sect has still its Truth, though many shame it, 

And every Truth a Prophet to proclaim it. 

My Heart is like the Racehorse on the plain— 

Right easy letting go, but hard to rein. 

He faints; your Fowl, well-cooked, would soon restore him; 

Ask not your Guest if you may kill it for him! 

Fish see the Bait alone; and is it stranger 

That Men should see the Profit, not the Danger? 

In babbling, gorging food or quenching drouth, 

All Mischief comes through Opening the Mouth. 

Oh, when the Whale is floundering in the Shoal 

How all the Minnows laugh to see him roll! 

Your arm is broken? Do not grieve 

Aloud, but hide it in your sleeve. 

Durable 

6 HAT kind of Christmas presents does Balder give? ”’ 

“Excellent. Why, some of those he gave ten years 

ago are still going the rounds as bridge prizes.’’ 

Tribute 

HO makes us laugh—forgetting 

woe, 

As over toilsome path we go— 

Thus lightening burdens weighing dowm 

Poor mortal man, deserves a crown. 

When troubles grim, or carping care, 

Come stalking forth from darksome lair, 

With courage high, and dauntless air 

He thrusts them back, and holds them 

there ; 

While ever from his curving lip 

Trip humorous words, or merry quip. 

Tribute I pay, with reverence due, 

To him who guides to sunshine true. 

Life is too dark with clouds, by half, 

God bless the man who makes us laugh. 

Annette Laverty. 

Intensest -Y earning 

ee O you want a knife for Christmas: 

very much, Tommie? ’”’ 

“T want it so much, mother, that I’m 

even willing to write a note of thanks. 

for it.’’ 

Young Mrs. Rabbit: YES, HE’S GOOD-LOOKING, AND HIS NOSE 

IS PERFECTLY ADORABLE 



The Christmas Poem Remembers 

OW well do I remember the day when I was born. 

The time was middle summer, on a sizzling July morn: 

The place the back piazza of a cottage by the sea, 

Where lounging in a hammock, wearing negligee, stretched he, 

The author of my being—he who made me what I am— 

A summer song of Xmas, (paradox plus epigram). 

Upon a mission tabouret contiguous, was laid 

Convenient to his elbow, a large jug of lemonade. 

l lay at first a Notion vague, a faint and fluid germ, 

Deep down in Mind Subconscious. (Note the psychologic 

term.) 

Thence to a conscious Thought I grew, of embryonic shape, 

Yet vitalized with Potency. (Mark the unlearnéd gape.) 

The next I knew, my infant form was sprawling on a pad 

Which in perspiring fingers my originator had. 
, Of “trees’’ and “ breeze,’’ of “ bow’rs’’ and “ flow’rs,’’ two 

couplets he essayed, 

Then took of drinks a couple from that jug of lemonade. 

I felt so queer and wobbly, so uncertain of my feet; 

My joints were weak and rickety, my limbs devoid of meat. 

But he who called me into life strove hard to make me grow, 

And presently I learned to link such words as “ flow’’ and 

“ blow.’’ 

I felt quite proud, but with a mad and most disgusted air 

My maker looked me over once, then flung me on a chair! 

He wiped his oozing forehead—that high brow for laurels 

made— 

And lifted to his thirsty lips the jug of lemonade. 

The click of ice revived him: with a glad “ Eureka’’ cry 

He laughed “Ha! Ha! A ‘timely’ poem is what I ought to 

try. 

He scored me in, he scored me out, erased and wrote anew; 

Line after line across the page his pencil fairly flew. 

He bade me “ Ring the Christmas chimes, the gladdest of the 

year,’’ 

And “ List the sleigh-bells jingle in the frosty atmosphere,’’ 

Just as the mercury toed the mark at ninety-in-the-shade 

And gave him a reminder of that jug of lemonade. 

The bee buzzed round the clover bloom, the locust in the tree, 

But I was carolling “ Noél’’ with quaint archaic glee. 

About their sand-built castles played the sun-browned girls and 

boys, 

While I was loading Santa with their next year’s lot of toys. 
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THE MISTLETOE ON CLYMPUS 

VENUS AT LAST CATCHES MINERVA NAPPING 

In rippling tide some wave-kissed feet were dancing jigs— 

but no, 

My business called for men-kissed lips and Yuletide mistletoe. 

These placed, again my author laughed, and to his face 

conveyed 

With satisfied complacency, his jug of lemonade. 

Across the blue a snowy cloud went drifting idly by, 

And that suggested snow-drifts ’neath a dark December sky. 

The dainty scent of mignonette his muse did next incline 

To bid me celebrate roast beef, plum pudding, ale and wine 

Thus every sound and spectacle for poet’s topic fit 

Found fitting, full expression in its furthest opposite. 

So here am I, mid seasonable company arrayed, 

A by-product of summer and a jug of lemonade. 

Frederick Moxon. 
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Alas! That It Should Come 
to This 

S Mrs. Banderly prepared to leave 

her office, she called in her chief 

clerk and said: 

“Nothing you want to see me about 

before I go?”’ 

“ Nothing,’’ replied the chief clerk in 

some surprise, for it was not usual for 

Mrs. Banderly to ask this question. Her 

forceful business mind and her great 

executive ability seemed to take account 

of everything, so that she seldom had to 

rely upon others. 

She turned down her desk, put on her 

hat and coat, lighted her cigarette and 

taking up her stick strolled out into the 

business section, preparatory to going 

home. 

But as she went along the strange rest- 

lessness that had seized her in the 

office continued. Instead of going im- 

mediately home she determined to walk 

some distance. 

Her prominence in the business world 

made her the recipient of frequent bows, 

and once or twice she was asked to 

“‘join’’ someone, but declining politely 

she made her way into the dry-goods 

district. Occasionally she stopped in 

front of some jewelry Pie = 
window, where ornaments fe = 

for men, in reckless and ¥“°~ 
extravagant profusion, / 

were displayed. The un- f 

rest, the strange feeling 

in her heart, increased in- 

stead of disappearing. But 

at last, with a mighty ef- 

fort, she dismissed it and 

proceeded home. 

As she entered her house 
her husband was waiting 

with all of his old tender- 
ness, and yet if she had 

but noticed it there was 

an air of expectancy 

about him that indicated 

some hidden current of 

‘ 

feeling. 

“Has all been well, 

dear? ’’ asked Mrs. Ban- 

derly gently. She was 

known as a splendid wife, 

a fine provider, and she 

rarely went out evenings, 

course, to spend Saturday 

club. 

“Yes, dear. The children are all in 

bed. Will you step up and kiss them?’ 

This duty done, they proceeded to 

excepting, of 

night at the 

dinner, but it was evident to Mrs. Ban- 

derly that all was not well. A vague 

Ne = 

restlessness pervaded their usually calm 

home atmosphere. At moments. she 

caught her husband looking at her fur- 

tively. 

“ Nice dinner you have, dear.’’ 

“Ah! You think Yes, I 

had a specially good one to-night.’’ 

“ Thoughtful of you.’’ 

“And have you nothing else to say 

so? have 

about it? ’’ 

Mrs. Banderly smiled in reply. 

“How can I add any more to my re- 

spect and admiration for you?’’ she 

said, with an air of gentle approval. In 

reply Mr. Panderly turned his face away, 

not her to see the unbidden 

moisture in his eyes. 

Afier dinner they repaired to the draw- 

ing-room, where Mrs. Banderly offered 

her husband her cigarette case, men hav- 

ing just begun to learn to smoke. 

There was a long silence, unbroken by 

wishing 

either. 

But at last Mrs. Banderly could stand 

it no longer. She determined to break 

her accustomed rule of never taking the 

“WHAT KIND OF 

way?” 

“HE’S DE KIND 

FROSTED CHRISTMAS CARD AN’ ’SPECTS YER 

TO REMEMBER IT DE REST OF YER LIFE.’’ 

A GUY IS HE, ANY- 

WOT GIVES YER ER 

“DON’T SQUEEZE QUITE so DEAR. HARD, 

REMEMBER YOUR QUILLS.’’ 

initiative when it came to any argument. 

“My dear,’’ she said at last, “ come 

over here.’’ , 

Mr. Banderly dutifully came over and 

sat in her lap. 

“What is the matter?’’ she asked, 

smoothing the thin hair of his partly 

bald head. “I know, of course, that 

something is the matter, What have I 

done? ’’ 

In reply her husband burs\ into a pas- 

sion of tears. 

“Tt is just like a woman,’’ he cried. 

“ Don’t you know that I have been wait- 

ing all day for you to say something— 

to refer to it—but this morning not a 

word, and all day not a word, and I pre- 

pared a fine dinner for you and still not 

a word! ’’ 

“A word of what?’’ asked Mrs. Ban- 

derly, still mystified. 

“Don't you know,’’ sobbed Mr. Ban- 

derly, “that this is the anniversary of 

our wedding day? ”’ 

Epigrams of Cities 

Pygmy by any other name would 

smell as sweet. 

Every Pittsburgh has a silver lining. 

Chicago is paved with good intentions. 

It's a poor Paris that does not work 

both ways. 

A Philadelphia 

nine. 

Boston to him who Boston thinks. 

Leadville is only skin deep. 

It’s a long Reno that has no turning. 

London is no respecter of persons. 

New York City is covered by a multi- 

tude of skins. 

in.time would save 



A Christmas Ballad of Burdens 
HE burden of forced giving. ’Tis a bore, 

And yet it must be done, as well you know; 

You check your Christmas list up, o’er and o’er, 

Appalled to see how many gifts you owe. 

You must give Grace a costly bibelot, 

Because she gave you that lace fan last year; 

And only something choice will do for Joe. 

These be the things that mar our Christmas cheer. 

The burden of false thanking. Oftentimes, 

Though bric-a-brac is crowding all your flat, 

Madeleine sends a set of Chinese chimes, 

Or Percy brings a hideous marble cat. 

Gladys presents a tawdry lace cravat, 

And you must cry: “ Just what I wanted, dear! 

How could you guess I simply longed for that? ’’ 

These be the things that mar our Christmas cheer. 

The burden of the Family Party. Why 

Do relatives expect to come that day? 

Aunt Jane observes with cold and hostile eye 

The household gods you modestly display. 

Though merry chat you tactfully essay, 

How ill at ease and awkward they appear, 

Until your nerves are reay to give way— 

These be the things that mar our Christmas cheer. 

The burden of the children. Gracious sakes! 

What various mischief Christmas does incite; 

They eat too many candies, nuts and cakes, 

They’re totally upset along toward night. 

If you had but your own ’twould be all right, 

But little cbusins come from far and near; 

And others’ children are so impolite— 

These be the things that mar our Christmas cheer. 

The burden of late shopping. Though we mean 

To buy our presents many weeks ahead, 

The last few days all of us may be seen 

Trudging the shops till we are nearly dead. 

We can’t find just the hook we want for Fred, 

We can’t find Maude a “ woodland scene with deer ’’— 

And so we get some horrid trash instead. 

These be the things that mar our Christmas cheer. 

L’ENVOI 

Friends, though you know that all I’ve said is true, 

To the old customs still we must adhere; 

All the above-named foolishness we’ll do— 

These be the things that make our Christmas cheer. 

Carolyn Wells. 
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ADVICE TO HOUSEHOLDERS 

IF YOUR MAID IS A HEAVY SLEEPER, DON’T FORGET YOUR 

LATCHKEY 

RS. ROGERS: I must write Mrs. Randall a note of 

thanks. 

Rocers: What for? 

Mrs. Rocers: For not sending me a Christmas present. 
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SCENES FROM UNHISTORIC BATTLEFIELDS 

THE FAMOUS SIEGE OF 1910 

When ? 
HEN shall a man take off his hat in an elevator when 

ladies are present? is a proper subject for debate. 

What is the difference between an elevator and, say, a 

fourth floor? In one the hat is carefully removed; on the 
other, which may be devoted to ladies’ lingerie, the hat is 

proudly placed back. 

In New York the line at which hats are taken off by men 

in elevators seems to be steadily moving uptown. Formerly 

no hats were taken off in elevators below Fourteenth street ; 

now the line has apparently moved up to Twenty-third. 

In business offices hats are rarely removed in elevators; 

nor are they in the larger department stores; but they are 

in the special or higher class shops. 

The other day a man was seen in front of an automobile, 

talking to a lady who sat in the back seat. The air was cold 
and his head was bald; yet he remained for fully five minutes 

with his hat off. The auto moved away, and he darted into 
an office building, into an elevator which contained four lady 

stenographers, and back went his hat on his head. 

- HO’S looney now?’’ is the prevailing inquiry. We 
congratulate Challoner. 

He has made the world laugh. 

The Grammar of Girls 
GIRL is a half-educated animal who has learned to con- 

ceal her ignorance by certain useless accomplishments. 

She is a colloquial noun, an objective pronoun, a transi- 

tive verb, an osculatory adverb, a qualitative adjective, a 

doubtful article, an inconstant conjunction, a frequent inter- 

jection and sometimes a past perfect participle, and more 

often a future perfect. 
She is conjugated thus: 

I flirt. 

I marry—wed. 

You kiss. 

I am kissed. 

I will be engaged. 

I can, should or would be married. 

To be divorced. 

Divorcing. 

SHe belongs to the feminine gender, except as a suffra- 

gist, and is in any tense. 

She is rarely declined, except when in the past perfect. 

IRST CHILD: Do you believe in a Santa Claus? 

Seconp: No; but I believe in my father’s earning ca- 

pacity. 
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TOO MODERN 

Santa (Xmas. A. M., homeward bound): GREAT GuNS! 

WHY DID I FOLLOW MY WIFE’S ADVICE AND INSTALL THIS IN- 

FERNAL WIRELESS OUTFIT? 

Pf Lire HR a 
The Bachelor’s Christmas Spoils 

NE odious onyx ornament obtru- 

sively obnoxious. 

Two trumpery tambourines trimmed with 

tassels. 

Three thingumabob thermometers thor- 

oughly theatrical. 

Four flamboyant four-in-hands fit for a 

farmer. 

Five foolish fancy-work frames for pho- 

tographs. 

. 5ix silly slipper-cases sewed with scarlet 

silk. 

Seven superfluous shaving-balls scented 

with sachet. 
Eight excruciating etchings executed in 

the early eighties. 

Nine knitted neckties noticeably nausea- 

ting. 

Ten trashy trinkets terribly trivial and 

tawdry. 

Eleven embroidered eyesores expensive 

and effeminate. 

Twelve tinsel-trimmed traps truly tragi- 

cal. C. W. 

See the Public! 
“CEE the Public! ’’ 

“Yes, it is perhaps one of the 

finest specimens of Public I have ever 
seen. I wonder what the Public is think- 

ing about.’’ 

“The Public is not thinking at all. It 

is just lolling around.’’ 

“Ts not that rather an inelegant way 

to speak of such a sacred thing as a 

Public? ’’ 
“ By no means. One may say almost 

anything of a Public. It is done every 

day.”’ 

“Ts it necessary to have a Public in 

a country like this? ’’ 

“Oh, yes, indeed; absolutely neces- 

sary.”’ 

“Will you tell me why? ’”’ 

“Certainly. It is necessary to have a 

Public in order that we may have public 

affairs and public officials and public 

taxes.’’ 

“That seems reasonable. Anything 

else? ’’ 
“Oh, yes. We must have a Public in 

order that we may have reformers to 

worry themselves to death in the public 
interest and in order that we may have 

public philanthropists to give the Public 

part of what they have received from 
gid 

“Does the Public take much interest 

in itself? ’”’ 
“No. It does not need to take much 

interest in itself when it has so many 

private individuals to take an interest 

in it. 
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The intended uses for home-made Christ- 

mas presents should be always explicitly desig- 

nated. It is extremely embarrassing to dis- 
cover that the pair of tobacco pouches you 
made for Algernon are being worn as ear 
muffs. 

If Aunt Emma’s nose has a tendency to 
redden under exposure to the cold air, she 

would doubtless be delighted with this com- 
fortable nose muff, knit rather loosely with 
soft yarn and lined with lamb’s wool. 
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If Uncle Tobias is so unfortunate as to be 

bald, this neat and serviceable head-protector 

may be made by cutting a circular piece from 
an ordinary sheet of sticky fiypaper and trim- 
ming the edge with Valenciennes lace. Baby 

ribbons of sufficient length to tie under the 
ears serve to hold it in place and add to the 

pretty effect. 

MISS HIPP’S DISAGREEABLE EXPERIENCE 

“SEND FOR THE EMERGENCY CORPS, QUICK—I’M STUCK.” 
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UST under the roof seventy-five linotypes clattered like 

scattering volleys of musketry. Twelve stories and a 

basement below rumbled and roared the heavy artillery, twenty 

octuples and eight color presses rioting in four gay inks. 

Somewhere midway between these two opposing sound waves, 

the flanks of the army of twentieth century publicity, a sharp 

staccato of telegraph instruments, the shout of orders, the 

in and outcoming rush of orderlies, marked the centre, head- 

quarters, the managing editor’s office, where the general 

guided and directed, stormed and swore, hired and fired and 

intermittently threw spasms with the telephone, while his lieu- 

tenants rushed hither and thither with pages of ammunition 

and added in their own weak, imitative ways to the general 
madness. 

And this was not the general engagement. Merely a 

skirmish over an afternoon extra. At midnight the madness 

would be turned into delirium and the spasm would become 

galvanic in its intensity. 

Near eno igh to the general to be within reach of orders, 

but far enough away to be out of the brunt of the conflict, 

was a region of comparative quiet, a sort of neutral ground 

where the forces took no part in the daily engagement but 

planned coups d’état and laid mines which would be exploded 

far in the future. The sign on the door read “ Sunday 

Editor ’’ and the officer in command—but that will be about 

all the metaphor for the present. 

The door of the Sunday room opened with an apologetic 

push and a tall, heavy-set old man stole softly in. He seemed 
strangely out of place and he stopped hesitatingly and looked 

at the Sunday editor through a pair of iron-framed spectacles 

behind which twinkled a pair of quizzical gray eyes. Two lit- 

tle whisps of gray whisker flanked the kindly, humorous face, 

and stray locks to match escaped from under the antique top 

hat. A wide opening collar, and a black stock, a fustian coat 

with long, loose, rolled lapels and big buttons, completed the 

costume. No—‘ angels and ministers of grace! ’’—the trousers 

had straps. 

“Well, what can I do for you?’’ said the Sunday editor, 

looking up from the wet proofs of the Christmas Special. 

“J—I have a novel I would like to show you,’’ stammered 

the visitor. 

“Don’t want it.’’ 

“But, sir, you don’t understand. You haven’t seen it. 

This ovel will make my reputation and that of the publica- 

tion tnat first prints it. Future generations wiil pore over it 

and ic will be pronounced the greatest in the language. My 

name already is not unknown, but this work will fix it in the 

annals of literature for all time to come.’’ 

The Sunday editor had a few moments. It was December 

and Christmas was approaching. “He had just had a particularly 

nice luncheon and a cigar with the coffee, to say nothing of a 

pony of maraschino and cognac. He would humor this caller, 

who was quite the oddest he had met since his predecessor 

was fired. 

“ Have you the manuscript there? ”’ 

The visitor handed over the bulky bundle he had been 

fondly caressing. 

“Hum,’’ grunted the Sunday editor. “Vanity Fair. Not 

a bad title if it isn’t an ad for some department store or 

amusement park. How many words did you say?”’ 

“T haven’t counted up, but I should say about 300,000.”’ 

+a GRA-LIFES bia 2 
If Thackeray, et al, Came to Park Row 

By FRANK LOVELL NELSON 

“Three hundred thousand! Shades of Dana! Man, do 
you realize that at the rate we print serials, a hundred and 

fifty agate lines a day and a double illustrated installment on 

Sunday, it would take about five years to run this through? 

But wait a minute. Maybe it can be cut to forty or fifty 

thousand words.’’ 

The visitor winced as if some one had stuck him with a pin. 
_ The Sunday editor laid the sheets face up on his desk 

and began turning them over face down into another pile. 

His hand rose and fell with the rhythm of a pendulum. The 

Sunday editor was reading. An occasional “humph”’ de- 

noted approval or disapproval according to the tone. The 

visitor sank into a chair and watched helplessly. 

“Where in the name of all that’s prosaic does this thing 

begin? Why didn’t you go back to Japhet? Wasn’t he one 
of the ancestors? ’’ 

Sometimes the Sunday editor turned over a hundred 

pages at once, but he neither paused nor lost the thread of 

the story. Finally he reached the “ finis,’’ executed with a 

dashing scroll and a Hogarthian sketch. Then he looked up. 

“In some respects you have a fine story here. ‘he plot 

isn’t half bad, but you’ve ruined it with your digressions and 

sermonizings. That sort of thing doesn’t go nowadays. What 

the public wants is an incident in every other line; a villain, 

a battle, a mystery in every page.’’ 

“T see,’’ smiled the visitor; “ you like them strong, ‘ hot 

with,’ and no mistake; no love-making, no observations about 

society, little dialogue, except where the characters are bully- 

ing each other, plenty of fighting and a villain in the cupboard 

who is to suffer tortures just before finis. Thank you; you’ve 

given me material for an essay.’’ 

“ Now,’’ continued the Sunday editor, impatient at the in- 

terruption, “ you ought to give this story a more modern set- 

ting. Put old man Osborne in Wall Street, residence, say 

Gramercy Park, aristocratic but not quite the avenue. Have 

old Sedley go broke bucking Standard Oil. Make Becky 

Sharp a Bowery girl and Lord Steyne a Pittsburgh million- 

aire. Have this Rawdon Crawley, young Osborne and this 

other chap with the horse’s name figure as rough riders in 

the Spanish-American war, and let young Osborne be killed 

in the charge with Roosevelt up San Juan Hill. Then, if you 

cut out all the sermons and all reference to the collateral re- 

lations—that is, remove the Pitts—it ought to bring it down 

to about forty thousand words. If you’ll fix it up along those 

lines and consider the honor of having us run it as part pay- 

ment, I’ll try to. make-room for it, but-it will be a year be- 

fore I get around to it.’ ~~ 

“T thank you for your flattering offer, but I fear I cannot 

meet its conditions,’’ sadly returned the visitor, replacing the 

roll of manuscript in the crown of his top hat. “I think I 

shall offer it to the Cornhill Magazine, which has already 

published several essays from my pen.’’ 

“Never heard of the magazine. One of the new ten- 

centers, I suppose ’’; but the dignified, gray old man had dis- 

appeared and the Sunday editor turned again to the proofs 

of the Special Christmas Edition. 
Again the door opened. The Sunday editor looked up wearily. 

“Must be a divine healer,’’ he mused. 

The caller was a tall spare man of courtly grace. Chestnut 

curls fell almost to the collar of his blue coat. A high but- 
(Continued on page 1025) 
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SANTA CLAUS A SNOB? 

HE GIVES EVERYTHING TO THE RICH 

GRANDPA FAVORS A SANE CHRISTMAS 
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“JOHN, GET ME THAT SUIT FOR CHRISTMAS? ”’ 
“I WILL, IF YOU THINK YOU COULD GET 

Christmas Ghosts 
ITH my secret sorrow, alone at last! 

The tears from my heart rise 

sad, incessant ; 

And I sit with the ghost of a Christmas 

past— 

For I haven’t the ghost of a Christmas 

present. eee as 

Snapshots 
HILDREN are merely men and 

women who have not yet suc- 

cumbed to civilization. 

N affinity is a fresh disappointment 
in disguise. 

SUFFRAGETTE by any other name 

would talk as much. 

FFECTATION is dignity making 

an ass of itself. 

Great Mystery Solved 
**TYAPA, what does Santa Claus do be- 

tween Christmases? ”’ 

“Hides from his creditors.’ 

Vivacious 
<6 AMMA, the Duke has proposed.’’ 

“When did you see him?’’ 

“Oh, I haven’t seen him. I just got 

.a telephone from papa.’’ 

’ 

INTO 1T.’’ 

=< 

| LIFE %9G 7S? 
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Christmas Gifts 

truly natural sense of delicacy that Lire intrudes 

upon the domain of those publications which offer to 

the public at this time so many valuable suggestions as to 

Christmas gifts. For this reason, and because any originality 

in the selection is equivalent to a secession from the spirit of 

the day, we ask the indulgence of the Ladies’ Home Journal, 

The Housewife, and the Boot and Shoe Recorder for thus 

trespassing upon the privilege sanctioned by so many years. 

eg. rer A pair of embroidered house slippers. 

SS VEE, ic écg ace Warm bath slippers. 

eT sais aR Comfortable evening slippers. 

— ll ee Soft, easy slippers. 

ee NE catonmeene Lounging slippers. 

a | eee nen ee Bedroom slippers. 

a Slippers for afternoon wear. 

ee Pink slippers for evening wear. 

“other Brothers or 

er Other kinds of slippers. 

“ “Grandfather ..... Carpet slippers (Brussels). 

“ “ 

Grandmother ... 

Brother-in-law.... 

“ jail ... Large, restful slippers. 

. Old-fashioned carpet slippers (Wilton). 

Fancy slippers. 

“ Stepmother ...... Good, roomy slippers. 

“ Elevator Boy.....Working slippers. 

TE keatnoerewaae Jeweled slippers. 

© PE, sake: The slippers you received last year. 
“ Dogcatcher ...... " - - - “ “ 

oe  E, Kransiceabi or eQiae Just slippers. 

Harold Everett Porter. 

LIFE’S INFALLIBLE FORTUNE TELLER 

If you were born on 

<@@ Your future wife 
will be interested in 

the salvation of the 

souls of the heathen 

and you will live 

principally on 

warmed-up food. 

“@e. Your future wife 

will be incurably 

addicted to over- 
indulgence in pow- 

erful perfumes. 
Your only refuge 

will be in flight. 

—@a Your future wife 

will have a whine in 
her voice, and will 

never understand 

why you prefer 

your newspaper to 

her conversation. 

December 

Your future husbanda&a@~ 

will be a clergyman 

who will often 

1 change pulpits on 

account of your ob- 

jection to letting 
his women parish- 

ioners run your 

household affairs. 

Your future husband&@~ 
will be fond of read- 

2 ing aloud, and you €: 

will become expert 
in sleeping sitting 

up in your chair. 

Your future husband4&@~ 

will have a preju- 
dice against wearing 

3 darned socks, which 

will give you more 

time for playing 

bridge. 
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Hs bottles. 

Londonderry Lithia 
Spring Water Co., 

Nashua, N. H. 
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Home- 
Home- 
Building — 
— 

MOST UNIQUE OFFER EVER MADE TO 
HOME-MAKERS 

UBURBAN LIFE is the only complete guide for subur. 
ban home-makers. This magazine goes straight to the 
heart of the home and garden problems which vex the 

average man or woman who hasn’t the time or the patience 
to study the achievements of multi-millionaires, but who 
nevertheless wants a comfortable and attractive home, and 
a garden pleasant to see and to work in. 

During 1911, SUBURBAN LIFE will be an absolute 
necessity for the man who has a home to beautify, a plot of 
ground to cultivate (large or small), an automobile ora 
horse to carry him over the country roads, a flock of poul- 
try or pigeons to engage his spare time. 

initia piemeitentargign.~ mpreime 
| Send Me SUBURBAN |! 

If the magazine meets with my approval, I will re- Good 
mit $2.00 on or before March 1, 1911, which, with 

only | the 25 cents enclosed herewith, is to pay for a full | only 
year’s subscription (regular price $3.00), beginning 

LIFE on Approval 

SUBURBAN LIFE, Harrisburg, Pa. 
I accept your Special Offer to new subscribers. | Good 

until | with the superb December (1910) issue. | until 

January m January 
itera hare entities Ist 

19] I | NN 6 iss ex orcad dw weaeBs wie Ora rohere weecerémie ieee Sake | 19] I 

| (No actual obligation for a yearly subscription). 

It is surely worth 25 cents to you to try out a helpful 
magazine like SUBURBAN LIFE, which contains in any 
one number more usable information relating to practical 
home-making and garden-making than you could buy in book 
form for twice the price of a year’s subscription. All about 
building or remodeling houses, with thousands of suggestions 
for furnishing or decorating; while everything you need to 
know about your garden you will find in SUBURBAN LIFE 
from month to month. 

We'll send you SUBURBAN LIFE on approval if you 
will send us 25 cents in stamps or coin, as evidence of your 
desire to get better results out of your home and garden at 
smaller expense. If, after a thorough trial, the magazine 
meets with your approval, we propose to give you a full year’s 
subscription at a reduced price, provided you use the coupon 
above within the time limit. 

USE THE COUPON TODAY 
IT IS GOOD ONLY UNTIL JANUARY 1, 1911 

Worth- 
Garden- while 
Making Living 
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Life’s Suffragette Contest 

$300 to the Winner 
LIFE will pay the sum of Three Hundred Dollars 

for the best reason, or reasons, why any man 
should not marry a suffragette. 

CONDITIONS: 

Each answer must be limited to three hundred 
words. Manuscripts, however, may be as short as the 
contestant prefers. 

Manuscripts must be typewritten, and should be 
addressed to 

THe Contest EpitTor oF LIFE, 
17 West 31st Street, 

New York. 

The contest is now on, and will close on Decem- 
ber 31st, 1910. Manuscripts received after that date 
will not be considered. 

Lire will pay at its regular rates for all manu- 
scripts published. 

The prize will be awarded by the Editors of Lire, 
and the announcement of the winner will be made as 
soon after January Ist, 1911, as possible. 

It is not necessary to be a regular subscriber to 
LirE in order to compete. ‘The contest is open to 
every one. 

Manuscripts will not be returned unless accom- 
panied by stamped and addressed envelope. 

Some Reasons Why 
(Note: The first instalment of reasons, submitted 

by contestants, appeared in Lire of November 17.) 

IX 

Woman's Suffrage? Nay, Nay! 

; It is not meet that man should be deprived of all boast- 
ing! 

When he returns home after a successful ward meeting 
he should be permitted to stroll pompously in, with mys- 
tery in his air and condescension in his manner, and strid- 
ing to his place before the fire, stand with legs apart in 
manly ease. It should be his privilege to light his cigar 
and puff, with uplifted chin and elbow at rest on the man- 
tel. He should be as a spirit who towers on high; as one 
looking down on the tiny, humble mignonette in the garden 
of his creation. 

After curiosity has been aroused to fever pitch, how 
generous of him to tell how he reduced the opposition to 
deflocculated powder! How his giant intellect, and his 
alone, found the way of salvation! How his winning per- 
sonality was the only one that could get a cinch on old 
Gotrocks and so save the ward, the city, the State, and 
finally, the nation! 

How different the return to a suffragette household! 
How sad the change in bold Chantecler! Quite humbly 
he sits down to the cold supper spread for him. Quite 
thankfully he welcomes the chilly silence of his spouse. 
Heartily he prays for its continuance. 

His wife was at the meeting. 
Mrs. B. Shirley. 

(Continued on paze 1014) 



Knowledge of what is 
proper and in good 

taste is shown 
in a gift of 

Belle Mead Sweets 
Chocolates and Bon Bons 

They convey to the recipient that delicate compliment which implies 
discriminative perceptions, for they are not only delicious to the taste but 
come in boxes that are beautiful in their simplicity. 

They are made of the purest ingredients—every possible care being 
taken to insure their purity and flavor. 

Each piece of confection has an exclusiveness that at once suggests 
perfection in the art of candy making. 

Put up in attractive sealed packages—always fresh, as they are made 
and shipped to the dealer the day we receive his order. 

Sold by all the better class of druggists. 

BELLE MEAD SWEETS, TRENTON, N. J. 
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Laudable 

Br%: .They’ve elected you an acti: 

member. 
Higks: Of what? 
Bix7;Of the Society for the Mergi: 

of Mora], {nfluences. 

: Hicxs* Eh! What’s its object? 
——————— . . . . . 

an 4 aia — po NoT FEED Brix: Its principal object is to induce 
[wo months ago precisely. = OR ANNOY I F : ian ; 

é = the Leaning Tower of Pisa to straighten 
But kisses now, I have to say, THE ANIMALS NSM yy 

S \ up. Initiation fee ten cents. 
Real nicely. 

—€leveland: Plain Dealer. 

Remarked Improvement 
She was shy when she went away 

She was shy for a city miss; 

I look at it astutely 

And wonder how she learned to kiss 

So cutely. 

“Of the Earth, Earthy; of the 

Nuts, Nutty 

Bernard Shaw, although a vegetaria 

himself, does not fail to see the poss: 

bility of humor in the practice. Presid- 

ing recently at a meeting he was called 

upon to introduce Sir Edward Lyon, who 

confines his diet to nuts. 

“And now,’’ said Mr. Shaw, “I pre- 

sent to you Sir Edward Lyon, he of the 

earth, earthy, and of the nuts, nutty!’ 

—Ladies’ Home Journal 

But she is not inclined to tell, 

And I can only ponder. 

How do girls learn to kiss so well? 

wonder. 

—Washington Herald. 

ot 

Frank Polygamy 

“For to-morrow’s official ceremony in- 

vitations have been issued to two hun- 

dred of the leading residents of the dis- 

trict, who with their wives will number, 

it is expected, nearly five hundred, which “GEE, WILLIE! WOULDN’T IT BE GREAT TER HAVE A THERE are many high-salaried teachers 

is the full capacity of the hall. FACE LIKE DAT AN’ A BIG CHRISTMAS DINNER IN FRONT in the school of experience. 

—Exeter Express and Echo. OF YER! ’’ —Lippincott’s. 

Lure is published every ‘Thursday, simultaneousiy in the United States, Great Britain, Canada and 3uilding, Chancery Lane, London, E.C., Engiand, AGEents. Brentano’s,; 37 Ave. de l’Opera, Paris, 
British Possessions. $5.00 a year in advance. Additional postage to foreign countries in the Postal also at Saarbach’s News Exchanges, 16 John St., Adelphi, Strand, W. C., London; 148 Rue du 
Union, $1.04 a year; to Canada, 52 cents. Single current copies, 10 cents. Back numbers, after three Faubourg, St. Denis, Paris; 1, Via Gustavo Modena, Milan; Mayence, Germany. 
months from date of publication, 25 cents. pom ayers : ‘ : SE . é : is 5 

Vo contribution will be returned uniess accompanied by stamtped and addressed enveiope. LIFE The text and illustrations in Lire are copyrighted. For Reprint Rights in Great Britain apply 
does not hold itself responsible for the loss or non-return of unsolicited contributions. to Lire, 114 S outhampton Row, Lonaon, uW “ C. ; 

Lire is for sale by all Newsdealers in Great Britain. The International News Company, Breams Prompt notification should be sent by suoscribers of any change of address. 

Delicately 
& Scented 

Glycerine Soap™ 
Slerelserbetetes pievelcietestal 
Competition has not touched it 

That Means Merit 
FERD. MULHENS MULHENS & KROPFF 
COLOGNE YRH.GERMANY NEW YORK 

SENO {5¢ tN STAMPS ULL SIZE SAMPLE CAKE 
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1810—A CENTURY OF CHOPIN—1910 

Had Chopin composed for a modern concert- 
grand, where would inspiration not have led him! SS 

oe 

To know the “greater Chopin,”’ to realiz2 how ingenuity 
may glorify genius, one must hear the Chopin of 

SpRaldwinpiano 
Here are possibilities of tone-color such as only the composer of the ‘‘Ballads’’ could conjure. Immensity 

of tone, also, a pianissimo that is but a whisper, a forte overwhelming by contrast, so beautifully shaded are 
the gradations. 

With Baldwin-tone, de Pachmann, authoritative Chopin-Player, reaches heights denied by the limited 
keyboard of Chopin’s day. 

Highly-developed qualities endearing the Baldwin to the tone-poets of the piano give it an equally royal 
place in the regard of cultivated amateurs. 

THE BOOK OF THE BALDWIN PIANO will be sent free upon request. 

Che Baltwin Company 
CINCINNATI 

Chicago New York St. Louis San Francisco 
262 Wabash Ave. 8 E. 34th Street 1111 Olive Street 310 Sutter Street 

Indianapolis Louisville a Denver 
18 N. Penn’a Street 425 S. Fourth Ave. 1626 Californ‘a Street 
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is incomplete 
without the 

Fussy 
Package 

SM NVNVMOOH 

SSG GGG w  " $1.00 
a pound ; 
in halves, one, 
two, three and 
five pounds, 
Sent postpaid 
where we 
have no agent. 

@ Ld Lilli LLANE Ly 

STEPHEN F. WHITMAN&SON, Inc. ,Philadelphia,U. S.A., Tnatuncancovs Chocolate : 

Super Extra 

Chocolafes 

Everybody on 
your list would 
enjoy some one 
of the Whitman 
packages choco- 
lates and confec- 
tions. If you do 

not know our local 
agent write early 
for “Suggestions.” 

U R_ LIS eR 
CONTEMPOR ARIES 

*,6,C, 

Biblical History Lesson 

“What happened to Babylon? ’’ asked 

the Sunday-school teacher. 

“Tt fell! ’’ cried the pupil. 

“ And what became of Nineveh? ’’ 

Inorac Srettib—Can you spell it right? No household 
without it. Sample on receipt of 25 cents. 

Oct. C. Blache & Co., 78 Broad St., New York Gen’! Distrs. 

“Tt was destroyed.’’ 

“ And what of Tyre? ’”’ 

“ Punctured ! ’’—Cleveland Leader. 

The Reform He Needed 
Earnest But Prosy Srreet-CorRNER 

Orator: I want land reform; I want 

housing reform; I want educational re- 

form; I want e 

Borep Voice: Chloroform. 

—Manchester Guardian. 

Takes Two 
The editor wrote: ‘Dear Madame: 

The verses entitled ‘The Kiss’ are very 
clever. Can you assure me that they are 

original ? ’’ 

The authoress answered: “ Sir: Not 

quite. ‘The Kiss’ was a collaboration.’’ 

—Cleveland Leader. 

A company is known by the men it 

keeps.—Wall Street Journal. 

ey AUNIEp AUNTEp 

hae =e SATIMORERYE ‘AuTIMORE RY 

Ny "A 50 , t ‘LaANanand> LANAHAN® > 
BALTIMORE * YMumore 

Sold at all first-class cafes and by jobbers. 

rs) NTE R 

One 
dh nal 

QUNTER 

> = 
f yt VALTIMORE RYE AutIMORER 

aaa Wy [22TH 5 . f 
r So ANAHAN 

ANAHANS BALTIMORE BALTIMORE 

THE GOOD NAME OF 

HUNTER BALTIMORE RYE 
IS WORLD WIDE, ITS REPUTATION UNSURPASSED 

WM. LANAHAN & SON, Baltimore, Md, 

The Story of the Apple 
A farmer picked this apple in his orchard 

in the West 

And put it in a barrel with some others 

of his best; 

Because they were so splendid he de- 

clared the price must climb 

And so he raised his figure on that bar- 

rel by a dime. 

The man who bought that barrel stuck 

a label on the top, 

Then told the interviewers of a shortage 

in the crop; 

And when he came to sell it to a buyer 

on the floor 

He added on his profit and half a dollar 

more. 

The man who shipped that barrel stuck 

his label on it, too, 

And talked of early freezes and the’ dam- 

age that they do; 

The man to whom he shipped it said the 

grower’s price was high 

And raised the price two dollars more 

than in other days gone by. 

10 Rue de la Paix 

AR aN GENUINE Diam 

TE C LA 
New York 398 Fifth Avenue 

PARIS LONDON 
7 Old Bond Street 

No other Branches or Agents 
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The man who stored that barrel told of 

shortage in the pick, 

Of scale and other pests that make the 

apple orchards sick, 

And he put on five dollars to the cumu- 

lative price— 

And so it went, each handler taking out 

his little slice. 

Oh, when you eat this apple, may it fill 

you with delight 

To know that some one profits on cach 

nibble and each bite. 

And, Oh, be glad you do not live so 

far away 

From where the apple started, for thi 

what you’d have to pay! 

—Chicago Pes'. 



Would you 

know a new delight 
eating? Then try 

Educators. Their charm lies 
in their simplicity. The best 

of goodness all through. 

in 

Educator Water Cracker 

‘Just hard enough.’’ Educator Entire Wheat, 

stone-ground in the old-fashioned way. ‘The best 

cracker on earth to serve with cheese and coffee. 

A satisfying addition to a light lunch. The 

prince of water crackers. 

he PeRRES gastared aye SSE * Siow Mute aX RATES EHR ere Nia Lael pee «tes taken ato De ¥ 
Yee ne at . 

Educator 
Toasterette 

Whole Wheat, salted, 

buttered and toasted. A favorite 

with soups and salads. 

Readers of “‘Life”’ 
Enjoy the Good Things of Life 

Educator Crackers are One of Them! 

Just as enticing in flavor as ‘‘Life’’ is in spirit. Made 
from stone-ground Entire Wheat Flour (or Cereals), 
pure spring water and highest quality of ingredients. 
Real food p/us a tempting taste. Twenty kinds in all, 
each a bit of baking genius. How many have you tried? 

Packed in Tins 

If you can’t get Leading grocers sell Educator Crackers. 
the kinds you want, write us with the name of your dealer. 

Full illustrated catalog to ‘‘Life’’ readers on request. 

JOHNSON EDUCATOR FOOD CO. 

236 Tremont Street 

Boston, Mass. 

Undeniably 
nut-like in flavor, 

tempting in taste. A de- 
light to eat and to serve. 

Educator Wafers 

The most delicate En- 
tire Wheat Crackers 
on the market. Thin 
and crisp, with an irre- 
sistible flavor. Fine 
with water ices. 

Great for a nibble 
*tween meals or 
when travelling. 

The name EDUCATOR js on 
every Educator Cracker. 



Ask for the brand that has made Cocktail 
drinking popular. Accept no substitute. 

Simply strain through 
cracked ice, and serve. 

Martini. (gin base) and Manhattan (whiskey 
base) ae most popular. A tallgood dealers, 

x 

G.F. 
1 Heublein& 

/ Sole Props. 

HARTFORD 
NEW YORK 
LONDON 

Life’s Suffragette Contest 
(Continued from page 1008) 

X 

Why Any Man Should Not Marry 
a Suffragette 

Because a suffragette is way above 

any mere man and should be encour- 

aged, for the good of the human race, 

to propagate that superiority and not 

mere children. 

Because no man could count with 

certainty on court or jail to relieve 
him even temporarily of his burden. 

secause a “lemon,” however pure, 

needs diluting and s:veetening to be- 

come palatable. There would be no 

such hope in that sour world! 

Because a suffragette wife would in- 

sist on wearing the trousers and would 

glory in leaving her victim at home 

without one shred of self-respect. A 

male “boss” is a hard master, but a 

female “ boss” would be——! 

Because, lastly and principally, and 

all in one, a suffragette wife would 

never let any man take “Life”. as he 
wants to. 

Peter E. Traub. 

XI 

Reason In Rhyme (The Reason Mark; 

The Rhyme You'll Sure Forget) 
Why For All Time a Fool Alone 

Will Wed a Suffragette 

A disembodied Spirit I, 
And where it is I’m dwelling 

Is nobody’s business but my own, 

And there’s credit none in telling. 

But I don’t mind saying this, my 

friend; 

You fancy Perdition frightful, 

But—married get to a Suffragette, 

And you'll find Hell quite delightful. 

Imagine the erst-proud Chantecler 

To a crowing Hen deferring! 

Teunrsseé 

WHISKY! 

S 

Simply Goed es 
The simple excellence of Cascade is the result of a 
simply honest method and intent in every depart- 
ment of its production. 

Original bottling has old gold label. 
Geo.A.Dickel & Co.,Déstiliers, Nashville, Tenn. 

Imagine the (k)nightly Thomas-cat 

Tabby’s bidding meekly purring! 
Imagine a Man, to breeches born, 

To divided skirts salaaming— 

(Concluded on page 1022) 

You will want to read 

The Greatest Wish in the World 
by Temple Thurston 

@ “There have been few stories so sweet, so tender, so humanely, sacredly 
convincing as this simple study of an Irish priest and his Cockney house- 
keeper, to whom comes the strange, transfiguring bequest of a deserted girl 
baby.” (Edwin L. Shuman.) —Chicago Record-Herald. 

@ “There be books, fortunately, that of theme and treatment are so true, 
so sweet, so tender in their pure humanity as to make one—ay, even one 
who is not over-rich in sentiment—rejoice that he has eyes to read and heart 
to feel. And ‘The Greatest Wish in the World’ is one of them.” 

—Chicago Inter-Ocean. 

MITCHELL KENNERLEY, Publisher, NEW YORK 

Saves 50 per cent. . 

on Tire Expense 

insures safety in riding. 

Tested by leading Motorists for two years. 

The Tire Problem Solved. 
BY USING MYHTIB RUBBER TIRE PRESERVER 

Applied like paint by anyone to outside of Tire Casings. 
tires. Makes Rubber impervious to oil, water or air. 

ADD 50% TO YOUR TIRE MILEAGE 
Sold under the following guarantee : “Money refunded to Motorists buying ‘Myhtib’ of us, ap- 

lying as directed to any new standard casing, who are not convinced of added mileage and satisfaction.”’ 
Report of State Chemist and testimonials on applica- 

tion. Order of your dealer. If he cannot supply you, we will deliver, prepaid in the United States, for 
$10.00, a complete outfit of brush, sufficient for four large tires or six small ones. Half Cases, $5.00. Or 
add $3.00 to regular price of any new standard casing. Send to us and we will purchase and treat, ship- 

with less than ping to you by prepaid express to prove our claims. 
5 per cent. All Tires should be treated when laying up car for the winter, as “Myhtib” prevents decay of rubber. 

edited eutte ORDER TO-DAY. 

y MYHTIB RUBBER TIRE PRESERVER CO. Inc., : 341 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
AGENTS WANTED. 

Only one treatment required during life of 
Reduces friction and heat, adds to resiliency, 
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CHANGE OF SENTRY AT AN ATLANTIC 
COAST FORTRESS 

At our forts along the coast, the soldiers use Wood- 
bury’s Facial Soap for relief after exposure to raw, 
biting winds. 

On $15 a month 
25 cents a cake for soap 

Sentries of the U. S. Army, forced to stand the raw biting coast-winds, use Woodbury’s Facial 

Soap for relief after exposure. 

U. S. Battleships carry between 7,000 and 8,000 cakes of Woodbury’s a year. 

Prepared by the greatest skin specialist known, Woodbury’s Facial Soap does more for your 
skin than anything you can use. 

Write for a sample cake 

For chapped skin For 4 cents we send a sample cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap. 
For 10 cents, samples of Woodbury’s Facial Soap, Woodbury’s 

To relieve roughened, chapped skin, bathe for some time (at Facial Cream and Woodbury’s Facial Powder. Write to- day, The 

least five minutes) twice a day in a plentiful lather of Woodbury’s Andrew Jergens Co., 2605 Spring | Grove Ave. ove Ave, Cincinnati 

and warm water. Then rinse thoroughly with cold water and 

apply Woodbury’s Facial Cream. We ave making our 

After your skin is soft and smooth again, continue using Wood- 24 millionth 

bury’s, rinse in cold water and dry thoroughly. An unvarying 

observance of this will keep your skin in an active healthy con- 

dition in which it resists results from exposure. 

Woodbury’s Facial Soap costs 25c. a cake. No one hesitates 

t the price after their first cake. 

oodbury’s Facial Soap~ 
For sale by dealers everywhere 

) 
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A New’ Kind of Gift 
has come into vogue for Christmas, birthdays, weddings, 
and other occasions—in the private reproduction of 

Family Portraits in 
the COPLEY PRINTS. Everyone has a daguerreotype, miniature, or old photo- 
graph, or a present-day portrait, of which other members of the family would like 
to have copies. For the intimacy of family gifts nothing could have greater dis- 
tinction. Highest quality of reproduction guaranteed. Correspondence invited. 

Khe. CopleyPrints 
are also unsurpassed as gifts between friends. Being unobtainable in any other form 
their value is greatly enhanced, both as gifts and framing for one’s home. 
medal from the French Government. Over 1000 subjects to choose in American 
Art. Illustrated Catalogue, 320 cuts (practically a handbook of American Art), 
sent for 25 cents; stamps accepted. 
of prints themselves. 

Above Psyche copyright 1910 by Sergeant Kendall, 1910, by 

Curtis @ Cameron 57 Pierce Building Bosto Opp. Public Library 

old 

This cost deducted from purchase 
$1.00 to $50.00. At art stores, or sent on approval. 

n 

THE ONLY ABSOLUTELY 
BENEFICIAL STIMULANT 

giving permanently good results; the 

easiest step to health and new vitality. 
Gives an appetite for every meal, with 

healthy digestion a certainty. That’s 

Underberg 2oorkamp Bitters 
A promise and a fulfillment. Takes up the 
wear and tear, the “fag’’ and worry, feeds the 
system with a fresh supply of energy. Gives 
snap and zest to the moment, and makes to- 
morrow welcome. See that you get the gen- 
uine—substitutes are worthless and _inef- 
fectual. Over 7,000,000 bottles have been 
imported to the United States. 

Enjoyable as a Cocktail and Better for You 
At all Leading Hotels, Clubs and _ Restau- 
rants, or by the bottle at Wine Merchants 
and Grocers. Ask jor UNDERBERG, and 
be sure it's the genuine. Booklet Free. 

Bottled only by_H. Underberg Albrecht 
Rheinberg, Germany, since 1846 

LUYTIES BROTHERS, Sole Agents 
204 William Street, New York 

DPER'S 
ing-Needle 

The Daintiest, 

Most Exclusive “Spring 
Needle”? Underwear for 

Women Ever Made. 

“Gauzrib” is soft, sheer and elastic— 
stylish, glove-fitting and durable. Launders 

ectly. 
The “Gauzrib” Vest here illustrated js 

finished with three and one-half inches of 
genuine hand-crocheted lace. We guarantee 
fabric, finish and workmanship. 

Send $2.00 for sample “‘Gauzrib” Vest in 
a pretty Christmas box. «If you are not de- 
lighted with it—if you don’t feel and know 
there is nothing to compare with it, return it 
and get your money back. But you will 
want to keep it, and buy half a dozen more 
for your friends. “Gauzrib” is an ideal 
Christmas gift—something every dainty 
woman appreciates—something which will 
not be duplicated. Order to-day. 
This same vest, identical in fabric and work. 
manship but with less elaborate trimming, one 

Sample of fabric and illustrated booklet 
on request. 

COOPER MFG. CO. 
35 Main St., Bennington, Vr. 

sd nena of “Gauzrib’ and 
makers of the famous Cooper's Spring 
Needle Underwear for men. — 

LIFE’S INFALLIBLE FORTUNE TELLER 

If you were born on 

December 

—@e Your future wife 

will be gushingly af- 

fectionate, and you 

will enjoy her ca- 

resses with the hero- 

ism of a martyr. 

—@68 Your future wife 

will throw straight 

and you will be- 

come skillful in 

dodging plates. 

—@6 Your future wife 

will smoke  ciga- 

rettes. You won't 

object, as it will 

make her more tol- 

erant of some of 

your own enjoy- 

ments. 

“@% Your future wife 
will have a mania 
for going to Europe 

and you will be- 

come what the 
newspapers call a 

well-known man 

about town. 

Your future hushand 4 

will devote himself 

4 to gathering rare 

china, but you will 

eat from crockery 

plates. 
3 
C4 

Your future husband 4&2 
will be a musician 

with a sensitive na- 

5 ture and a passion 
for beefsteak and 

fried onions. You 

won't be popular 

b 

with your  neigh- 

. bors. 

Your future husband 4” 

will be a fine hand 

at shaking down a 

6 furnace, but won't 

amount to much as 

a zither player. Be 

thankful. 

Your future husband&S~ 
will be a devotee of 

Bacchus. You will 

7 find him exceeding- 

ly difficult to live 

with in his sober 

moments. 
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Select the Maker— 

Then the Car 
The Overlands for 1911 come in 22 models— 

from 20 to 35-horse power—from $775 to 
$1,675. There is no question whatever about 
pleasing you if this is the make you want. 

The point to decide is the maker, and these 
are the facts to consider. 

The Dominant Car 

The Overland has quickly become the most 
successful car ever created. There are 20,000 
delighted owners, and the car not yet three 
years old. 

Dealers have already paid their deposits on 
more than 18,000 of the new-season models. 

In our five factories, over $3,000,000 has been 
invested in the highest type of modern equip- 
ment. This exact, automatic, labor-saving ma- 
chinery has cut the cost of Overlands 28% in 
the past two years—an average of $300 per car. 
With our enormous production it has placed 
the Overland where no other car can compete 
with it. 

All this prestige, this demand, this invest- 
ment is at stake on making Overlands perfect 
—as good as cars can be. And you may be 
utterly sure that we do it. Not an Overland 
chassis could be made any better if we asked 
you double the price. 

The 
Choice of 22 Models 
The 1911 Overlands 

come in 22 up-to-date 
designs. Nocarsatany 
price have any more 
style or class. 

Licensed under Selden patent 

We charge no extra price for fore-door models. — 
On some we offer the option—fore doors or 
open front. 

For $775 we offer a 4-cylinder, 20-horse power 
car with a 96-inch wheel base. We are selling 
a torpedo roadster—20-horse power—as low as 
$850. 

The 25-horse power Overlands, with 102-inch 
wheel bases, sell for $1,000 this year—nine per 
cent less than last. Five styles of bodies. 

The 30-horse power Overlands sell for $1,250 
—110-inch wheel base. Torpedo roadsters, 
open front and fore-door tonneaus. 

The 35-horse power Overlands sell for $1,600 

and $1,675, in numerous attractive designs. The 
wheel base is 118 inches. All prices include gas 
lamps and magneto. 

An inside drive coupe—the ideal car for win- 
ter driving—sells for $1,250. 

Book of New Designs 

Our 1911 Book shows all the designs and 
gives all specifications. It will enable you to 
make comparisons with any other make. Sim- 

ply send us your address 
—a postal will do—and 
the book will be mailed 
with the name of our 
nearest agent. Address 

for 1911 The Willys- 
Overland Co. 
Dept. P 31 Toledo, Ohio 

These are two of the 22 new Uverland models, the prices of 

which range from $775 to $1,675, lamps and magneto included 

All prices include gas lamps and magneto —_ 



Take from your morning’s mail 
some letter written on Old Hampshire Bond 

and compare it with another letter on what- 
ever stationery it happens to be written. 

The superiority of 

Old Lampshire 
How 

will be easily seen. The reasons for using it instead 
of an inferior paper—can’t you see them, too? 

NEW YORK DISTRIBUTERS FOR 

THOMAS CORT 
The High Grade Shoe Maker 

of the World. 

MARTIN & MARTIN 
desire to call the attention of the fashion- 

able public to a selection of especially artistic 

ready-to-wear hand made Opera Shoes and 

Pumps for Men; also to their exquisite assort- 

ment of Evening Slippers for Ladies, including 

many exclusive Paris Novelties. 

A Custom Department of 

pronounced meritand theirown 

Slipper Shop in connection, as- 

sures perfect service 

in special orders 

to match gowns. 

MARTIN & MARTIN 

1E. 35th St 
New York 

Let ussend you the Old Hampshire Bond Book of Specimens. It contains 
suggestions for etterheads and other y 
business forms, printed lithographed and 
engraved on the white and fourteen 
colors of Old Hampshire Bond. 

En 

Write for it on your present 
letterhead. 

Hampshire Paper Co. 
South Hadley Falls, Mass. 

The only paper makers in the world making 
bond paper exclusively. 

Philip Morris 
“en Cigarettes 

Win favor—and hold it. The de- 
mand grows more insistent every day. 

CAMBRIDGE 25, AMBASSADOR 35, 
j in boxes of ten the after-dinner size 

In Cork and Plain Tips as : | al 
SY ‘* The Little Brown Box’’ I 

STS 
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IKE Life, Welch’s grape juice 
is what we make it. 

Anybody can take grapes and put 
up the juice—but they can’t put up 
WELCH’S. 

LIFE aims to collect the brightest of 
the sunshine and the merriest of the 
thoughts of the world. 

WELCHR’S is the juice of the pick of 
the crop of the glorious Concord grapes 
—which reach their highest point of 
perfection in the Chatauqua belt. We 
are in the heart of that belt. 

* * * 
We pay a bonus over the regular daily market 

price for our choice of the best of the crop each year. 

This year we paid the highest price ever known for Concord 

grapes—but we got the biggest, juiciest, finest of them all. 

There is an individuality, a differentness, to WELCH’S that is fast mak- 

ing it the National Drink. 
, It cannot be put into words—but you will find it in the glass. 

res * * * 

oo) Try a WELCH grape ball—high glass, chunk of ice; WIVES—Tell your husbands to get the WELCH 
fill half full of WELCH’S, then to the top with charged Habit. It’s a habit that won’t get them. 

os water. Remember: WELCH’S is pure, clean, wholesome 
v<§) HUSBANDS—Ask your wives to write right away and always refreshing. “You pour it from the bottle as 
qe for the WELCH book of recipes telling how to make you’d squeeze it from the grape.”’ 
i WELCH grape punch, WELCH grape sherbet, and Your dealer will supply you. Ask for WELCH’S. 
ay many other delicious drinks and dainty desserts. Be sure, then you won’t be sorry. 

7) A Merry Christmas Box of WELCH’ S— 
The National Drink 

Nothing more seasonable for sick or well, relatives or friends. If your dealer hasn’t 
i it send us $3.00 and we will ship, express free, to any address east of Omaha, a 12- 

x pint case of WELCH’S. 

‘ Welch Grape Juice Co., — - ; 
Put > 
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The Oldest in America— 

The Best in the World 

In reliability of construction, in artistic beauty of design, in quality of 

finish, in evenness of tone and in delicacy and responsiveness of action, 

Chickering Pianos have always excelled. They were the Pianos of the Past, 

they are the Pianos of Today, and they will be the Pianos of the Future. 

Made Solely: by CHICKERING & SONS 
PIANOFORTE MAKERS Established 7823 

791 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS. 
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AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS BOX 
A Box of the Genuine 

MURRAY 2 LANMAN’S 
Florida Water 

“The Universal Perfume” 

for the Handkerchief, Toilet or Bath AB ) | 
vi j 

A aN OEE sooo Latinas ZAK 

CSOD SoCo C Cc: 

“AND I SENT HER ONLY A CHRISTMAS CARD! ”’ 
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"Lite 

Rhymed Reviews 
The North Pole 

(By Robert E. Peary. Frederick A. 

Stokes Company) 

I knew we'd cop that Polar belt ! 

My ship was bound to push straight 

forward 

Because I’d named her “Roosevelt,” 

She bit the icebergs, smashing nor’- 

ward 

To camp, near Markham Inlet; there, 

Among the packs that crash and 

splinter 

We dined on musk-ox, deer and bear 

And whiled away the sunless winter. 

As welcome spring approached, I chose 

To man a sledging expedition 

The pick of all the Eskimos 

Who lived to aid my one ambition ; 

For I had saved their starving tribe 

And nursed their sprains and frozen 
noses ; 

In sober truth, I might describe 

Myself as quite an Eski-Moses. 

We fared across the glacial seas, 

Their rugged floes 

ridges 

and pressure 

And leads of open water—these 

We often passed on ice-cake bridges. 

Near eighty-eight north latitude 

Brave Captain Bartlett, bluff and 

hearty 

(Who earned my fervent gratitude), 

Led back my last supporting party. 

With five companions, strong of soul, 

To share my toil and extra glory, 

On April sixth I found the Pole 

And hurried back to write my story; 

Which makes, I trust, a pleasing book, 

But they that yearn for dissertations 

Upon the wiles of Doctor Cook 

Must wait for other men’s narrations. 

My medals fill a trunk. My name 

Upon her scroll shall Clio’s pen mark 

That babes unborn may read; my 
fame 

Has even spread to Darkest Den- 

mark, 

The Polar wreath alone I wear, 

For I’m the Polar Star, my dearie; 

In brief, the only Polar bear 

Is yours politely, Cap’n Peary. 

—Arthur Guiterman. 

Franklin Simon & Co. 
Fifth Ave.—37th and 38th Sts., New York 

Useful Holiday Gifts 
AT SPECIAL PRICES 

Women’s and Misses’ Hosiery and Handkerchiefs 

2. Black lisle, colored hand embroidered instep, 
assorted designs (3 pairs for $1.00)........ 35c 

4. Imported black silk lisle, spliced heels and 
four-inch garter hem (3 pairs for $1.00).... 35c 

6. Pure thread silk, black, white and colors, 
cotton soles, cotton or silk tops. Value, $/.45 95c 

8. Extra quality black lisle, colored hand 
embroidered _ instep, 
Ce: POE UIs oka dusceeueen osex 

10. Pure thread black silk, richly hand em- 
broidered in black or colors. . . Value, $2.75 1.95 

12. Pure thread black silk, hand embroidered 
clocks in black or white..... Value, $2.75 1.95 

18. 

20. 

Fine Shamrock lawn, hand embroidered, 
assorted patterns..Value, $/.00. Six for 75¢ 

Sheer Shamrock Lawn, tape border, 14 inch 
colored hem, hand embroidered initial to 1.35 
match, assorted colors....... Box of six 

Value, $2.00. 

Sheer Shamrock Lawn, tape border, em- 
broidered design and initial. Box of six. 

Value, $1.00. 
75¢ 

Pure linen, hand embroidered, assorted 
natterns. Value, $/.75......... Six for 1.45 



Go on the Century—Don’t. Write 
A personal interview is much more satisfactory than 
letter writing. Therefore, if an important matter re- 
quires a trip between New York and Chicago, take the 

20th Century Limited 
‘It saves a business day”’ 

Lv. New York 4.00 p. m. | Lv. Chicago 2.30 p. m. 
Lv. Boston 1.30 p.m. | Ar. Boston 11.50 a. m. 
Ar. Chicago 8.55 a.m. | Ar. New York 9.25 a. m. 

Equipment : Between New York and Chicago there are electric-lighted 
buffet, library and drawing room and compartment observation cars, 
standard sleeping and dining cars—barber, maid, 
valet, manicure, stenographer, stock reports, daily 
papers and periodicals, and from and to Boston an 
electric-lighted sleeper, and parlor car with obser- 
vation smoking room. 

Sleeping-Car Accommodations 

Railroad and Pullman tickets = be Sieuved at City Pico Wine, 9 
Washington St., Boston, ’Phone 21 ort Hill ; 1216 Broadway, New Yor ‘ 
*Phone S10 Madison ; and 180 Clark St., Chicago, Phone 7600 Harrison. i ‘*For the Public Service ” 

XI 

Why 

It’s a deuce of a difficult problem to vet 
In less than a volume or two 

The reasons to show why the bold 
suffragette 

Is not the right lady to woo. 

In the first place, she’s just like a leaky 
old boat. 

This reason sounds queer, without 
doubt; 

But unless they are nautical, few hus- 
bands dote 

On constantly bailing wives out. 

Then, again, when a fellow hooks up 
to a girl, 

He wants to abjure single life; 
But how the—how can he, when poli- 

tics’ whirl, 
Is preferred to himself by his wife? 

Roeniaten, however, can’t help us a 
ot— 

Its use is decidedly small. 
The real point is not why a fellow 

should not, 
But why on earth should he at all? 

This reduces the question to one of 
degree; 

Tor the every-day partner of joys 
And of sorrows seems different only, 

to me, 

By the fact that she may make less 
noise. 

The one single person who has cause 
for glee, 

Is the parson; because he is paid 
In good coin of the realm, a large ele- 

gant fee, 
And does not, though he does, wed 

the maid. 

However, to be absolutely exact, 
It is simply superfluous buzz 

To give reasons against it at all, when 
in fact, 

We all know that a man never does 
N. Salsbury. 

Life’s Suffragette Contest 
(Concluded from page 1014) 

Then you'll know why Death brought 
glad release: 

Better damned, than always damn- 
ing! 

There was Socrates—but was he wise Torey Cory 
When in youth he wooed Xantippe? 

And the lad that married the untamed 
Shrew, 

Who'll dare say he wasn’t dippy? 
But J damn my luck, and not my wits; 

For the maid I led to the altar 
Gave nor mark nor sign that she’d 

think it fine, 
To be leading me with a halter. 

Perhaps you can’t blame the gentle 
Dames 

If, needing men to support ’em, 
They feign a humanity feminine \ 
When the blamed Fools come to \ = 

court ’em, - 
But—wed an out-an’-out Suffragette? 
A truth self-evident this is: 

The Thing in Pants that takes that 
chance, 

Deserves his charming Missus! 

Willis MacGerald. 

paieete 

American 

people know a 

good article. It 
“is an established 

reputation that has 

made the Black & White 
Scotch Whisky the largest 

seller of any brand in America. 

~ Key 



oman is the great civilizer. 
If it were not for her man 
would revert to whiskers 
and carry a club. 

Woman does much for the Gillette 
because it is her presence, her in- 
fluence, that puts the emphasis on 
good clothes, clean linen, and a 
clean shave. 

She admires the clean, healthy 
skin of the man who uses a Gillette. 
She does not approve the ladylike 
massage-finish of the tonsorial artist. 
The massaged appearance ceased to 
be ‘‘class’’ largely because she said so. 

There is something fine and whole- 
some about the Gillette shave. It 
does not reek of violet water and 
pomades. 

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY, 
New York, Times Bldg. Chicago, Stock Exchange Bldg. 

Canadian Office, 63 St. Alexander Street, Montreal 

é oibheTTE | 

a am Gi LETTE 
ON ROE» 

Gillette Safety Razor, Ltd., London 

The use of the Gillette has a 
decidedly good effect on the skin. 
It gives a healthy look that suggests 
the outdoor rather than the indoor 
man. 

Then think of the comfort—the 
convenience—the morning shave in 
less time than the morning dip. 

A million’ men will buy Gillettes 
this year. Now is the time to get 
yours, 

Standard Set with twelve double- 
edge blades, $5.00. Regular box of 
12 blades, $1.00; carton of 6 blades, 
50 cents, 

King CU MMe 
48 West Boston 

Eastern Office, Shanghai, China 

Boston, Montreal, Leicester, Berlin, Paris 

Second Street, 

Factories: 
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PERFECTLY SIMPLE - SIMPLY PERFECT 

| a 

gE ANNOUNCE this newest Maxwell—a_ product thoroughly 

: worthy of the Maxwell name—a car that has stood the “acid 

test” of Maxwell quality. @It 1s a practical car—a utility car— 

much more than a pleasure car. You can use it profitably in your 

business: it 1s a time-saver. You can draw on it for pleasure: it will 

always meet the draft. @ It is a dependable car: it will take you to a place; 

it will bring you back. That is what you want your car to do. (It isa 

comfortable car: roomy and rest-inviting: ideal for touring. 

THIS newest Maxwell, therefore, has all the essentia/s to commend it. @, Of course 
it has all the points of mechanical superiority well-known in previous Maxwell models. 
@, It also has some decidedly new features: advantages, you will say, when you 
see them. Advantages, we have proved them unmistakably, by the most rigid 
standard of tests. @, You ought to see this newest Maxwell. @, You ought to own one. 

[f you would know more in detail about Maxwell advantages, just say to us on a postal, ** Mail Books.” 

SALE OF 1 MAKWELLS TO DATE MAXWELL-BRISCOE MAXWELL | FACTORIES 
Sold to Sept. 30, °10 . - - 37 389 

NEWCASTLE IND. Sold during Oct., ’ 10 - - ai 187 MOTOR CO WACO STREET PROVIDENCE R. 1 Maxwells in use today - - 39,156 * TARRYTOWN, N. Y. TARRYTOWN > a. 5 
= oo KINGSLAND POINT . ssi 
WATCH THE FIGURES GROW Licensed under Selden Patent Member A. L. A. M. ——— 
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ORIENT-EUROPE 
f ORIENTAL TOUR, January 25. Tours to all parts of Europe. 

Strictly First Class. Illustrated programs free. 

DE POTTER TOURS (2282) *289e47anic 

If Thackeray, et al, Came to 
Park Row 

(Continued from page 1004) 

toned clerical waistcoat opened only wide 

enough to display the top of a frilled 

The editor gave a start when his 

eyes wandered down and he observed 

that his caller was clad in knee breeches, 

silk stockings and pumps with silver 

buckles. He glanced quickly up to the 

face, which was smooth shaven and al- 

most feminine in its clean-cut lines, sen- 

sitive mouth, and big, 

limpid brown eyes. 

“ Well, what is it? ”’ 

inquired. 

ordi “T have an original poem, sir, I 

should like to have you read.”’ 

“T hope it is more original that that 

remark,’’ testily exclaimed the Sunday 

editor. “ Well, let’s see it.’’ 

The caller drew irom the cavernous 

tails of his coat a roll tied with a rib- : 

bon and reverently handed it to him who io b aes 3 

was judge, jury and executioner of such 

children of men’s fancy. 

“ Another rolled manuscript,’’ thought 

the Sunday editor. ‘“ O, well, this seems 

to be the day for entertaining cranks.’’ 

He unrolled the sheets, rerolled them 

the other way to make them lie flat and 

spread them out before him. 

“First, what do you call 

asked. 

id | - - 

Cigarettes of Distinction 
Exquisitely Blended and Marked for 
Your Personal Use by the Makers of 

THE R2YAL-ALBERT 
That Cigarette of Elegant Purity 
Sold at 20 Cents the Box, by All — 
Dealers Who Cater to the Cultivated. 

It is our very special business to make 
4 cigarettes to the order of those who 
pane appreciate true tobacco of Turkish 

{S| —— growing, selected—not only as to the 
———— plant—but as to the part of the plant 

~ which is the freest from nicotine, 
— and where the true tobacco flavor 

aol attains its maximum of delicacy and 
sweetness. 

Our price is $2.00 the hundred for Regular size, and when 
EE order 500 or more, we, without extra charge, mark 

shirt. 

aquiline nose 

the Sunday editor 

Player Piano 
That 

Owns the exclusive right of playing downward on the keys. 
Owns the METRONOME Motor—as essential as a teacher’s 

metronome. 
Was first to play 88 notes. 
Accents the Melody correctly in all compositions. 
Plays an pani t or any composition in any desired key. 

” 

Have you quit puzzling your brain about which is the dest player piano? 
Have you decided to buy one at random, trusting to /uck to get the best? 
Wouldn’t you like to settle the question and have the player at home 

before Christmas? 
Wouldn’t it help you to know why we are able to guarantee that the Apollo 

is the only player piano in the world that actually has the human touch? 
Wouldn’t it help you to know wéy we guarantee the Metronome 

Motor to produce correct tempo? 
Wouldn’t it help you to know why we guarantee the Apollo to be 

the only player piano in the world that can accent the melody correctly 
in all compositions? 

Wouldn’t it help you to settle the player piano question if you 
knew why a house of the financial standing of the Melville Clark 
Piano Co. could guarantee the above statements in the face of the 
claims made and advertised by certain of our competitors? 

Wouldn’t we be bankrupt if we couldn’t prove things we say? 
Wouldn’t you like to know before you put $500 or $1000 into a 
player piano just what you are going to get for that money? Then 
send your name and address and get a complete answer in a hurry. 

Melville Clark Piano Co. 
442 Steinway Building 

Chicago, U.S. A. 

it?’’ he 

vo = 

your cigarettes with your initials, your monogram or 
crest, or any other device. 

= TRIAL BOX OF 50 CIGARETTES $1 = 
“There, sir, is the title upon the 

first sheet, answered the caller. 

“*An Elegy Written in a Country 

Churchyard,’’’ read the Sunday editor. 

“That’s no title. I might as well head 

MARKED WITH YOUR INITIAL 
Just mention this ad. and slip it into an envelope along 

with a dollar bill and a piece of paper bearing your name 
and address. Also state whether you prefer mild, medium 
or strong blend, and cork tip or plain. 
Your dollar will be returned at once if you are in any 

Way dissatisfied. You need not return any of the : a ° 
cigarettes. Just say you are displeased, and back goes a story by our policeman, “A Murder 

Your dollar without any argument. Story Written in the Back End of O’Raf- 
0 here is the way to learn, without risk, what we can ‘ vag 

RIES “4 In supplying you with cigarettes that will be distinctive- ferty’s Saloon. 
y your very own—and which, free trom all adulterants “p f li , . 5 le : “ye srhz = my lines may 

— ad heavy nicotine, will be as healthful as they are delicious. Perhaps the — . : I : “ hi h a. - 

IND. —~ A Beautiful Booklet, telling all about our = suggest some more fitting title, In whic “NO, PHILANDER FIREFLY, IT’S NO FUX 
R. L. work as Individual Cigarette Makers, sent — case I shall gladly be guided by your ee a ere — _ . 

N. 5 free to all lovers of the good things of life. lanl t.? kh lied th ° Ml KEEPIN COMPANY WITH YOU, UNLESS YOl 
7 ¥. s 4 udgment, meekly repliec e caller. cage shila abla. sata aeea <gniclaiads . 

= THE MANHATTAN CIGARETTE CO., 130-132 Pearl St., N. Y. CITY, ties ' FIND SOME WAY OF TURNING YOUR LIGHT 

i 
(Continued on page 1027) 
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Locomobile, 2100 lines Packard, 1680 lines 

434 lines 

Kelly Motor Truck Co. 

Waverley Electric 

448 lines 

Rauch & Lang Electric 

448 lines 

Club Car, 210 lines 

Brewster, 210 lines 

Pierce Arrow, 1680 lines Oldsmobile, 1260 lines 

“Car Coming !” 

Contestants in LIFE’S Great 
Auto Cup Race Speeding 

Onward, Beating All 

Records 

Life’s Automobile Race for a solid 
gold cup to be presented to the Auto- 
mobile manufacturer having the great- 
est number of advertising lines in 
LIFE from October 1, 1910, to April 
I, IQII, is attracting great crowds all 
over the country. 

The purely philanthropic nature of 
this unique contest, which places it 
on such a high sporting level, natu- 
rally sets it apart from all other con- 
tests. 
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SAVE MAGAZINE MONEY: 
Order all of your periodicals through Bennett. 
New Catalogue, containing 3000 CLUB OFFERS, 
Free. Send Bennett your name and address today. 

Bennett's Magazine Agency, 188 Randolph St., Chicago, Ill. 

If Thackeray, et al, Came to 

Park Row 

(Continued from page 1025) 

“But I think you will find my lines pas- 

sable, to say the least. A young military 

friend of mine, Lieut.-Col. James Wolfe, 

has praised them highly and it is largely 

upon his insistence that I have completed 
them and offer them for publication after 

a lapse of eight years. But I delay your 

reading.’’ 

The Sunday editor lifted the pages 

and let them fall at the rate of one every 

five seconds. In exactly three minutes 

he had read the one hundred and twenty- 

eight lines, two verses to the page. 

“Pretty fair verse,’’ he said authori- 

tatively, “ but too serious. No call for 

that sort of thing now. If you’d only 

been around a couple of months ago I’d 

have jumped at it. It was all to the 

serious then and the Whirl put it over us 

with a five-verse poem on the latest dead 

celebrity illustrated up to a page. But 

the comic or topical is all the candy now. 

Let’s see; couldn’t you parody this some 

way?’’ 

The Sunday editor took a pad of paper 

and scribbled for a few minutes. 

“Now, something like this,’’ and he 
read: 

“*The bell at last has clanged the final 
race, 

Scattered the tickets o’er the club- 

house lea. 

For Winter Tours» 
in Summer Climes 

~,, Consult 

AWINTER PARADISE 

a profusely illustrated 80-page 
booklet with six complete maps, 
also 72 views illustrative of this 
wonderful Island. Sent post- 
paid on receipt of 4c in stamps. 

FRANK ROBERTS, General Passenger Agent 
2 UNITED RAILWAYS OF HAVANA 

Broadway, Room 211 - ° New York 

Cub 
: 

LON 
the World’ 

HE SECRET of these long- 

distance victories lies in the 

superior design, construc- 

tion and tire economy of 

the Marmon stock cars—the 

kind you buy. 

Nordyke & Marmon Co. 
Indianapolis (Estab. 1851) Indiana 

Sixty Years of Successful Manufacturing 

Some of the Marmon Victories 

Cobe Cup 
200 Miles—§163)4 Minutes 
Wheatley Hilis—  Van’bilt 
190 Mi 190 Minutes 

Atlanta A. A. Trophy 
120 Milese— 107 Minutes 
Los Angeles—Two Hours 
148 Milese— 120 Minutes 
Vanderbilt—Donor’s Trophy 
278.08 Miles— 256}< Min. 

Elgin-Kane County yy 
169 Miles— 18434 Minutes 

Wheeler & Schebler Trophy 
200 Miles—166}4 Minutes 

Atlanta Speedway by: od 
200 Miles— 18214 
Los Angeles— - 
100 Miles— 8514 Minutes 

Los Angeles— Grand Prize 
100 Miies— 7614 Minutes 
City of Atlanta Trophy 
200 Miles— 171 1-5 Min. 
Remy Grand Brassard 
100 Miles— 8024 Minutes 

inutes 

Class 3-C 

And a number of other Lon¢ Distance Events 

‘Again the homeward losers’ train I 
face, 

And quit the track in anything but 

glee.’ ’’ 

The caller gasped, snatched his pre- 

cious sheets and fled. 
Again the door opened and again the 

Sunday editor looked up from the wet 

proofs of the Grand Special Christmas 

Edition and glanced from head to 

foot at the following items of descrip- 

tion: A tricorn hat, curly gray locks 

1027 

gathered into a pig-tail behind, big bowed 

glasses, a smoothly shaven, kindly face, 

a buff, big buttoned great-coat sur- 

mounted by a frill, knee breeches and 

buckles. 

The newcomer extended a card which 

the Sunday editor took and upon which 

he read: 

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS 
ARTIST 

PORTRAITS A SPECIALTY 

(Concluded on page 1029) 
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J. & F, MARTELL 
Cognac 
(Founded 1715) 

xk* 
FINE OLD 
LIQUEUR 

BRANDIES } 

GENUINE OLD 

BRANDIES MADE 
FROM WINE 

OF THE COGNAC 
DISTRICT 

: Sole Agents 

G. S. NICHOLAS & CO. 

New York 

Gifts for Motorists 
Luncheon and Jea Baskets 

For man or woman—as each appreciates the pleasure 
of a little feast when twenty miles from nowhere. 

Imported direct from an English maker, whose 
baskets are famous wherever motors travel. Baskets with 
service for 2 to 6 persons, $13.50 to $150. 

Also every imaginable kind of motor gifts for men or 
women. Send for Motor Catalog C. 

John Wanamaker 
Broadway and Ninth Street New York City 

**The 
Smallest Grand 

at’s Safe 
to Buy’’ 

Steinway principles of construction and workmanship are not 
borrowed. Steinway tone is not emulation. Steinway leadership is not 
assumed. All are distinctly Steinway—by right of Steinway initiative. 

The Steinway Miniature Grand, in an ebonized case at $800, 
is an achievement in grand piano construction. 

Illustrated Catalogue will be sent upon request and mention of this magazine. 

STEINWAY & SONS 
STEINWAY HALL 

107 and 109 East Fourteenth Street, New York 
Subwav Extress Station ct the Door 
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IN CENTRAL PARK 

“PAPA, DO THEY KEEP THEM IN THAT NASTY LITI 

“CAUSE THEY ARE SO WICKED? ’”’ 

an 

ear 

edi 

call 

lave set 

These 
shape—: 

the fashi 

Lo 

the 

Al 

Ask | 

CHENE 
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BRIGHTEN UP 2axeser8ot or Home bo 
using WASHBURNE’S PATENT 

PAPER FASTENERS 

75,000,000 
SOLD the past YEAR should 

convince YOU of their 
SUPERI ORITY. 

a K Max 

taken off 
with the thumb and finger. Can 

be used repeatedly and “‘they always work.”” Made of brass in 3 
sizes. Put up in brass boxes of 100 fasteners each. 
HANDSOME COMPACT STRONG No Slipping, NEVER 
All stationers. Send 10c for sample box of 50, assorted. 

Illustrated booklet free. Liberal discount to the trade. 

The 0. K. Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. A. nois 

If Thackeray, et al, Came to 

New York 
(Concluded from page 1027) 

“Hum. You're looking for a job as 

an artist? ’’ queried the Sunday editor. 

The old gentleman produced a _ huge 

ear-trumpet and through it the Sunday 

editor again shouted the question. 

“Why, yes; that is the object of my 

call. I can refer you to Mr. Garrick, 

Mr. Burke, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Boswell, 

Mr. Goldsmith and Mr. Sheridan, all of 

whom have been my sitters.’’ 

“T don’t recall any of the names, but 

there's nothing doing in the portrait 

line. However, if you’ll go to Room 

514 and ask for the head of the art de- 
partment he may give you a job draw- 

ing borders.’’ 

Sir Joshua did not go out by the door 

but faded into thin air. The Sunday 

editor roused up with a start. “ Well, 

well, I’ve been dozing,’’ he thought. 

Then he got busy. A touch on one of 

the rows of buttons at his desk brought 

bounding into the room a breezy young 

woman in trottoir skirt and common- 

sense shoes. 

“Miss Barefacts, have you got a hot 

Every morning when you open 
_ bureau drawer you’ll find it 
ard to decide which Cheney scarf 

to wear for the day—each scarf so 
beautiful, it sues for your favor. 

lave set a new standard in fifty cent neckwear. 
These scarfs are not lined—they hold their 

‘lape—slip easily—tie in a shapely knot to suit 
ihe fashionable collars. Tubular and reversible. 

Look for CHENEY inside the cue SSG | cele 
At ail dealers—or by mail (state colors) 50c. 

Ask to see the new Bengalines and Scotch Plaids. 

CHENEY BROTHERS, Silk Manufacturers, 
South Manchester, Conn. 
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LL the music of all the world 

is at the command of the 

owner of a Columbia. It is the 

one perfect, complete musical in- 

strument, the one ideal home 

entertainer, the one ideal gift for 

allthe household for all the year 

around. 

musical instrument the Columbia is. 

Columbia Graphophones from 

them tlt pid 

If you are not familiar with the extraordinary improve- 

ments developed in the Columbia laboratories within the last 

few months, you cannot possibly know what a wonderful 

Columbia Grafonolas (hornless) at $250, $225, $200, 
$150, $100 and $50. 

Columbia Double-Disc Records 

= 

$17.50 to $150. 

And both at only 

the price of one! 

Columbia Phonograph Company General 
BOX 270, TRIBUNE BUILDING, NEW YORK. Dealers everywhere. 

at 65c._ 
Music on both sides! A different selection on each side! 

a few cents above 
They may be played 

on any disc ma- 

chine, and they give you 

double value for your 

money, plain as daylight. 

Each Columbia Double- 
Disc Record is enclosed in 
an envelope which carries a printed guarantee of its 
quality. You are assured of as perfect a record on each 
side as you ever bought before, under any name, at any 
price ; perfect in surface, perfect in tone, and extraor- 
dinary in durability, for the Columbia Double-Disc 
Record will unfailingly outwear any other disc record. 

} s% Creators of the Talking-Machine Industry. Pioneers and Leaders in the Talking-Machine Art. = s<= 
2s S Owners of the Fundamental Patents. Largest Manufacturers of Talking Machinesinthe World. 2 == & 
27e2 ses mn - anu mad 2 2722 
S Zz = —_—_—_ = = z Z 

“ae a 

one for this week? ’’ asked her chief. 

“Vou bet I have, right off the plat- 

ter,’’ returned the breezy one. ‘“ New 

correspondence gag: ‘Girls, Tell Us 

About Your First Proposal and Win a 

Five Dollar Prize.’ ”’ 

“Sounds all right; get busy on it,’ 

returned the chief. 

The proof-boy stole in and laid a wet 

proof on the desk. Under glaring head- 

lines a demoniacal crouching figure with 

the countenance of a fiend was burying 
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a long knife into the body of his writh- 

ing victim. 

“*yYOU ARE A MURDERER!’ ”’ 

admiringly read the Sunday editor in 

one hundred and twenty point caps, and 

then in more modest type, “‘ Every Man 

Is at Heart, Says Famous Alienist.’ ”’ 

The Sunday editor laid the proof 

aside with a _ smile of _ satisfaction. 

“ Now,’’ he said to the breezy one, “I 

can close up on the Christmas edition.’’ 
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Pot-Pourri of Questions in History, 

Literature, Geography and 
Other Things 

(Answers to these questions will be 

printed in the December 8th issue of 

LIFE) 

What Scotchman’s heart was taken 

far? 

Who his faithful friend who 

took it? 

3. Who embraced the Puritan belief, 

4 a tS 

and 
jnut-like flavor| | |the finest 
of 
Cocoa will be 
a revelation to| 
you when you 
cor 

the other kinds! | without an equal 
oe BY Rene 

8 Who wrote the “Psalm of 

Lite”? 

9. What planet’s nearest to the earth? 

10. Who had a scolding wife? 

11. Who's called the “ Wisest Fool in 

1 Christendom ”? 

a 12. What statesman gave this name? 

13. Who tried to blow up Parliament ? 

t 14. From what came  Hobson’s 

15. What king, besieging, fed his 

48 ie 

renee fe F ‘THE NATURAL! || VANILLA | | 
| FOOD VALUE | | 

But before he died forsook it? 

. Who, dying, wished he’d served his 

God, 

As he had served his King? 

. What saint preached to the birds 

and beasts? 

Who first used the wedding- 
> ring: 

. What is the longest river on earth? 

fe tg Fa le 

CHOCOLATE | 
delightful | Flavored with| 

Maillard’s grade of Va- 
|nilla bean and 
for eating or| 

: drinking it is 
npare it to| | jabsolutely 

Sample can free on request, 

fame? 

foes? 

16. Where do cows wear coats? 

17. Who sat and thought for forty 

19. Where is the famous Chateau 

20. Who cleft an apple with an 

years? 

dif? 

arrow? 

TWO GRAND 66 cruises, “AROUND THE WORLD” 
Arrangements are now being completed for two cruises of about three and one-half 
months’ duration each “Around the World,” the first to leave from New York on 
November 1, 1911, and the second from San Francisco on February 17, 1912, by the 
large, new transatlantic steamship Cleveland (17,000 tons). $650- /ncluding all 
necessary expenses aboard and ashore. Duration 110 Days. 

CRUISES TO THE > ae a er py arranged to the West Indies, 
agnificent steamship Moltke (12,500 tons). Cruises of 28 days’ 

WEST INDIES duration each, leaving January 24 and February 25. Cost, $150 

and up. Cruise of 16 days’ duration, leaving on March 28. Cost, $85 and up. 

ORIENT January 28 by the S.S. Cleveland (17,000 tons), 80 days, $325 and 
Egypt, Holy up. Finest trip ever planned. Strictly first class. Nile trips by the Ham- 
Land, Nile burg and Anglo-American Nile Co.'s superb steamers. 

SOUTH AMERICA January 21 by S.S. Bluecher (12,500 tons), 74 days, 
Across the Andes, $350 and up. Only opportunity to see South America 

Straits of Magellan. right. 

Send for Detailed Itineraries. 

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE 
Boston Philadelphia Pittsburg 

Guide and Travel Books on Sale. 

41-45 Broadway, New York 
Chicago St. Louis San Francisco 

ty n 

To whom does Greenland alle- 34. 

27. Who held the Pass of Ronce- 

28. Who ranged the good Green- 

wood ? 37- What Islanders first played bridge 
29. Where on earth is the “Land of 

21. Who walked across a continent? 30. Where’s the Palace of Holy- 

Who invented the wheelbarrow? rood ? 

. Where did Richard Coeur de Lion 31. What king most honored min- 

die? strelsy ? 

In what sea do no fish live? 32. Who was his famous daughter? 
is the highest tower on 33. In what New England town were 

earth? witches burned? 

Who sang of Afton water? 

giance give? 35. Where are England’s great crown 

jewels kept? 

valles? 30. 

them? 

whist? 

the Sky”? (Concluded on page 1031) 

What called the men who guard 

With Life’s Compliments 
Copyright, 1910, Life Publishing Company 

r 

And where have women votes? 
**DEAR”’ OR **DEAREST”’? 

‘DEAREST’>?” 8 x 10 inches in 

13 x 16 inches. 

LIFE. 

Subscription, $5.00. Canadian, $5.52. 

Foreign, $6.04 
(Original in Colors) 

LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY, 17 West 31st St 
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Upon receipt of your subscription at this 
office for one year, we will be pleased to 
send you, with our compliments, as 
LIFE’S souvenir to its readers, a special 
reproduction, in full color, of Mr. C. 

Coles Phillips’s picture, “ ‘DEAR’ of 

on heavy deckled edged buff plate paper 

This picture will not be sold, and can 

| only be procured by subscribing to 

size, 

-ew York 

The KI 
toa 
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A Happy Marriage | The Christmas of a Lifetime! 
Depends largely on a know!l- 
edge of the whole truth 

” about self and sex and their 
relation to life and health. 
This knowledge does not 
come intelligently of itself, 
nor correctly from ordinary 
every-day sources. 

SEXOLOGY 
(Lllustrated) 

by William H. Walling, A.M., M.D., imparts in a clear, 
wholesome way in one volume: 

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have. 
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have. 
Knowledge a Father Should Have. 
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son. 
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have. 

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have. 
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have. 
Knowledge a Mother Should Have. 
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter. 
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have. 

All in one volume. Illustrated, $2, postpaid. 
Write for ‘‘ Other People’s Opinions’’ and Table of Contents. 

Puritan Pub. Co., 711 Perry Bldg., Phila., Pa. 

A Pot-Pourri of Questions in History, 

Literature, Geography and 

Other Things 
(Concluded from page 1030) 

—————— . What flower’s home is Haar- 

Holy. ern The Christmas that brings into the home 
= in hand? THE NEW 88 NOTE 

. Who flew a famous kite? 

. What English sage drank quarts P] aX y ER 

wer nee AN G EL U S ala . Where is the Eddystone Light? . Pp I A N O 

- What Creole maid climbed to a the piano that anyone can play artistically with personal expression. 
I ? ° ° ° ‘ ‘ 

rown gence ar Each Christmas brings its own most treasured gift to be cherished above the . Who was. first Prince of : ; ‘ ; 
Wales”? rest. But there is one Christmas like which there can be no other — the 

guard 45. What gallant sacrificed his cloak? ANGELUS CHRISTMAS. 

46. And where do cats scorn tails? We would wish that all who ever have the Angelus might receive it, or bestow it, as a 
satires Christmas Gift. For a Christmas Gift is a thing whose value in dollars is its smallest part. 

And the Angelus can never be measured in terms of money. 

The KEY SLENDER, GRACEFUL FIGURE The Angelus is a gift of man’s genius to man. It is priceless. 

yridge 

is obtainable thro’ a few refreshing treatments of You pay for in the Angelus only what you pay for in any other player-piano—the cost 
of its material and manufacture. You pay nothing for the higher genius that enables the 
Angelus-pianist to attain at once the same artistic, individual interpretation that marks the 
playing of theconcertpianist. This gift can be yours with no other player-instrument whatever. 

‘hi - THE UNFAILING FLESH Only the Angelus can give you gore are — 7 ke ~— - any Parent 
t this y fe REDUCING TREATMENT > is isthe only devicethat enables you to control the tempo artistically and per- 

FOR MEN and WOMEN The Phrasing Lever sonally—exactly as you would if you were atrained musician playing by hand. 
ed to +5 {]/ No Oils. No Grease. Almost equally essential are these additional devices exclusive to the Angelus: — The Melodant, the Melody 
as ) 1 /§ Xo + ag oo Buttons, the Diaphragm Pneumatics, the Sustaining Pedal Device and the Artistyle Music Rolls. 
Ps fi,e7=/ Aull |i ~~ A pleasant EXTERNAL obesity treat- Our Agency in your City will demonstrate the Angelus to you. You can have it de- 
yecial (ay (fh ment ~ men -— on restoring nor- livered for Christmas on the most liberal terms of payment or exchange. 
7. Ma y, INCR iBLY _ fimenot an exe Make this Your Angelus Christmas—the Christmas of a lifetime for your whole family. 

: ‘J / Q -3i, periment, but a tested, corpu- F 

<_ f *. Bs Fey” reducer that's Pe se Se THE WILCOX & WHITE COMPANY _ Business Established 1877 Meriden, Conn. 
Ar , ie wor over. 

‘ ; \ A You can treat yourself at home; you REGENT HOUSE, REGENT ST., 
siZe, I 1 ayy MAY use it in hot bath if you wish. ‘ 

MIN Y : FATOFF is a remark- ree ae ae 
paper j N' 2. ae of the ‘egtey ies aaa 47. Who, while alive, his funeral held, 

almost infallibly reduces that annoy- le Oe . tae SD | ing lump at back of neck. To please his morbid whim: 

iactitienn aidiniiiae e dhivenieh 48. Who sought and found the Holy 

, wrapper, will CONVINCE. Grail? 

can A a el ment at your home may be made 49. What’s the German national 
o to | Mi by ’phone or letter. hymn? 

FATOFF for Double Chin—a | . What artist dropped his brush one ° ~~ = 
reducing wonder. Special Size Jar, day? S \ 
$1.50. Full Size Jar, $2.50. a . s LS a 

FATOFF is sold at all Riker’s and all Hegeman’s drug M hat king to him returned it! oy \ 
stores and leading druggists everywhere, or 2. Who, when a crown was offered Yq fau 

nl M. S. BORDEN CO. 75,WARREN ST. him, Swi 
(For Years at 52 East 34th St., Three times, in public, spurned 

wie M.C. S. 
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T he . egy ez Slater Shoe 
Offers the utmost in style, fit 
and finish. ‘The footwear chosen 
by those who believe that one’s 
individuality and personal taste 

is aptly expressed in the 
shoes they wear. Selections 
for all occasions at prices 

ranging from Six Dol- 
lars and a Half up. 
SATIN SLIPPERS— A 
correct conception in designs 

and an unusual variety in colors, meeting the most 
exacting requirements—high supporting arches, 
properly placed French heels. 

Our MAIL ORDER SERVICE enables those who live 
outside of New York to purchase the famous 
J. & J. Slater Shoes with as little trouble 
as if buying in their home city. Our 
new tllustrated price ist, ‘‘A Packoge of 
Shoes,’ and book of instructions with 
measurement blank mailed on request. 

J. & J. Slater 
For 50 years New York’s most fashionable bootmakers 

Broadway, at 25th Street, New York 

re 

Copyright, 1910, by J. A. Mitchell 

Dr. 

Thorne’s 
Idea 

By 

J. A. Mitchell 

Author of 

rHE L (er SMERICAD, 
AMOS JUL 
AUP PINES ‘OF LORY, 
Etc., Ete. 

One Dollar, Net. 

** Both Marched with Drooping Heads "’ 

Not to become acquainted with 
Steve Wadsworth and follow him 
through the strange vicissitudes of 
his remarkable career is to miss 
intercourse with a human being of a 
kind rarely found between the 
covers of a book. 

— Baltimore American. 

LIFE PUBLISHING COMPANY, 17 West 31st Street, New York 
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The Centre of Winter 
Out-of-Door Life in the Middle South 

Free from climatic extremes, 

and wholesome in every respect. 

OUR EXCELLENT HOTELS—50 COTTAGES. 

The only resort having THREE 18-HOLE 

GOLF COURSES, all in pink of condition, 

Country Club, 40,000 Acre Private Shooting 

Preserve, Good Guides and Trained Dogs, Fine 

Livery of Saddle Horses, Model Dairy, Tennis 

Courts, Trap Shooting, etc. 

NO CONSUMPTIVES RECEIVED AT 
PINEHURST 

Through Pullman Service from New York to Pine- 

hurst via Seaboard Air Line. Only one night out from 

New York, Boston, Cleveland, Pittsburg and Cincinnati. 

Send for illustrated literature and list of 

Golf, Tennis and whacting Tournaments 

PINEHURST GENERAL OFFICE : 

PINEHURST, . NORTH CAROLINA 

or Leonard Tufts, Owner, Boston, Mass. 

x» sta? 

Book Agent: CAN 1 INTEREST you IN “ Another Man's Wife 

Benedict: NO, SIR; I HAVE MY OWN TROUBLES ALREADY. 
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Royal Copenhagen 
| Porcelain - 

and Danish Arts 

HE attention of connois- 
seurs is called to speci- 
mens that show the most 

eminent technique ef Danish 
ceramic artists—executions 
which portray, in an interesting 
manner, legendary figures and 
groups expressive of the life 
of a period. 

Inspection Cordially Invited 

(14-16 West 33rd Street, New York 
(opposite Waldorf-Astoria) 

Bernard Shawisms 
No man can be a pure specialist with- 

out being in the strict sense an idiot. 

Do not give your children moral and 

religious instructions unless you are 

quite sure they will not take it too seri- 

ously. Better be the mother of Henri 

Quatre and Nell Gwynne than of Robes- 

pierre and Queen Mary Tudor. 

Criminals do not die by the hands of 

the law. They die by the hands of other 

men. 

Assassination on the scaffold is the 

worst form of assassination, because 

there it is invested with the approval 

of society. 

It is the deed that teaches, not the 

name we give it. Murder and capital 

punishment are not opposites that cancel 

one another, but similars that breed their 

kind. 

When a man wants to murder a tiger 

he calls it sport; when the tiger wants 

to murder him he calls it ferocity. The 

distinction between Crime and Justice 

THE VIOLYN PLATE 
IN THE KRANICH & BACH PIANO 

adds the most important element of perfection that all 
plano manufacturers have workedthirty yearsto obtain. 

@ This marvelous improvement now makes possible 
a longer sustained, much purer and more voice-like 
tone than has ever before been obtained from an 
Upright piano. And it keeps the piano in perfect 
tune a much longer time than any piano without it. 

@ The Kranich & Bach is the only piano in the 
world constructed with the “Violyn’’ plate. 

An interesting little book describes it fully and will 
be sent free to those writing for our new catalogue. 

KRANICH & BACH 

is no greater. 

It is not necessary to replace a guil- 

HIGHEST 
QUALITY 

FINEST 
FLAVOR 

RICH MILD 
AND AND 
OLD MELLOW 

4 (i be) 

i & At All Makes 
| = Best a good I Ex a 

dinner (Qe Clubs 

: / and 

better Hotels 

COR DIAL FRONSAC 
“eae 

233-45 East 23rd Street 

lotined criminal; it is necessary to re- 

place a guillotined social system. 

There are no perfectly honorable men; 

but every true man has one main point 

of honor and a few minor ones. 

You cannot believe in honor until you 

Better keep yourself 

clean and bright; you are the window 

have achieved it. 

through which you must see the world. 

Property, said Proudhon, is theft. 

This is the only perfect truism that has 

been uttered on the subject. 
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New York 

When domestic servants are treated as 

human beings it is not worth while to 

keep them.—Chicago Daily Socialist 

What Was the Matter with Meses ? 

Percy: Miss Jane, did Moses have the 

same after-dinner complaint my papa’s 

got? 

Miss Jane: Gracious me, Percy! What- 

ever do you mean, my dear? 

Percy: Well, it says here the Lord 

gave Moses two tablets.—Lippincott’s 



Eve & Adam 

Number of LIFE 
Comes next, dated December 8 

Immediately after this one 

It was originally named the Adam and Eve 
Number, but as we are always reliable and stick 
to our facts, we have changed it to the Eve and Adam 
Number. 

In this number the fall of man is dealt with as it 
ought to be. The scene opens in the Garden of Eden. 
Eve, arrayed in a hobble fig leaf, is busy reading the 
program of LIFE for the coming year. Adam wanders 

. in, having just become a regular subscriber. Both are 
joyful over the discovery that, although there is much 
trouble ahead of them, the prospect of becoming 
regular readers of LIFE will help them to bear the 

at 

pains of existence. 

Confidential Guide to Some of Life’s Weekly Features 

(Now running in the paper with the largest news-stand circulation in the world) 

The Great Suffragette Contest. The winner of 

this contest will receive One Dollar a Word for the 

best reasons why a man should not marry a 

suffragette. 

Husbands’ Correspondence Bureau. The won- 

derful work of this Bureau in the rejuvenation 

of decrepit husbands has attracted world-wide 

applause. New features for the coming year will 

include a movement in which every human being 

has an absorbing interest. 

The Mental Life. Only Imaginary 

money taken. If you want to be up- 

lifted and placed in harmony with your 

subliminal self, see announcement else- 

where of wonderful mental subscription 

Subscription, $5.00. 

list. Obey That Impulse. 

[Tey 
SPECIAL OFFER:—Three Months, $1.00. S 

Canadian, $1.13; Foreign, $1.26; Open only to new subscribers. 
%, No subscriptions renewed at thisrate. This offer is net. 

Canadian, $5.52. 

Covers. LIFE covers are constantly progress- 
ing. Every one contains a genuine idea. Look 

for them on the news-stands. 

LIFE’S Great Auto Race. Open to all automo- 
bile manufacturers, the winner to have a solid gold 

cup. See elsewhere. 

LIFE’S Family Album. Containing intimate 
talks with the men and women who are making 

LIFE what it is to-day. 

Priscilla Jawbones. LIFE is 
the only paper in the world that 

has a genuine suffragette editor 
on its staff. 

Fashion Reform League. ‘If 

you are in doubt about what to 
wear, consult the Reform League. 

Foreign, $6.04. 

Address LIFE, 17 W. 31st St., N. Y. City. 
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PooLEY COMPANY 

High Class 
Decorators 

and 

Furnishers 

Madison Avenue and Thirty-first Street 

NEW YORK 

Conversation 
HERE is an ever-recur- 

rent plaint that con- 

versation is a lost art. 

Conversation is not an art; 

it is a habit. The talking 

habit is a substitute for the thinking 

habit. That the two cannot exist side 

by side is best exemplified by the aver- 

age politician. The same thing may be 

observed by listening to preachers. 

Talking as a habit has not gone out 

entirely. Many young girls are still 

taught to begin chattering as soon as 

they join a crowd and to keep on chat- 

tering as long as their breath holds 

out. Many young men are still en- 

couraged to be brilliant conversation- 

alists, which means that they are to say 

iA 
“n~ 
~ 

Rare 
Old 

V ] l ] 

The Lyon & Healy Collection offers teach- 

"Sand students genuine old Concert Violins 
ofthe 17th and 19th centuiies, ranging from 

$50 to $250 
and upward 

dso a number of the world’s finest 
{temona masterpieces for Concert work. 

TIME PAYMENTS IF DESIRED 
Sead for our New and Complete Catalog 

Violins Sent on Approv 
We sell instruments of unquestioned authenticity 
~ Musical value assured. Satisfaction in every 
ths certain. Your attention is especially invited to 

*xceptional opportunity. Address Mgr. ARJ. 

CHICAGO 
Lead : 
eding Violin Collectors of America 

(91) 

mile ee 9 ‘mi es wl e, 

nin ike a sunset 
for art booklets of the train 
and trip address ary Grand Canyon 

vizona /% 

You can go there in a Pullman to the rim 
at Fl] Tovar,en route to Sunny Glifornia 
on the train of luxu 

nothing glibly to people who not only 

are not interested but who are trying 

to do the same thing themselves. 

People who have ideas worth ex- 

pressing do not have enough of them 

to vie with the chatterers. Further- 

more, it is hard for them to find peo- 

ple who can or will grasp ideas. 
Finally, the fewer words used to ex- 

press an idea the better. Ideas are the 

greatest known foe to conversation. 

W.J.Black Pass. Traffic Mér. 
AT.QS.F.Ry. System, 

If, therefore, the so-called art of 

conversation is obsolescent, there is 

no need for worry. To say that, when 

people get together they should begin 

to gabble and jabber just for the sake 

of gabbling and jabbering, is no more 

sensible than to say that they should 

all take easels. and palettes or pianos 

and madly set to painting or playing, 

which are merely other forms of ex- 

pression. 

oa Railway Exchange, Chicago t 



Egyptian 

Deities 
“The Utmost in Cigarettes” 

Before the feast, 
after the feast, 
always :- 

Cork Zips orPlain 

Words from a Bacillus 

By Dr. S. J. Maher in the Medical 

Record: 

“* You claim to know me. You call 

me the tubercle bacillus. But whether 

my relations in the cow and the bird 

are allies of mine or not you do not 

know. You frighten into a panic all 

the friends of my victims by saying 

that they are a danger to everybody 

near them, but you fail to explain the 

immunity of most husbands and wives 

of consumptives, and of the attend- 

ants and physicians at your special 

hospitals. 

“*VYou spend energy and money, 

making criminals of all who spit in 

the streets, but many of your leaders 

say that it is impossible for me to en- 

ter the body through the air passages. 

You claim that your recent organized 

attack on me has reduced the number 

of my victims; but all your statistics 

show that my appetite for victims was 

Recommended 
by Physicians 

Refuse Substitutes 
Best remedy for 

CONSTIPATION 
Atall Druggists. 

decreasing at just the same ratio for 

fifty years before your hysterical sana- 

torium era. You say you know all 

about me now—that I am easily recog- 
nized. Well, do I have a prebacillary 

stage, as some of your skirmishers 

claim, or am I always an acid-fast a = ; 

bacillus? Know all about me! Then rcs nediocar > RE 

where do I come from? Was I made 

the tubercle bacillus in the beginning, NAUTICAL PHRASE: CLOSE HAULED ON HE 

(Concluded on page 1037) WIND. 

By Way of Introduction to the 

Outlook 
Weekly Newspaper and Illustrated Monthly Magazine in One 

LYMAN ABBOTT, Editor HAMILTON W. MABIE, Associate Editor 

O other periodical has ever held exactly the position in the life of 
the Nation which The Outlook now occupies, and no other journal 
gives in the same efficient way the service which The Outlook renders 
to busy men and women who wish to keep accurately informed concern- 

ing the world’s doings. As a Weekly Newspaper, The Outlook presents in 
paragraphs and editorial articles a concise record and _ interpretation of 
current history and current problems. Its contributed articles discuss those 
problems and that history in terms of human experience. As a Monthly 
Magazine, The Outlook presents in the fourth issue of each month a large 
and varied group of illustrated articles, each tested by standards of literary 
workmanship and each having a vital editorial reason for its selection. Those 
who read The Outlook regularly soon become its enthusiastic friends. Ask them 
what it is that makes The Outlook different from anything else, and why it is 
that The Outlook is so often quoted in politics, in business, and in the home. 

Theodore Roosevelt 
is actively associated with The Outlook as a member of its editorial staff, 
and those who wish to know what he really has to say on matters that 
concern the Nation’s welfare will find his views fully expressed in The 
Outlook over his own signature. His writings on current topics do 
not appear in any other newspaper or magazine. Under the title 
“ American Workers in Town and Country” Mr. Roosevelt will contribute 
three or four articles early in 1911 dealing with the social and industrial 
problems of the miner and farmer. The articles are based on his visits to 
the Pennsylvania coal mines and to the abandoned farms of New York. 

“The New Nationalism” is the title of an attractive volume 
containing the important addresses of Theodore Roosevelt’s recent Western Tour, carefully 
revised by the author, with a descriptive introduction by Ernest Hamlin Abbott, who accom- 
panied the party. It includes all the speeches that have aroused such insistent discussion 

throughout the land—the Osawatomie speech, the Denver address on the Supreme Court, the 
Columbus address on Oppression and Mob Violence, the Chicago speech on Public Honesty, 
and the speech on Conservation. This is a book of lasting value and National importance 

The price of The Outlook is Three Dollars a Year. In order to 
introduce it to new readers we offer to present to any one not now a subscriber who sends Three 
Dollars and mentions this advertisement, a prepaid copy of “The New Nationalism,” besides 
sending The Outlook until the first of January, 1912. Send your order promptly, addressing 

THE OUTLOOK . ° 287 FOURTH AVENUE ° * NEW YORK 
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GOODIES --- SENT THE WORLD MAS ees YOU WILL LIKE 
SALTO-NUTS. ITALIAN CHOCOLATES 
$1.25 Ib. Mix 80c. Ib. 
UNIQUE BOOKLET, “HATCH AN APPETITE" 

Describes in full. Write for it. 

fe it Broadway at 30th St., N. Y. City 
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Word from a Bacillus 

(Concluded from page 1036) 
HE 

and have I been the tubercle bacillus 

ever since? Or am I a pathogenic 

—== form of bacterial life developed from 

a a non-pathogenic form by the influ- 

1 One 

ence of environment? And does this 

evolution take place now every day, 

or did it occur only once some ages 

ago? 

“* And your vaunted fresh-air cure 

that was to be my: destruction! Most 

of the patients who were inmates of 

the best sanatoria five years ago are 

already dead, and most of those who 

are suffering the misery of sleeping in 
the open air this past winter will be 

mine five years from now. A few you 
have saved, but how few! In your 

desperation, even in your sanatoria 
you have fallen back on the use of the 

omen discredited tuberculin that gave me 

life of such a series of victories twenty years 

‘ournal ago. And those that you save, you 

don’t know what saves them. “ The 

enders fresh air,’ you say. But what does 

mncerm- the fresh air do? Does it injure me? 

ents in I grow better in the.air than without 
ion of air, 
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‘*You don’t know me. You don’t 

know my resources. You don’t know 

eee 

Crplaing Motor Boats of Quality 
The Matthews Boat Company 

» Port Clinton, Ohio 

Motor In Safety and Comfort 

\ 

Prepare 
N 

for bad weather by 
having your car 

When overtaken 

by tire trouble, 
substitute an 

already-inflated 

| tire, rim and 

this winter by equipping right now with 

Firestone “Tres? 
‘and Quick-detachable Demountable Rims 

The safety of your car and its occupants depends upon the skid- 
preventing power of your tires. 

On winter’s slippery streets the ordinary smooth tread tires 
are not enough—safety demands the protection of Fire- 

stone Non-Skid tires. 

The rubber lettering that is moulded right into the tread 
of this tire presents a mass of angles, edges, hollows 

and points of contact that grip the surface of the 

TIRES 

road, giving perfect traction 
and holding your car safe 
from skidding, as no other 
tire can. It is the lettered 

formation that does. the 
work. 4 

ow 

The tread of the Firestone 
Non-Skid tire is absolutely 
free from metal studs and all 
other tire-destroying sub- 
stances. It is made wholly 
of tough Firestone tread- 

equipped with Fire- 
stone Quick - detach- 
able Demountable 

Rims and put Fire- 
stone Non-Skid tires 

on the rear wheels. 

Carry your partly 
worn tires already in- 
flated on the spare 
rims, and be ready to make your tire-changes 

quickly and easily, during the cold, disagreeable 

weather—and forever after. 

atecnaue ular smooth 
way again, with- — am ose tread tires—a 

loss of time or b 

long wearing. 

The cost of this tire 
‘ averages less than 

‘y rubber, extra thick and 

even _— 

10% above the reg- 

small price 
to ensure 

safety. 

Let us send you full information. 

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 
AKRON, O. 

** America’s largest exclusive 
tire makers.’ 

Branches, agencies and 
dealers everywhere 

my places of retreat. You don’t 
know my allies. You don’t know 
how to explain the few successes that 
you have had. How, then, can you 
expect to defeat me by your campaign 

of educating the people? Educators 

must know. You don’t know. At 

least, most of what you know about 

me is nct so. 

“* What doth it profit a man to have 

beautiful sanatoria if the tuberculous 

die in the old way and at the old rate? 

1037 

What doth it profit him to have the 

death records show fewer deaths from 

tuberculosis if the stringency of the 

laws makes doctors report their dead 

consumptives as victims of bronchitis 

or pneumonia? 

“*Bah! Your crusade against me 

is vain. It was conceived in pious ig- 

norance and has been carried on with 

the methods of a Chinese army—with 

much noise and many banners, but 
999 

no guns. 
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A FEW OF THE NOTABLE FEATURES OF 

HARPER’S MAGAZINE £938 
MAGAZINE that can hold the first place among all the magazines of the world for more than sixty years, and hold it 
to-day more firmly and securely than ever before, is an institution worthy of every one’s consideration. Only one 

magazine in the world answers this description—HARPER’S MONTHLY MAGAZINE—established in 1850, and _ to-day 
more successful, both in quality and circulation, than ever before in its history. It is a record to be proud of, and only the 
approval of our readers which has made this continuous growth possible. 

Quality and interestingness are the characteristics which have given HARPER’S MAGAZINE so strong a hold on the 
affections of its readers. It is not possible for a great magazine like HARPER’S to present in advance any complete list 
of its notable features for the new year. But a few important things already scheduled for publication may properly be 
mentioned. 

Margaret Deland’s Great New Novel A Royal Explorer in Indo-China 
A remarkable new novel by Margaret Deland has just begun in HARPER'S " ae eee 
MAGAZINE. It is called ‘‘The Iron Woman.” It is perhaps the most powerful The yy & neo mngenerel o “e notioman whe has alvundy mate for nieneall a 1 
work of fiction produced by any American writer for many years. Splendidly tion as a traveller and a mighty hunter. He has just started on a journey by 

illustrated by F. Walter Taylor. automobile across the wilds of Indo-China. The Duke himself will write the story 

, of his adventures and discoveries. Other great travellers will write of their adven- 

He Talked With Napoleon tures in other equally interesting and little-known corners of the world. 
There has just been discovered in England a manuscript of astonishing historical 
importance—a —, ees ot ~ on ae ay ee * sage on 
manuscript has remained unpublished in the hands of an English family, and wi 3 
shortly be published in HARPER’S MAGAZINE, No such remarkable human The Work of Making Men 

document has appeared in years. Norman Duncan, whose article on Doctor Grenfell in HARPER'S MAGAZINE 

The Last Thing that Mark Twain Wrote first attracted attention to his magnificent work, has discovered other men who 

The last thing that Mark Twain wrote—a strangely touching and beautiful tribute are doing an oon important work for their fellow men in other fields. The first 

to his daughter Jean will be published in HARPER'S MAGAZINE. It was-written of these articles will appear soon. 
as the final chapter in his autobiography, and was completed only a short time 
before a on will rt have a of publishing a 
number of stories by Mr. Clemens—some of them marvellously fantastic creations H 
of his inimitable fancy. Short Stories 

An Unexplored Corner of the World HARPER'S MAGAZINE publishes more and better short stories than any other 

= 4 , ‘ £ th etn & . io illustrated magazine in the world. There will be at least seven complete short 
1ere remain to-day only a few corners of the world whic ave withstood the — ; en eo teuatiinn t 

daring of adventurous spirits and remain terra incognita to the civilized world. — a See number. Pencticolly every writer of the highest standing se 
The most interesting of these is the Arabian Desert. It is peopled with warlike America and England will be represented, and there will be many stories by new 

tribes, who have steadily resisted all attempts of foreigners to penetrate this region writers. 
of mystery. G. W. Bury, oo as ne and writer, is making 
the venture alone for HARPER'S, and, like Sir Richard Burton, disguised asa 
native. The true story of his adventures will be more fascinating than any romance. 35 cents a copy $4.00 a year 

- What Others Say of HARPER’S MAGAZINE: 
The Boston Transcript: 

“Too much cannot be said of HARPER’S MAGAZINE. It is difficult to speak of it in enthusiastic terms without 
passing the bounds of self-restraint. The reader who holds it in his hand for the first time, however, will realize the 
difficulty of doing the MAGAZINE justice. The fiction varies greatly in scene and motive, but is unvaried in ex- 
cellence.”’ 

Editorial in Baltimore Star: 
“In the midst of the motley monthlies it is a true delight to turn to a publication of such sterling worth, ripe interest 
and mental tonic as HARPER’S. It is generally the best of the magazines. All of the HARPER publications can be 
unreservedly commended as safe, sane and desirable reading for the home and family.” 

Sage in the Cleveland Leader writes: 
“HARPER’S is edited with an intelligence that seeks goods that wear, just as a prudent housewife picks a black silk 
gown; it lasts and lasts and lasts—and always with instruction and entertainment. I’m sorry for the lads and lassies 
that haven’t had the influence of a good magazine in their lives, and I’m sorriest for those that have never known 
HARPER'S. It isn’t a fiction magazine alone. It stands firmly on the basic idea of soundness. It keeps in touch 
with science in all its branches and deals with it authoritatively, but in terms of common understanding. \Vhen a 
big new idea comes up, I’m sure to get the best explanation of it from the pages of my old friend.”’ 

A Professor in the University of Chicago writes: 
‘‘You may be interested to learn that at a dinner last week where I was the conversation turned upon the magazines, 
and one of the gentlemen, whom I have long admired for the breadth of his intelligence and keen literary appre iation, 
remarked he thought HARPER’S MAGAZINE within the last year had become the most stimulating and interesting 
magazine in America. I confess to the same opinion.’ 

The Philadelphia Public Ledger: 
“The influence which the HARPER PERIODICALS have exercised in every channel of improving thought and 
achievement can be scarcely measured; they have flowed continuously on, over vast areas, among millions ol people, 
learned and unlearned, upon all of whom it has acted as an elevating, refining force. In many American horics these 

periodicals are the only library.”’ 

HARPER & BROTHERS—FRANKLIN SQUARE—NEW YORK CITY 
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———§ ....-: House Cleaning 

R | fEWIS® @oNGER 
I HOUSE FURNISHING WAREROOMS 

iold it Established 1835 

y one Every Utensil and Material for 
‘0-day 
iy the ff House Cleaning 

and Renovating on the 
te list Brooms, Brushes, Dusters, Chamois, 
ly be Cleansers and Polishers for 

’ Floors, Furniture, Glass 
and Metal. 

Carpet Sweepers, Vacuum Cleaners 
Cleaning Cloths and Material, &c., &c. 

a Correspondence Invited 
irney by 

sap: 130 & 132 W. 42d Street New York 
ir adven- ae EE ———— a 

The Latest Books 
3AZINE A Daughter of the Revolution, by Jes- 
nen who sie Anderson Chase. (Richard G. Bad- 

The first ger, Boston.) 

The Road to Providence, by Maria 

Thompson Daviess. (Bobbs_ Merril! 

Company, Indianapolis, Ind. $1.50.) 

Princess Sayrane, by Edith O. Har- 

ny other rison. (A. C. McClurg Company, Chi- 
wise cago, Ill. $1.35.) 

4 a The Price of the Prairie, by Margaret 6 ° ' ° ° 

in Hill McCarter. (A. C. McClurg & Co., , ‘O continue to use soiled, old-fashioned playing 
oe el cards reflects upon yourself as host. American 
Keller. (Century Company, $1.20.) Bank Note Company playing cards are the newest 

Advent f Tom S by Mark . ° : in Gant in ko prettiest and most perfect yet made. Refined by 
Sammie and Susie Littletail, by How- good company. Backed by a reputation. Made by 

ard R. Garis. (R. F. Fenno & Co.) th . k : h d d f ‘ l] 
th The Sword in the Mountains, by Alice a concer Whose wor is the standard of excellence 

es cen. 0. ©, Saniars ee throughout the world. 
+ 1é ollow ree noweda-in ook, by 

n €x- oa Bigelow Paine. (Harper & Bros. If your dealer has not yet placed these cards in stock, send us his name. 
— ae or : In the meantime there is a dainty box containing two of these packs waiting 
(R ° Penne + ig rs — — to be mailed to you. Both are printed on the finest linen stock with gold 

terest ge it edges. Both have picture backs in beautiful colors, one showing the exclu- 
an be sive Chantecler design and the other Van Dyck’s famous Baby Stuart. 

- == = Just the thing for a pleasing gift or card party prize. Send one dollar with 
your name and address and your package will be mailed to you. 

k silk : 
assies AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY 
nown . poe 70 Broad Street, New York City 

hen a “LOOK FOR THE EAGLE’S HEAD” 

zines, 

ation, : 
: sting . An Old, Old Story Book, by Eva March 

- Gift to her Tzppan. (Houghton Mifflin Company, 

Boston, Mass. $1.50.) 

Tust be a box of The Battle of the Wilderness, by Mor- 
and ris Schaff. (Houghton Mifflin Company, 

eople, Boston. $2.00.) 

these Flighty Arethusa, by David Skaats 

Foster. (J. B. Lippincott Company, 

Philadelphia, Pa.) 

The Destiny of Desire, by Ruby Ar- 

| Stores & Sales ts Everywhere | cher Doud. (Parsifal Press, Los An- 
a eeeiatall — Agents Ever J geles, Cal. 15 cents.) The Lion: HE CERTAINLY LOOKS GOOD TO ME 
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WINSLOW'S 
Skates 

THE BEST ICE AND ROLLER SKATES 

THE SAMUEL WINSLOW SKATE MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass., U. S. A. 
NEW YORK LONDON PARIS 

6¢ Chambers Street 8 Long Lane, E. C. 64, Avenue de la Grande Armee 

Sur and Fur 

Lined Coats for 

Men, Women and Children 

Don’t speculate in FURS. Be secure. Our label 
guarantees your coat to be perfect, handsome and 
enduring. Years of experience have taught us how 
to reject unworthy furs. 

Every garment we offer, no matter how low the 
price, is the work of experts and wili retain its 
beauty for years. 

Drivers’ Uniforms and Liveries 

TOURING and RAINCOATS, POLO COATS, 
GLOVES, GOGGLES, VEILS, CLOCKS, 
ROBES and kindred car conveniences 

Fall catalogue sent postpaid on request. 

FOx Stiefel 6 Co- S407 AMY. 
pposite the Waldorf-Astoria 

iid 

*Stapusneo 88 

Sy stobs Asrvlhers, 
C CLOTHING. 
Ceutlemens Furnishing 

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS 

Fur and Fur-lined Coats, Jackets, Rugs, Caps, Boots 
i and Gloves. 

Trunks, Bags, Traveling Coats and Shawls. 
Dressing Cases or their Separate Fittings. 

Dressing Gowns, Breakfast Jackets, Slippers. 
Automobile Trunks, Luncheon Baskets. 

Angora and Shetland Garments. 
Umbrellas and Walking Sticks, Pipes and Pouches. 

Many Novelties from the West End London Shops. 

vx, 

Send for Booklet, “ Christmas Suggestions.’ 

BROADWAY, Cor. TWENTY-SECOND ST., NEW YORK | 

Pupil: 1S IT NECESSARY TO KNOCK A FELLOW DOWN LIKE 

THAT? 

Instructor: AH, NO; IF YOU WILL GET UP AGAIN I’LL SHOW 

YOU TEN OTHER WAYS. 

THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY, NEW YORK 

—e 
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Spend a Summer 

Christmas 

Revel in the golden sunshine—enjoy the 
oranges fresh from the trees—-roam thro’ 
fields of brilliant blossoms—and breathe 
atmosphere redolent of roses in the glorious 

Golden West. 

Escape the bleak monotony of the city— 
enjoy the glowing variety of California. 

The very journey is a joy—less than three days of 
perfect happiness aboard the all year ‘round, de luxe 

Golden State Limited 
via Rock Island Lines 

—exclusively for first-class travel. The luxuries of 
perfect standard and compartment Pullmans and the ( 
comforts of the train—newly equipped throughout 
this season—make the trip a treat. There is a 
barber and a valet, and a chef whose dishes you'll be 
loath to leave. Buffet-library-observation car and a 
New surprise in every mile of the shifting panorama. i 

Daily from Chicago and St. Louis to El Paso, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Del Monte—the 
Golfer’s paradise, and San Francisco via the route of lowest altitude. 

The new Californian, and other good trains every day from Chicago, St. Rock 
Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha and Memphis, with choice of routes. 

Island Better send today for our beautifully illustrated book on California 

L. M. ALLEN, Passenger Traffic Manager, Room 241 La Salle Station, Chicago 
_— EE 



on’t be up in the air on 
the tire question. 
Records prove which 
tires are best. 

Just as puncture-resisting resilience together 

with extreme durability ave prime qualities Ag 
of Goodrich Automobile tires, so resilience, Afe¢hyee 

durability and light weight are prime Aaa ace: 
qualities of the famous Palmer tire AMM RICE SS 

with which we equip aeroplanes... AMR aera Ny 

Mr Glenn H. Curtiss uses them 40-0) << beeen dot) 

as regular equipment... By the AB rao by us—on 

same token, the Palmer@@i TOG. gtCto ise 

Web tires for electric MMV iA c/a 
vehicles require less MBC citi lM (2 oe WE Cr 
tractive effort perg@ernGreuc adel largest rub- 

mile than any ber plant in the world to run 

others, by test:— ay dah st supplying the demand. . 
Goodrich Wheiher you are an air man or 
quality just an every day motorist, there zsa 

again. tire with greatest efficiency and dura- 

bility for your use. The records prove it. 

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY 

7-460 510) MO) 80 OR Largest in the World. 

P se, -” i ee. rg 1 Lee ao £7 



The Pierce-Arrow in the Great West} The Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Licensed under Selden Patent 



LIFE: el 

At Home with 

THE KODAK 
Make Kodak your family historian. Start the history on Christmas day, the 

day of home gathering, and let it keep for you an intimate pictorial history of the 
home and all who are in it. Make somebody happy with a Kodak this year the 
pictures will serve to make many people happy in the years that — 

Unless you are already familiar with Kodakery, you will find the making of home portraits 
much simpler than you imagine—so simple, indeed, that the novice often gets the ait of being an 
expert. To make it still simpler we are issuing a beautifully illustrated little book that talks about 
home portraiture in an understandable way that will prove helpful to any amateur. Whether you 
already have a Kodak or not we would like you to have a copy of this book. 

Ask your dealer or write us for a free copy of “4¢ Home with the Kodak.”’ 

EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak Cuy 
= 


